


european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction ol
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The lvlember States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom Finland is an
Associate Member of the Agency Canada is a
Cooperating State

In the words of the Convention: The ouroose ol the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
applications systems

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long{erm
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the Member States, and by concerting
the policies of the Member States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
institutionsl

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space field:

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular as
regards the development of applications satellites;

(d) by elaborating and implementing the rndustrial
policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
lvlember States

The Agency is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The Directorate of the Agency consists of the Director
General; the Inspector General; the Director of Scientific
Programmes; the Director ol Observation of the Earth
and its Environment; the Director of the Telecommunica-
tions Programme; the Director ol Space Transportation
Systems; the Director of the Space Station and
Microgravity Programme; the Director of ESTEC; the
Director of Operations and the Director of Administration

The ESA HEADOUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman ol the Council: Prof E Carassa

Director General: J-M Luton

agence spataale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Eurcpeerne esl lssue des deux
Organisations spatiales europeennes qui l'ont precedee

- l'Organisation europdenne de recherches spat/a/es
(CEBS) et I'Organisation europdenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les droits et obligations
Les Etats membtes en sonl: I'Allemagne, I'Autilche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, l'Espagne, la France, I'lrlande,
I'ltalie, la Norvdge, /es Pays-8as, le Royaume-Uni, la
Sudde et la Suisse La Finlande est membrc assocld de
l'Agence. Le Canada benef icie d'un statut d'Etat
coop6rant.

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: I'Agence a pour
mlssion d'assurer et de d€velopper d des ,ns
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperation entre Etats

europ5ens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spafla/es et de leurs applications spatla/es,
en vue de leur utilisation d des lins scientifiaues et pour
des sysldmes spatiaux operationnels d'applications:

@) en ebborant et en mettant en oeuvre une politique
spatiale europeenne d long terme, en
recommandant aux Etats membres des objecfls en
mailere spatiale et en concertant /es polltr?ues des
Etats membres e l'6gard d'autres organisations et
institutions nationales et tnternationales;

(b) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre des activites et
des programmes dans le domane spatial;

(c) en cootdonnant le programme spatial europeen et
les programmes nationaux, et en integrant ces
derniers progressivement el aussi compldtement
que posslb/e dans le programme spatial europ6en,
notamment en ce qui concerne le ddveloppement
de sate//ites d'applications

(d) en alaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique
industrielle appropri6e d son programme et en
rccommandant aux Etats membres une oolitioue
industielle cohdrente.

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compos6 de
representants des Elats membres Le Ditecteur general
est le fonctionnaire exdcutif supdrieur de I'Agence et la
represente dans fous ses acfes

Le Directoire de I'Agence est composd du Directeur
gen'ral: de l'lnspecteur g4nqral; du Directeut des
Programmes scientiftques; du Directeur des
Programmes d'Observatton de la Terre et de son
Environnement, du Directeur du Programme de
Te6communications; du Directeur des Systdmes de
Transport spatial; du Duecteur du Programme Station
spatiale et Microgravit'; du Ditecteur de I'ESTEC, du
Directeur des Operations et du Directeur de
l'Administration

Le S/EGE de I'Agence esl a Par,s

Les principaux Etablissements de l'Agence sont:

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPAI/AIES (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Pays-8as

LE CENTRE EUBOPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPAI/ALES
(ESOC), Darnstadt, Allemagne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

Pr6sident du Conseil: Prof. F. Carassa

Directeur g6n6ral: J.-M. Luton
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The disintegrating ozone layer, rising
greenhouse ef fect, changing climates...

Never has the Earth been mo re in need

of our attention. Thanks to the

European Space Agency and following the successful launch of ERS- 1, we now

have the means to better understand our planet, and therefore protect it.
In cooperation with Dornier, Matra Marconi Space provided the satellite's vital elements.



Its platform is derived from Spot. And its on-board radar, a major technological first, Iets
ERS-1 focus on studying our environment by day or by night, even through clouds.
Vith Meteosat, Spot, ERS-1, and, soon to follow, Helios, Matra Marconi Space confirms
its unchallenged leadership in Europe in the field of observation satellires.
Matra Marconi Space - France

tel :(33) 0) 34 88 30 00 - United

Kingdom tel.: (44) (0) 70t 66 49 66.

MATRA MARCONI SPACE



Desigr small. Tttfutk big.
In our freld, requirements are almost infinite but nents and subsystems that operators can rely on

space on board is finite, Integrating more functions in throughout mission life.

that space is our way of thinking big. Thanks to our acknowledged expertise, advanced

The space industry demands absolute integrity, technology and in-depth synergy between aeronauti

from liftoff to end of-life, Sextant Avionique's Space ml and space operations, Sextant Avionique is a key

Division calls on over 25 years of experience to meet

these exacting requirements. From design to integra-
partner in some of the biggest space programs of this
decade, including Ariane 4 and 5, Hermes, Columbus,

tion of space-qualifred equipment, we offer a compre- Spot, ERS, Helios, N{eteosat, Topex-Poseidon, IS0,

hensive range of services to meet your exact needs. Eutelsat II and Telecom 2,

LA

Sextant Avionique has already lTr Concentrating know-how into a f,rnite

equipped some 50 launchers and 70 N I irurerspaceisourwayofhelpingyoumeet

satellites-atotaiof over300compo- o ru r Q Li e theinf,rnitedemandsofouterspace.

Spare llirision
25.rue,lulesVdclrines 26027Valence0edex France'Telephonc(33)i579f15 ll TelexSXT345ti()7F F'ax(i)3)7579uti60



Satel I ite Tech nologylrcfl 4\i
DFS Kopernikus-
The German Telecommunications
Satellite

Fz

DFS Kopernikus, the first Ger-
man telecommunications satel-
lite, has gone into orbit.The satel-
lite programme was designed
and manufactured by the ANT/
MBB consortium. The system
consists of two spacecraft and a
ground spare. ANT supplies the
entire telecommunications pay-
load.
Kopemikus is equippedwith elev-
en transponders which can be
simultaneously operated for the
transmission of speech, text, data
andTVprogrammes in the lll14,
12/14 and20/30 GHz frequency

ranges. Six further transponders
are mounted onto the satellite for
redundancy operation.
Furthermore, ANT supplied the
receiver systems for 32 small
DFS earth stations and was the
main contractor for the lll14
GHz DFS earth station in Berlin
as well as for the conversion to
DFS operation of an earth station
in Usingen.

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Gerberstrasse 3 3, 715 0 Backnang
Glephone + 49 (0) 7l9l/130
Glefax + 49 (0) 7I9l/133212

---I-- 
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SERCg

. IACILITI E5 I'IAI{AGEl'IEtlT SERVICTS

- ground stations

- comouter installations

. COI,IPUIER OPTRATIOt{S & I'1AIl{IEtlANCE SERVICES

- mainframe computer operations for spacecraft

control and data processing

- system development

- computer users helpdesk and training

- PC installation and maintenance

- system documentation

. DATA t0t'il'lUt{tCAIloNS SERVItES

- network design and management

- installation

- oDeratton

- maintenance

. SOITWART DEVILOPI,IEllT SERVIIES

- database design and implementation

- in-orbit test software

earth observation applications software

. GROUND STATIOIi SERVICES

- provision of experienced spacecraft controllers

- engineering support

- ooerations and maintenance

. ELECTR0i{tt GRoUt{D SUPPoRT EQUIPI'{ENI SERVICES (EGSE)

- maintenance and ooeration of EGSE facilities

- logistical support for EGSE

. EARIH OBSER'/ATIOI{ SERVICES

- applications software development

- imaSe quality control software

- photolab support

. DOCUI'lEI{TAIION SER'/ICES

- development of document management systems

- operational documentation design and Production

- document configuration control

- library services

. tOilStJLTAtlCY & PR0JEO tOt{TRoL SERVIIES

- project management services

- engineering consultancy
- remote sensinS aPPlications

- national space policy review

For further information about the competitive services

offered by Serco Space please contact Mr Nic Stewart,

Business Development Manager, Lincoln Way, Windmill

Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. TWI 6 7HW.

Telephone: ++44 932-785511 Fax: f+44 932-761023

or our senior reDresentatives at each ESA site:

ESA HQ

Mr Keith Blake

Tel: (++33) 142737191

ESOC

Mr David Palmer

ESTEC

Mr Derek Peters

Tel: (++31) 171983715

ESRIN

Mr Martin Spence

t-\ /_\ /i;-< l; )t) )l[,'t, I +
tl ll \l\-- I 
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Tel: (++49) 6151902362 Tel: (++39) 694180416



Product Information:
Power Supply Cable
Assemblies
for Space Technology

GORE are specialists in
cable constructions for
critical transmission sys-
tems. GORE special high-
performance cables secure
the success of space
missions through their ap-
plication-specif ic design
and manufacture.

Contact us early in your
concept phase. We will be
glad to advise you. We
have extremly short turn-
arounds for the design,
prototyping and manufac-
ture of your special cable
ronr riromontq

Main specializations

o Space wires and cables
(qualif ication according
to SPACELAB SLP 21 1O

and ESA/SCC detail
specif ication 3901 /007,
008, 009)

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation microwave
cable assemblies, appli-
cable up to 40 GHz

o Dielectric waveguides
f rom 26.5 to 1 10 GHz

o Highly flexible, low-
attenuation coaxial
cables

o Round and flat conduc-
tor ribbon cables

o Data lines

O Round cables

o High voltage wires and
caotes

W L GOHE & ASSOCIATES GMBH
Nordring 1 D-8835 Pleinfeld Germany
Phone: (0 91 44) 6 01 - 0

Hermann-Oberth-Str 22
D-8011 Putzbrunn Germany
Phone: (089)4612 - 507



IWBE
Deutsche Aerospace

ERNO
Raumfahrttechnik GmbH

Postfach 105909 HiinefeldstraRe 1-5 2800 Bremen 1

High Purity
Hydrazine

Propellant for satellites,
platforms and space sta-

tion elements.

MBB-ERNO ist now able to
offer purified hydrazine
propellant to support the
expanding European space
propulsion activities.

It provides an idealcomple-
ment to our propulsion pro-

duct line which includes
hydrazine and cold gas pro-
pulsion subsystems and

components, propellant
tanks and propellant mana-

gemenr sysrems.

The hydrazine production

facility, operated by MBB-

ERNO's propulsion test
centre in Trauen, Germany,

has been established
under contract to ESA. lt
produces high purity grade

hydrazine in accordance
with MIL-P-26536 D. The

facility purifies the hydra-

zine by a multiple stage

crystallization process,

starting from regular grade

hydrazine feed which may

conta in considera b le

amounts of impurities.

The process, developed by

MBB-E RNO in co-operation
with Sulzer, Switzerland,
provides a hydrazine purity

which exceeds the MIL

specification.

High Purity Hydrazine will

be delivered in 200 1 stain-
less steel drums. Other
drum sizes are available on

req uesr.



ministerial conference

Outcome of the Ministerial Gonference

J.-M. Luton
Director General, ESA, Paris

Background
The fact that there is a strong political

interest in European space activities is

reflected in the coming together, at significant
moments, of the Ministers responsible for
space matters in the ESA Member States, to

encourage and guide the next steps forward.
While several previous Council Meetings at

Ministerial Level have indeed taken place

at critical moments, there has always been

an overriding will to find a positive way to
continue the longterm aim of ensuring that
Europe first rose to, and then enhanced its

standing as a world-class space power.

Thus in the seventies, application satellites
were welcomed, ESA was born out of
ESRO and ELDO, an independent European

launcher was undertaken, a European
contribution to the post-Apollo programme
was agreed, and far-reaching decisions
were taken on communications and remote-

sensrng programmes.

The last two such meetings, in Rome in

1985 and in The Hague in 1987, spelled
out the political intention that Europe should
have a cogent and influential space policy,

supported by a coherent, complete and
balanced set of programmes. To make a

significant contribution to the International

Space Station 'Freedom', the first phases of
the Columbus Programme, and the Hermes
spaceplane development were approved.
This was also part of the policy to achieve
autonomous Eurooean facilities for the
transportation and support of humans in
space, and to increase the competitiveness
of European industry in the World markets.

Since the last Ministerial Meeting in The
Hague, momentous changes both within
Europe, and beyond, of a political and
economic nature, have affected short-term
considerations in space matters. lt was

against this background that the ESA

Council again met at Ministerial Level in

Munich on 18, 19 and 20 November.

Nevertheless, Europe's standing as a
space power rests not on its excellent past
achievements, but on its ability and willing-
ness to take its place alongside existing and
growing space powers in the future. To do
so, Europe must have a dynamic and vibrant
set of programmes that will matntain and
increase European industry's ability to
prosper in a highly competitive market. The
programmes that were under discussion
in Munich are intended to give Europe

the essential drive and confidence
politically, technically, and commercially,
to succeed over the coming decade and
oeyono.
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The decisions taken
I am pleased to report that all the hard
work jnvested by the Agency in preparation
for the Munich Council reaped a positive
result in the form of two Resolutions adopted
by the Ministers The texts of these
Resolutions is reproduced in full in this
Bulletin, together with the Press Release
issued at the conclusion of the Meeting

In essence, the Ministers gave the go-ahead
to continue the major programmes of the
Agency, and to prepare a detailed evaluation
of these programmes ready for a further
meeting at Ministerial Level in Spain before
the end ol 1992

The rapidly changing political scene and
the economic situation prevailing in much
of Europe were very much on the Ministers'
minds, and so there will be two underlying
themes to our work in the nearterm ln
looking at the execution of the programmes,
we must bear in mind, and investigate new
scenarios for collaboration beyond the
Member States, and particularly with
potential European partners Secondly, we
must respect the financial constraints under
which Member States find themselves, and
distribute any shortfalls against programmes
in a balanced way,

In agreeing that we should continue the
Columbus, Hermes and Data-Relay System
(DRS) Programmes in 1992, the Ministers
have shown a positive attitude and, provided
that we can show that we have sought the
most cost-effective ways of executing these
programmes, I am confident that the Meeting
in 1992 will give us the final authority to
complete these programmes

The Ministers, in a separate Resolution,
approved the execution of the first Polar-
orbiting Earth-Observation Mission (POEN/ 1)

in two phases using the Columbus Polar
Platform as a technical basis, and exploiting
the Data-Relay System (DRS) in order to
acquire global data coverage.

The excellent results achieved by ERS-1

have already played their part in persuading
Member States of the major contribution that
ESA is making, and can continue to make,
towards the better understandino of our
global environment

The Ministers are well aware of the succes-
ses that have paved ESA's path in the past,
and there was unanimous reaffirmation of the
objectives of the Agency's tasks This they
did by accepting the Long-Term Space Plan
for 1992-2005 as a strategic framework for
ESA's activities and programmes We must
now elaborate detailed programme proposals
before the end of 1992. We therefore have
a busy year ahead, but knowing what our
objectives are, I am confident that we will be
able to secure the longterm future of the
Agency's programmes. t3
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conference ministerielle

Les r6sultats de la Conf6rence
minist6rielle

J.-M. Luton
Directeur general, ESA, Paris

Bref historique
Les activit6s de I'Europe spatiale suscitent
un vif inter6t de la part des responsables
politiques. C'est pourquoi les ministres

chargds des questions spatiales dans les

Etats membres de I'ESA se 16unissent,

lorsque le moment I'exige, afin de donner
I'elan et la voie d suivre pour franchir les

etapes suivantes. ll est ir noter qu'en d6pit
du fait oue olusieurs sessions du Conseil

au niveau ministeriel ont eu lieu, dans le

pass6, dr des moments critiques, les d6bats
ont toujours ete domines par la volont6 de
trouver des solutions positives pour
poursuivre I'oblectif a long terme grAce

auquel I'Europe a pu conqudrir, puis affirmer
son statut en tant que puissance spatiale de
rang mondial.

Ainsi, au cours des ann6es 1970, le feu vert
a 6te donne a des satellites d'application,
I'ESA a 6te cr6ee d partir de I'ESRO et de
I'ELDO, un lanceur europ6en independant
a et6 mis en chantier, une contribution
europ6enne au programme successeur
d'Apollo a ete approuv6e et des d6cisions
de grande portee ont ete prises sur des
programmes de telecommunications et de
t6led6tection

Les deux dernidres r6unions au niveau
minist6riel, qui se sont tenues d Rome en

1985 et d La Haye en 1987, ont clairement
affirme I'intention politique de I'Europe de
se doter d'une politique spatiale credible et

ambitieuse, s'appuyant sur un ensemble de
programmes coh6rent, complet et 6quilibr6.
Les premidres phases du programme
Columbus ont ete approuv6es, ainsi que le
ddveloppement de I'avion spatial Hermds,
pour assurer une contribution significative
d la station spatiale internationale Freedom.

Ces d6cisions s'inscrrvaient 69alement dans
la politique ayant pour objectif de doter
I'Europe de moyens autonomes pour assurer
le transport et le sejour de I'homme dans
l'espace et accroitre la competitivite de

I'industrie europ6enne sur les marches
mondraux

Depuis la rdunion de La Haye, l'Europe et
les autres pays du monde ont connu des
changements politiques et 6conomiques
consid6rables, qui ont eu des r6percussions
sur les aspects d court terme des affaires
spatiales. Tel est le contexte de la nouvelle

session du Conseil de I'ESA au niveau
ministeriel qui s'est tenue d Munich du
18 au 20 novembre 1991.

Pour conserver son rang de grande
puissance spatiale, I'Europe ne doit
oas uniquement s'en remettre a ses
remarquables succds pass6s, mais apporter
la preuve de sa capacit6 et de sa
ddtermination d tenir sa place d I'avenir
parmi les puissances spatiales existantes
et celles qui commencent d apparaitre
A cet effet, I'Europe a besoin d'un ensemble
de programmes dynamique, propre a
susciter I'enthousiasme et d permettre a
I'industrie europ6enne de pr6server et
d'accroitre ses chances de r6ussite sur un
march6 hautement concurrentiel. Les

programmes propos6s d Munich ont pour
objectif de donner d I'Europe I'elan et la
confiance indispensables, sur le triple
plan politique, technique et commercial,
pour assurer son succds au cours de la
d6cennie d venir et au-deld.

Les d6cisions prises
J'ai le plaisir de vous informer que les

efforts investis dans les travaux pr6paratoires
ont porte leurs fruits sous la forme de
deux R6solutions adoptees par les Ministres.
Vous pouvez en lire le texte complet dans
ce Bulletin, ainsi que le communiqu6 de
presse publi6 a la fin de la session; mais
l'essentiel est de savoir que nous avons
obtenu le feu vert pour poursuivre les grands
programmes de l'Agence et pour pr6parer
leur 6valuation detaillee en vue d'une

11
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nouvelle r6union ministerielle qui aura lieu
en Espagne avant la fin de 1992

Ldvolution rapide du contexte politique ainsi
que la situation 6conomique dans laquelle
se trouve une grande partie de I'Europe ont
constitud la toile de fond de la reflexion des
Ministres; deux themes sous-tendront ainsi
nos activit6s A court terme. En ce oui
concerne tout d'abord I'exdcution des
programmes, il nous faut envisager et etudier
de nouveaux sc6narios de collaboration avec
des pays autres que les Etats membres, et
notamment avec des partenaires europ6ens
potentiels Deuxiemement, nous devrons
tenir compte des contraintes financidres que
connaissent les Etats membres et rdpartir
les deficits 6ventuels dans le cadre des
programmes de faqon equilibree.

Les Ministres ont adopte une position
constructive en convenant qu'il fallait
poursuivre les programmes Columbus,
Hermes et DRS en 1992 et, d condition
que nous purssrons prouver que nous
nous sommes attach6s a ex6cuter ces
programmes avec le meilleur rapport
co0t/efficacite, je suis convaincu que la
16union de 1992 nous donnera le coup
d'envoi definitif pour mener d terme ces
programmes

Dans une R6solution distincte, les Ministres
ont approuv6 l'exdcution en deux phases de
la premidre mission d'observation de la Terre
sur orbite polaire (POEM-1), en utilisant la
plate{orme polaire Columbus comme base
technique et en faisant appel au Systeme de
Relais de Donn6es (DRS) afin d'obtenir une
couverture d I'echelle du olobe.

Les excellents r6sultats d'ERS-1 ont deja,
parmi d'autres facteurs, convaincu les Etats
membres de la contribution majeure que
I'Agence apporte, et pourra continuer
d'apporter, a I'approfondissement de notre
comprehension de I'environnement terrestre

Les Ministres sont pleinement conscients
des r6ussites qui jalonnent le chemin dejd
parcouru par l'Agence, et ont reaffirmd d
l'unanimit6 les objectifs fixes d ses activit6s
en ent6rinant le Plan spatial d long terme
1992-2005 comme cadre strat6gique
des activit6s et des programmes de l'ESA.
ll nous faut maintenant 6laborer des
propositions de programme d6taillees d'ici la
fin de 1992. Une ann6e trds charg6e nous
attend, mais nous connaissons nos objectifs
et j'ai toute confiance que nous sommes en
mesure d'assurer I'avenir d long terme des
programmes de I'Agence. G

Bavarian Minister President, Dr. Max Streibl,
hosting the official dinner

Le Ministre-Pr6sident de BaviEre, Dr. Max Streibl,
s'adressant i ses inyitds lors du diner de gala



conference minist6rielle

The Ministers of the ESA Member States, with Bavarian Minister President Dr. Max Streibl and ESA's Director General

Mr Jean-Marie Luton

From left to rrght: Dr Streibl, lVr Luton, Mr Bertel Haarder (Denmark), Lord Reay (United Kingdom), Dr. Jo Ritzen (The Netherlands)'

Mr William Winegard (Canada), Mr Claudio Aranzadi (Spain), Dr. Heinz Riesenhuber (Germany), Mr Ole Knapp (Norway),

Mrs Wivina Demeester-De Meyer (Belgium), Mr Paul Quilds (France), Mr Per Westerberg (Sweden), Prof Antonio Ruberti (ltaly)

and Mr Ren6 Felber (Switzerland)

Les Ministres des Etats membres de l'Agence spatiale europ6enne en compagnie du Ministre'pr6sident de Bavidre,

Dr. Max Streibl, et du Directeur g6n6ral de I'ESA, M. Jean-Marie Luton

De gauche d droite; Dr. Streibl, M, Luton, M Bertel Haarder (Danemark), Lord Reay (Royaume-Uni) Dr. Jo Ritzen (Pays-Bas),

M. William Winegard (Canada) M Claudio Aranzadi (Espagne), Dr, Heinz Riesenhuber (Allemagne), M. Ole Knapp (Norvege),

Mme Wivina Demeester-De Meyer (Belgique), M Paul Quiles (France), M. Per Westerberg (Suede), Prof Antonio Ruberti (ltalie)

et M Rend Felber (Suisse)
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Resolution on the
European Long-Term Space Plan 1992-2005

and Programmmes
adopted on 20 November 1991

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level

RECALLING Resolution ESA/C-M/LXVIl/Res. 1 (Final)on the European longterm space plan
adopted on 31 January 1985 and Resolution ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (Final) on the European
long{erm space plan and programmes adopted on '10 November 1987,

CONSCIOUS of the need for a careful ongoing analysis of the changing geopolitical context
in order to assess its impact on European space activities,

RECOGNISING the need to achieve the best possible relationship between cost and
effectiveness requirements, in particular through a widened and strengthened cooperation
with States that have already developed advanced space technologies, while keeping
European efforts within an acceptable financial framework,

RECALLING the mission of the Agency to formulate and implement a long-term European
space policy as part of the European drive to develop high technology and to further space
activities for the benefit of science and applications,

CONSCIOUS of the need to ensure synergy between the Agency and the European
Communities and between the Agency and other European organisations concerned while
taking due account of their respective memberships and areas of responsibility,

RECOGNISING the successful development of cooperation with the United States of
America on the International Space Station,

WELCOMING the renewal of the Association Agreement with Finland and Finland's stated
intention to become a full member of the Agency on 1 January 1995,

WELCOMING the continuation of cooperation with Canada on the basis of the renewed close
cooperation Ag reement,

CONSIDERING that the European science programme has yielded remarkable results over
a number of years and that Resolution ESA/C/XCIll/Res. 2 (Final) of 13 December 1990 has
confirmed the increase in the level of resources allocated to that programme while proposing
that measures be taken to increase the purchasing power of its annual budgets,

RECOGNISING that exploitation of the elements developed under the programmes making
up the in-orbit infrastructure will give Europe mastery of the basic technologies for crewed
spaceflight and provide exceptional resources with a view to multidisciplinary scientific use,

NOTING that the implementation of the Agency's Earth-observation programmes contributes
to the formulation of a European longterm policy in this field,

WELCOMING the launch and operation since the 1987 Meeting in The Hague of Olympus,
Giotto, Hipparcos, Meteosat, the Space Telescope, Ulysses and ERS-1,



conf6rence ministerielle

R6solution sur le Plan
spatial europ6en a long terme 1992-2005

et les programmes
adopt6e le 20 novembre 1991

Le Conseil, siegeant au niveau minist6riel,

RAPPELANT la R6solution ESAiC-M/LXVIl/Res. 1 (final) sur le Plan spatial europ6en a long
terme adopt6e le 31 janvier 1985 et la R6solution ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (final) sur le Plan

spatial europ6en d long terme et les programmes adopt6e le 10 novembre 1987,

CONSCIENT de la necessit6 d'une analyse continue et attentive de l'6volution du contexte
g6opolitique afin d'6valuer ses rncidences sur les activitds spatiales europ6ennes,

RECONNAISSANT la necessit6 d'atteindre le meilleur rapport possible entre les imp6ratifs
de co0t et d'efficacit6, en particulier grdce d un 6largissement et a un renforcement de la

coop6ration avec des Etats ayant d6jdr developpe des technologies spatiales avanc6es, tout
en maintenant les efforts europ6ens dans un cadre financier acceptable,

RAPPELANT que I'Agence a pour mission de formuler et mettre en oeuvre une politique
spatiale europ6enne a long terme s'inscrivant dans la dynamique europ6enne pour la mise
au point de technologies de pointe et le d6veloppement des activit6s spatiales au b6n6fice
de la science et des applications,

CONSCIENT de la n6cessit6 d'assurer la synergie entre l'Agence et les Communaut6s
europ6ennes, ainsi qu'entre I'Agence et les autres organisations europdennes int6ress6es
compte dOment tenu de leurs Etats membres et de leurs domaines de responsabilit6
respectifs,

RECONNAISSANT le d6veloppement fructueux de la coop6ration avec les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique au sujet de la Station spatiale internattonale,

SE FELICITANT du renouvellement de l'accord d'association avec la Finlande et de
l'intention exprim6e par le Finlance de devenir membre de plein exercice de l'Agence a

compter du 1er janvier 1995,

SE FELICITANT de la poursuite de la coop6ratron avec la Canada sur la base du
renouvellement de l'accord de coop6ration 6troite,

CONSIDERANT que le programme scientifique europ6en a produit des resultats
remarquables depuis plusieurs annees et que la R6solution ESA/C/XCIll/Res.2 (final) du
13 d6cembre 1990 a confirm6 l'accroissement du niveau de ressources allou6 d ce
programme tout en proposant que des mesures soient prises pour accroitre le pouvoir
d'achat de ses budgets annuels,

RECONNAISSANT que l'exploitation des el6ments d6velopp6s dans le cadre des
programmes constituant I'infrastructure orbitale donnera d I'Europe la maitrise des
technologies fondamentales en matiere de vols avec 6quipage et fournira des ressources
exceptionnelles en vue d'une utilisation scientifique pluridisciplinaire,
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NOTING with satisfaction the continuing success of the Ariane-4 operational launches
following successful qualification tests and the progress made on Ariane-S development,
while RECOGNISING the need for a European launcher system, for continuing support to
the corresponding production programmes and for preferentral use of this system by
European user programmes,

EXPRESSING its satisfaction at the outcome of the work done by the Council Working Group
on the preparation of this Ministerial Meeting, in particular the draft Resolutions, which it
regards as the basis for further progress in optimising the Agency's programmes,

HAVING REGARD to the level of resources adopted for the period 1990-1995
(ESA/C/XCllliRes 3 (Final) of 13 December 1990),

HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for a European long-term space
programme (ESA/C-M(91)2) and the European longterm space plan 1992-2005
(ESA/C(e1)38),

CHAPTER I

Objectives

1. REAFFIRMS in their entrrety the agreed objectives referred to in Chapter lof Resolution
ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (Final) of 10 November 1987, which are reproduced for reference
in the Annex to this Resolution, stressing that those objectives were designed to further
the principles contained in the Convention and represented a comprehensive undertaking
touching upon all fields of space activity pursued by the Agency.

2. RECOGNISES that the extensive and valuable experience gained in carrying out the
programmes undertaken since 1987 has confirmed the relevance of the objectives
referred to above, and has provided sound and reasonable guidelrnes for those
programmes, as well as a suitable basis for their better evaluation.

3. REAFFIRMS the need to intensify international cooperation, both among the Member
States and with other European and non-European partners, with a vrew to achieving fully
the oojectives of the European longterm space plan with the best possible relationship
between the cost and effectiveness requirements, while optimising the use of European
space resources available within the Agency and the Member States.

4. INVITES the Director General to continue to improve the balance between the infra-
structure, scientific research and applications programmes, such as telecommunications
and Earth observation, that will match the expectations of the Member States, while
ensuring a proper relationship between technology, research and development,
exoloitation and utilisation activities.

CHAPTER II
European Long-Term Space Plan 1992-2005

1. WELCOMES the Director General's proposal for a European long-term space prog-
ramme and the European long{erm space plan 1992-2005 referred to in the preamble.

2, ACCEPTS the European long-term space plan 1992-2005 as a strategrc framework for
the Agency's planning, activities and programmes, and RECOGNISES that the Director
General's proposal mentioned above provides the guidance needed for satisfactory
imolementation of this olan.
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T que la mise en oeuvre des programmes d'observation de la Terre de l'Agence
re a l'6tablissement d'une politique europ6enne dr long terme dans ce domaine,

.ICITANT du lancement et de l'exploitation, depuis la r6union de 1987 a La Haye,
pus, de Giotto, d'Hipparcos, de M6t6osat, du T6lescope spatial, d'Ulysse et d'ERS-I,

T avec satisfaction la poursuite du succes des lancements op6rationnels d'Ariane-4
es essais de qualification reussis et les progres du d6veloppement d'Ariane-S, tout
)ONNAISSANT la n6cessit6 de disposer d'un systeme de lancement europ6en,
ir un appui constant de la part des programmes de production correspondants et de
r sorte que des programmes utilisateurs europ6ens se servent en priorite de ce
f

/ANT sa satisfaction d l'issue des travaux menes par le Groupe de travail du Conseil
de p16parer la pr6sente session au niveau ministertel, et en particulier les projets de
ions, travaux qu'il considdre comme la base de futures avanc6es dans I'optimisation
)grammes de I'Agence,

riveau de ressources adopte pour la periode 1990-1995 (ESA/C/XCIll/Res 3 (final)
j6cembre 1990),

roposition du Directeur g6n6ral relative au programme spatial europ6en d long terme
M(91)21 et le Plan spatial europ6en d long terme 1992-2005 [ESA/C(91)38],

CHAPITRE I

Objectifs

REAFFIRNi E dans leur integralit6 les objectifs approuv6s tels qu'ils ressortent du Chapitre
premier de la R6solution ESA/C-M/LXXX/R6s. 1 (final) du 1O novembre 1987 et qui sont
reproduits en r6f6rence dans I'Annexe de la pr6sente R6solution, en soulignant que ces
objectifs, d6finis pour promouvoir les principes enonc6s dans la Convention, traqaient le

cadre d'une action englobant tous les domaines des activitds spatiales de I'Agence.

RECONNAlT que la vaste et precieuse exp6rience apport6e par l'execution des
programmes qui ont 6t6 entrepris depuis 1987 a confirm6 le bien-fond6 des objectifs
precites et a fourni des lignes directrices solides et raisonnables pour ces programmes,
ainsi ou'une base oroore a mieux les 6valuer.

REAFFIRME la necessite d'intensifier la coop6ration internationale, aussi bien entre les
Etats membres qu'avec d'autres partenaires europ6ens et non europ6ens, en vue de
realiser pleinement les objectifs du Plan spatial europ6en d long terme avec le meilleur
rapport possible entre les imp6ratifs de co0t et d'efficacite, tout en optimisant l'utilisation
des ressources spatiales europ6ennes disponibles au sein de l'Agence et dans les Etats

membres.

INVITE le Directeur general d continuer d'am6liorer l'6quilibre entre les programmes
d'infrastructure, de recherche scientifique et d'applications, notamment les
t6l6communications et l'observation de la Terre, 6quilibre qui corresponde aux attentes
des Etats membres, tout en assurant un rapport ad6quat entre les activit6s
technologiques, de recherche et de d6veloppement, d'exploitation et d'utilisation.
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3. CONSIDERING the strategic importance for Europe of the above-mentioned plan and the
duration of the corresponding commitments, AGREES in principle to meet each year at
Ministerial Level, on the next occasion before the end of 1992', and INTENDS, at those
meetings, to evaluate the progress made by the programmes under way, to consider the
impact on these programmes of changes in the world political context, to evaluate the
possibilities for widened international cooperation with other space powers, in the first
instance in Europe, and to consider the future drrection to be taken by the programmes.

4. RECOGNISES that the said plan allows the Member States concerned to take part in other
programmes such as the GSTP (General Support Technology Programme), for which the
Director General is invited to submit an enabling Resolution, as well as in any further
programmes that he may propose with a view to complete achievement of the objectives
of the plan.

CHAPTER III
In-Orbit I nfrastructu re Programmes

CONSIDERING the progress made since the Council meeting at Ministerral Level in
The Hague in 1987 in defining the technical, timetable and cost element objectives of the
Hermes, Columbus and Data-Relay System (DRS) in-orbit infrastructure development
programmes,

RECOGNISING nonetheless that the pursuit of activities relating to these programmes must
take account of changes since that meeting in factors that are likely to affect their execution,
such as the changes that have taken place in the overall political environment in Europe and
the new financial constraints within the Member States,

CONSIDERING, without prejudice to the evaluation provided for in Chapter lV of this
Resolution, the need to maintain the objectives of the overall coherence of these programmes
and in particular the dates for launching their respective elements,

WELCOMING the will shown by the States participating in the said programmes to continue
with their execution within the framework of the Director General's proposal for a European
longterm space programme and of the European longterm space plan 1992-2005 referred
to in the preamble,

1. AGREES that, bearing in mind the evaluation provided for in Chapter lV of this Resolution,
the Agency shall carry out these programmes in 1992 within an overall budgetary
envelope reduced by 120 MAU in contributions from the amount proposed by the
Director General (2427 MAU), to give revised contributions totalling 2307 MAU (at 1990
economic conditions), and REQUESTS the Director General to allocate the reduced
budgets in accordance with programme needs and to distribute the work to be performed
in '1992 in an equitable manner, taking due account of those firms that are not assuming
prime contractorship responsibilities for those programmes.

AGREES to continue work in 1992 under the Hermes and Columbus development
programmes and the Data-Relay System programme element within the framework of the
proposals for those programmes and the European longterm space plan 1992-2005
referred to in the preamble, taking into account the evaluation due to take place in late
1992, and to do so in accordance with the respective contribution percentages agreed
to by the States participating in those programmes and with the new levels of contribution
to the Data-Relay System programme element declared by France and Germany at this
Meeting;

2
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CHAPITRE II
Plan spatial europ6en d long terme 1992-2005

1. ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT la proposition du Directeur g6n6ral relative au
programme spatial europeen d long terme et le Plan spatial europeen d long terme
1992-2005 vises au or6ambule.

2. ACCEPTE le Plan spatial europeen a long terme 1992-2005 comme cadre strategique
de la planification, des activites et des programmes de I'Agence, et RECONNAIT que la
proposition du Direcieur g6n6ral mentionnee ci-dessus oonne tes orientations
n6cessaires pour une mise en oeuvre satisfaisante de ce plan.

3. CONSIDERANT l'importance strategique pour I'Europe du plan mentionne ci-dessus et
la dur6e des engagements correspondants, CONVIENT en principe de se reunir au
niveau ministeriel chaque ann6e, la prochaine fois avant la fin de 1992; et SE PROPOSE,
au cours de ces reunions, d'6valuer les progres atteints par les programmes en cours, de
considerer l'impact sur ces programmes de l'6volution du contexte politique mondial,
d'6valuer les possibilites de cooperation internationale 6largie avec d'autres puissances
spatiales, en premier lieu en Europe, et d'envisager I'orientation que devront prendre les
programmes a l'avenir.

4. RECONNAIT que ledit plan permet aux Etats membres int6ress6s de participer a d'autres
programmes, comme le GSTP (Programme gen6ral de technologie de soutien), au sujet
desquels le Directeur g6neral est invit6 a soumettre une resolution habilitante, ainsi qu'a
d'autres programmes qu'il pourra proposer en vue de parfaire la r6alisation des obiectifs
ou pran.

CHAPITRE III
Programme d'infrastructure orbitale

CONSIDERANT les progres accomplis depuis Ia reunion du Conseil au niveau ministeriel a
La Haye en 1987 dans la definition des objectifs techniques, de calendrier et des elements
de coOt des programmes de d6veloppement d'infrastructure orbitale Hermes, Columbus et
systeme de relais de donnees (DRS),

RECONNAISSANT neanmoins que la poursuite des activites relatives d ces programmes
doit prendre en compte l'evolution, depuis ladite rdunron, des facteurs susceptibles d'affecter
leur exdcution, tels que les modifications intervenues dans l'environnement politique global
de l'Europe ou les nouvelles contraintes financieres dans les Etats membres,

CONSIDERANT, sans pr6judice de l'6valuation vis6e au Chapitre lV de la pr6sente
R6solution, la n6cessit6 de maintenir les objectifs de coherence de I'ensemble de ces
programmes et en particulier les dates de lancement de leurs el6ments respectifs,

SE FELICITANT de la volonte marquee par les Etats participant auxdrts programmes de
poursuivre leur ex6cution dans le cadre de la proposition du Directeur g6n6ral relative a un
programme spattal europ6en d long terme et du Plan spatial europ6en a long terme
1992-2005 vis6 au preambule,

1. CONVIENT, compte tenu de l'6valuation pr6vue au Chapitre lV de la pr6sente Rdsolution,
que l'Agence devra ex6cuter ces programmes en 1992 a I'interieur d'une enveloppe
budgetaire globale rdduite de 120 MUC en contributions par rapport au montant propos6
par le Directeur g6n6ral (2427 MUC), pour obtenir des contributions r6visees d'un
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NOTES further that the work to be undertaken under the programmes referred to in this
paragraph shall be organised in such a way as to ensure continuity of activities and

adherence to the development timetables.

INVITES the States participating in these programmes to adopt the corresponding draft

budgets by the end of 1991 and AGREES that the present Resolutrons shall constitute the

legal basis for their adoption and execution

INVITES the Director General to present the terms of a proposal for an optional prog-

ramme of Columbus precursor flights in order to prepare for utilisation of the Columbus
in-orbit infrastructure, seeking a balance between the infrastructure and uttlisation

programmes, and INVITES the States concerned to draw up the legal instruments that will

enable these activities to be started before mid-1992.

AGREES to assess the situatron of those in-orbit infrastructure programmes in the light of

the report drawn up by the Director General in accordance with the provisions of Chapter
lV below.

INVITES the Director General to further pursue, in time for the Council Meeting at

Ministerial Level in late 1992, optimisation of the costs of the valrdation and exploitation of

the in-orbit inf rastructure programmes and submit proposals for the sharing of these costs

amonc the Member States.

Z. NOTES the proposals made on the decentralised ground infrastructure gtven in

ESA/C WG(91)WP/49 Rev. 1, which is an Annex to the European long-term space plan and

which was submitted by the Council Working Group to Council for adoption
(ESA/C(e1)e5)

CHAPTER IV
Evaluation and Confirmation of the In'Orbit Infrastructure

and Earth-Observation Programmes

INVITES the Director General to submit, in time for the Council Meeting at Ministerial Level

in late 1992. a reoort on the situation of the in-orbit inf rastructure and Earth-observation
programmes being carried out within the Agency. The said report shall show in particular

the impact on the Agency's objectrves and programmes as a whole of the possibilities for

international cooperation, in the first instance in Europe, with a view to tmproving the

overall cost-effectiveness of the Agency's activities. Finally, the report shall describe the

status of the various programmes in terms of their final development objectives, their

technical and time-scheduling coherence, and their estimated cost-at-completion.

STRESSES its intention to set up, at a subsequent meeting at delegate level, a working
group to consider on an ad hoc basis the international aspects of such cooperatton and

to report to Council so that the Director General can take its findings into account in his

report referred to in this paragraph.

INVITES the Director General to formulate such proposals for adjustment of those
programmes as may be judged necessary in order to ensure their proper execution and

an equitable industrial involvement, while keeping the balance between development and

user programmes.

6
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a.

montant total de 2307 MUC (aux conditions economiques de 1990), et DEMANDE au
Drrecteur general de r6partir les budgets reduits selon les besoins des programmes et de
distribuer de maniere equitable les travaux d executer en 1992, en prenant dOment en
compte les entreprises qui n'assument pas une responsabilite majeure de maitrise
d'oeuvre dans ces programmes.

MARQUE SON ACCORD sur la poursuite en 1992 des travaux relatifs aux programmes
de d6veloppement Hermes, Columbus et de l'element de programme systeme de relais
de donn6es (DRS) suivant les propositions relatives d ces programmes et au Plan spatial
europ6en d long terme 1992-2005 vis6 au preambule, compte tenu de l'6valuation qui
aura lieu fin 1992, selon les pourcentages de contribution respectifs agrees par les Etats
participant auxdits programmes et selon les nouveaux niveaux de contribution d l'el6ment
programme de systdme de relais de donn6es qui ont ete d6clares par I'Allemagne et la
France au cours de la oresente sessron

NOTE egalement que les travaux d engager au titre des programmes vises au pr6sent
paragraphe seront programm6s pour assurer la continuite des activit6s et le respect des
calendriers de d6veloooement.

INVITE les Etats participant auxdits programmes d adopter, avant la fin de I'annee 1991,
les prolets de budgets correspondants et convient que la pr6sente R6solution constitue
la base juridique de leur adoption et de leur ex6cution.

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral a pr6senter les termes d'une proposrtion de programme
facultatif de vols precurseurs Columbus afin de preparer les utilisations de l'infrastructure
orbitale Columbus pour rechercher un 6quilibre entre les programmes d'infrastructure et
d'utilisation, et INVITE les Etats int6ress6s dr etablir les instruments juridiques permettant
un demarrage de ces activites avant la mi-l992.

CONVIENT d'6valuer la situation de ces programmes d'infrastructure orbitale d la lumiere
du rapport prepare par le Directeur g6n6ral conformement aux dispositions du
Chaoitre lV ci-aores.

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral a affiner, en temps opportun pour la session du Conseil au
niveau minist6riel fin 1992, I'optimisation des co0ts des programmes de validation et
d'exploitation de I'infrastructure orbttale et d pr6senter des propositions relatives au
partage de ces co0ts entre les Etats membres.

NOTE les proposttions faites au sujet de l'infrastructure au sol d6centralis6e, telles qu'elles
figurent dans le document ESA/C-WG/(91)WP/49, R6v. 1, document qui constitue une
Annexe au Plan spatial europ6en d long terme et qui a 6t6 soumis au Conseil pour
adoption par le Groupe de travail du Conseil [ESA/C(91)95].

CHAPITRE IV
Evaluation et confirmation des programmes d'infrastructure orbitale et

d'observation de la Terre

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d pr6senter, en temps opportun pour la session du Conseil
au niveau mtnisterielfin 1992, un rapport sur la situation des programmes d'infrastructure
orbitale et d'observation de la Terre en cours d'ex6cution au sein de l'Agence. Ce rapport
s'attachera a montrer en particulier l'incidence sur I'ensemble des objectifs et
programmes de l'Agence des possibilit6s de coop6ration internationale, en premier lieu

4
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3. INVITES the States participating in the in-orbit infrastructure and Earth-observation
programmes to take, in the light of the report and of any adjustment proposals as referred
to above, such decisions as are necessary to permit their continuation, in accordance with
the relevant provisions of Annex lll to the Convention; and

AGREES that the decisions in question shall be taken at the Meeting of Council at
Ministerial Level due to be held in late 1992.

CHAPTER V
Industrial Policy

1. RECALLSthattheobjectivesof theAgency'sindustrial policydefinedinArticleVll of the
Convention and Annex V thereto determine the rules and procedures for implementing
that policy.

2. REAFFIRMS the objective, when distributing contracts, of achieving a return coefficient as
^^^^ir-'rn to the ideal value of 1 for all countries and that this must be achievedrrvdr db pLrbsruru

on the basis of all the Agency's programmes as provided for in Article lV paragraph 3 of
Annex V to the Convention.

3. TAKES NOTE of the results of the formal review of the geographical distribution of

contracts and associated return coefficients for the period 1988-1990 that was held in

January 1991 and RECALLS that, pursuant to Article lV paragraph 5 and Article V of
Annex V to the Convention, such a formal review must take place every three years.

4. DECIDES as a measure of conservation that the lower limit referred to in Article lV

paragraph 6 of Annex V to the Convention, below which special measures are to be taken,
shall be kept at 0.95 for the present three-year period (1991-1993);

AGREES to consider, at the Meeting of Council at Ministerial Level scheduled for late 1992,
increasing the said limit to 0.96 with retroactive effect over the period 1991-1993 and
applying it also to the following three-year period (1994-1996); and

DECIDES that, in addition to this limit, the ratio between the deficit observed at the end
of each period covered by the formal review and the annual contributions for the last year

of that period shall be taken into account in determining whether special measures are
to be taken.

5. CONFIRMS the guidelines and measures concerning the Agency's industrial policy which
were decided upon by the Council Meeting at Ministerial Level at The Hague and are
described in Chapter lV of Resolution ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (Final), including the
guarantee for all participating States of a return coefficient above 0.9 at the end of each
optional programme.

6. ACCEPTS that specral measures be applied in favour of ltaly, in accordance with the
procedures in force, for an amount corresponding to the figure that would have been
necessary to bring its return coefficient to 0.95 at the end of September 1991, on the
understanding that the said measures shall be applied progressively within the framework
of implementation of the long-term plan in the period 1992-1995.

7. INVITES the Director General to provide in future, in addition to the information relating to
the geographical distribution of contracts already provided, a predicted overall return
coefficrent with the aim of assessing the trend in the industrial return siiuation of each
country more accurately.
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en Europe, afin d'am6liorer le rapport entre les imp6ratifs de co0t et d'efficacite des
activit6s de l'Agence. Ce rapport devra 6galement traiter de l'6tat d'avancement des
differents programmes par rapport a leurs objectifs ultimes de d6veloppement, de leur
coh6rence sur le plan technique et calendaire et de leur coOt d achevement estim6.

SOULIGNE qu'il a l'intention de cr6er, lors d'une future session au niveau des d6l6gu6s,
un groupe de travailcharg6 d'6tudier au cas par cas les aspects internationaux d'une telle
coop6ration et de faire rapport au Conseil afin que le Directeur g6n6ral puisse tenir
compte de ses conclusions dans son rapport vis6 au pr6sent paragraphe.

INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral a formuler toutes propositions d'ajustement de ces
programmes jug6es n6cessaires pour assurer leur ex6cution satisfaisante et une
participation industrielle 6quitable, tout en maintenant l'equilibre entre programmes de
developpement et programmes utilisateurs.

INVITE les Etats participant aux programmes d'infrastructure orbitale et d'observation de
la Terre a prendre, au vu du rapport et des 6ventuelles propositions d'ajustement pr6cit6s,
les d6cisions necessaires afin d'assurer leur poursuite conform6ment aux dispositions
pertinentes de I'Annexe lll de la Convention; et

CONVIENT que les decisions en question seront prises a la session du Conseil minist6riel
oui doit se tenir fin 1992.

CHAPITRE V
Politique industrielle

1. RAPPELLE que les objectifs de la politique industrielle de I'Agence definie dans
l'Article Vll de la Convention et son Annexe V fixent les reqles et oroc6dures de mise en
oeuvre de cette politique.

REAFFIRME que I'objectif vis6 lors de la r6partition des contrats est de faire b6neficier
tous les pays d'un coefficient de retour aussi proche que possible de la valeur ideale 6gale
a I'unite et que ce resultat doit Otre obtenu sur l'ensemble des programmes de l'Agence,
conformdment a l'Article lV, paragraphe 3, de I'Annexe V de la Convention.

PREND NOTE des rdsultats obtenus au cours de l'examen formel qui s'est tenu en janvier
1991 de la repartition geographique des contrats et des coefficients de retour
correspondants pour la periode 1988-1990, et RAPPELLE qu'en application de
l'Article lV, paragraphe 5, et de l'Article V de l'Annexe V de la Convention un tel examen
formel doit avoir lieu tous les trois ans.

DECIDE de maintenir a 0,95, a titre de mesure conservatoire pour la pr6sente periode
triennale (1991-1993), la limite inferieure mentionnee a l'Article lV, paragraphe6 de
I'Annexe V de la Convention en-deqa de laquelle des mesures sp6ciales doivent etre
orises,

ACCEPTE de consid6rer, d l'occasion de la session du Conseil au niveau minist6riel
pr6vue a la fin de 1992, que cette limite soit port6e, avec effet r6troactif sur la periode
1991-1993, a 0,96 et qu'elle soit appliqu6e 6galement a la p6riode triennale suivante
(199a-1996); et

z
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8. RECOMMENDS that all necessary measures be taken in accordance with Article Vll of

the Convention to improve the competitiveness of European space industry and increase
its share of the world market.

9. CONSIDERS that the involvement of the private sector in the use of available capacities,
and in financing and operating responsibilities, should be encouraged.

ANNEX

Council Resolution on the European Long-Term Space Plan and
Programmes (ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (Final))

adopted on 10 November 1987 in The Hague

Chapter I

1. REAFFIRMS the agreed objectives as described in Chapter I of the Resolution
ESA/C-M/LXVIl/Res. 1 (Final) adopted on 31 January 1985, these being in particular:

- to pursue a European space programme as a coherent whole, with the spending on

the tools needed for space activities and on the activities themselves appropriately
balanced;

- to expand the horizons of space research and exploitation in Europe;

- to enable the European scientific community, via an expansion of the scientific
programme, to remain in the vanguard of space research;

- to develop further the potential of space in the areas of telecommunications and
matanrnlnnrr'I I rvrvvr vrvvy,

- to prepare a substantial contribution of space and ground techniques to Earth-

observation sciences and applications and, if so required, prepare for the setting-up of
operational systems and of user-oriented organisations to operate them;

- to improve the competitiveness of European industry in applications areas by means
of advanced development of space systems and technology;

- to promote, via a substantial microgravity research programme (e.9. matertals sciences,
life sciences and fluid physics) practical applications in space;

- to strengthen the European space transportation capability, meeting foreseeable future
user requirements both inside and outside Europe, and remaining competitive with
space transportation systems that exist or are planned elsewhere;

- to prepare autonomous European facilities for the support of man in space, for the
transport of equipment and crews and for making use of low Earth orbits;

- to enhance international cooperation and in particular aim at a partnership with the
United States through a significant participation in an international space station.

2. NOTES the advent of new space capabilities and new techniques and the emergence of

further promising applications.

3. CONSIDERS that an addrtional effort is needed to ensure that Europe keeps up with other
space powers beyond the year 2000 and to ensure that Europe is capable of all space
applications.
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DECIDE qu'en plus de cette limite, le rapport existant entre le deficit observ6 a la fin de
chaque periode couverte par l'examen formel et les contributions annuelles portant sur
la derniere ann6e de ladite pdriode doit 6tre pris en compte lors de la d6cision quant d
l'opportunite de prendre des mesures sp6ciales.

CONFIRME les lignes directrices et les mesures relatives a la politique industrielle de
l'Agence, qui ont 6t6 arr6t6es par le Conseil si6geant au niveau minist6riel a La Haye et
qui figurent au Chapitre [V de la R6solution ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (final), y compris la
garantie, pour tous les Etats participants, d'un coefficient de retour sup6rieur d 0,9 d la fin
de chaque programme facultatif.

ACCEPTE que l'ltalie beneficie, selon les proc6dures en vigueur, de mesures sp6ciales
pour un montant corespondant d la somme qui aurait ete necessaire pour porter son
coefficient de retour a 0,95 a fin septembre 1991, 6tant entendu que ces mesures seront
appliquees progressivement, au cours de la p6riode 1992-1995, dans le cadre de la mise
en oeuvre du plan d long terme.

INVITE le Directeur g6neral d fournir dor6navant, en plus des informations sur la
r6partition 96o9raphique des contrats qui doivent 6tre communiqu6es, une pr6visron de
coefficient de retour global en vue d'6valuer plus pr6cis6ment l'6volution de la situation
du retour industriel dans chaque pays.

RECOMMANDE que toutes les mesures ndcessaires soient prises, en application de
l'Article Vll de la Convention, pour ameliorer la competitivit6 de l'industrie spatiale
euroo6enne et renforcer sa oart sur du marche mondial.

ESTIME qu'il convient d'encourager la participation du secteur prive a l'utilisation des
capacit6s disponibles, ainsi qu'a l'exercice de responsabilit6s en matieres du frnancement
et d'exoloitation.

ANNEXE

v

R6solution du Conseil sur le Plan europ6en d long terme et
ses programmes (ESA/C-M/LXXX/R6s. 1 (Final))

adopt6e le 10 novembre 1987 d La Haye

Chapitre 1

1. REAFFIRME les objectifs approuv6s tels qu'ils sont decrits au premier chapitre de la
R6solution ESA/C M/LXVIl/Res. 1 (final) adopt6e le 31 janvier 1985, et qur consistent plus
sp6cifiquement:

- d poursuivre un programme spatial europ6en qui soit un ensemble coh6rent dans
lequel les d6penses entre les rnstruments n6cesaires aux activit6s spatiales et ces
activitds elles-m6mes soient correctement equilibrees;

- d 6largir les horizons de la recherche et de l'exploitation spatiales en Europe;

- d permettre d la communaut6 scientifique europ6enne, par le biais d'un 6largissement
du programme scientifique, de rester a l'avant-garde de la recherche spatiale;

- d renforcer le potentiel spatial dans les domaines des t6l6communications et de la
met6orologie;
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4 APPROVES the objective of reinforcing the current European capability in order
to achieve as far as possible by the end of this century the capability needed for access
to and return from space for manned missions and for servicing payloads, and in order
to provide for men living and working in space; NOTES the importance of continuing
studies and technology programmes concerning future European space transportation
systems which will take into account studies carried out in Member States nationally and
concerning the expansion of the European in-orbit infrastructure in order to rende' ii frrlhr

AUIONOMOUS;

SEES it as important for Europe to be able to respond to new scientific and applications
prospects of space, to acquire new scientific and high-technology knowledge and to be
able to remain competitive in new markets and to increase its ability as a valuable partner
in international cooperation in exploring and making use of space.

SEES these efforts as a source of new opportunities offered to the private sector, which
should be encouraged to make use of the available capacity, participate in the investment
and take over operating responsibilities. WELCOMES the fact that the Director General is

actively pursuing in particular the studies on the possibility of the private sector taking part
in the fundino of the Data-Relav Satellite.

5
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- a prdvoir un apport substantiel des techniques spatiales et terrestres aux sciences de
I'observation de la Terre et a leurs applications, et a p16parer en tant que de besoin la
mise sur pied de systemes op6rationnels et d'organisations ax6es sur les utilisateurs
pour l'exploitation de ces systemes;

- a am6liorer la comodtitivite de l'industrie euroo6enne dans les secteurs des
applications par des d6veloppements de pointe dans le domaine des systemes
spatiaux et de la technologie correspondante;

- a promouvoir, par le biais d'un important programme de recherche en microgravite (par
exemple sciences des materiaux, sciences de la vie et physique des fluides), des
applications pratiques dans l'espace;

- a renforcer le potentiel europeen en matiere de transport spatial pour que celui-cr
reponde aux besoins pr6vrsibles des utilisateurs en Europe et hors d'Europe et
demeure comp6titif par rapport aux systdmes de transport spatial existants ou pr6vus
ailleurs;

- d pr6parer des moyens europ6ens autonomes pour le soutien de l'homme dans
I'espace, pour le transport des 6quipements et des 6quipages et pour I'utilisation des
orbites terrestres basses;

- d intensifier la cooperation internationale et en particulier d rechercher une association
avec les Etats-Unis sous forme d'une particrpation importante a une station spatiale
internationale.

NOTE l'emergence de nouvelles possibilit6s spatiales, de nouvelles techniques et de
nouvelles applications prometteuses.

CONSIDERE qu'un effort suppl6mentaire est necessaire pour faire en sorte que l'Europe
se maintienne au niveau des autres puissances spatiales au-dela de I'an 2000 et qu'elle
soit en mesure de maitriser toutes les applications spatiales.

APPROUVE l'objectif visant d renforcer le potentiel actuel de I'Europe pour qu'elle
acquiere dans toute la mesure possible d'ici la fin du siecle les moyens voulus d'accds
a l'espace et de retour pour des missions de type habite, le service de charges utiles et
la vie et le travail de l'homme dans l'espace; NOTE l'importance que rev6t la poursuite
de programmes d'6tude et de technologie portant d'une part sur les futurs systemes
europ6ens de transport spatial, qui tiendront compte des 6tudes effectu6es au plan
national dans les Etats membres, et d'autre part sur l'expansion de l'infrastructure orbitale
europdenne pour la rendre pleinement autonome.

ESTIME important que l'Europe soit capable d'exploiter les nouvelles perspectives de la

science et des applications dans l'espace, d'acqu6rir de nouvelles connaissances dans
le domaine de la science et de la haute technologie, de rester comp6titive sur de
nouveaux marches et de s'affirmer encore davantage comme partenaire valable dans la
coop6ration internationale pour I'exploration et I'utilisation de I'espace.

VOIT dans ces efforts une source de possibilit6s nouvelles pour le secteur priv6 qui devrait
6tre incit6 d utiliser le potentiel disponible, d participer aux investissements et a prendre
des responsabilit6s en matiere d'exploitation. SE FELICITE que le Directeur gdneral
poursuive activement les 6tudes portant notamment sur la possibilite d'associer le secteur
orivd au financement du satellite de relais de donn6es.

4
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Resolution on
Programmes for Observation of the Earth

and lts Environment
adopted on 20 November 1991

The Council meeting at Minrsterial Level

WHEREAS by Resolution ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (Final), approved on 10 November 1987,

it welcomed and endorsed pursuance of the Agency's actrvities and programmes in the field
of Earth observation

EXPRESSING satisfaction at the successful launch and operation of the ERS-1 satellite, and
the approval of the ERS-2 Programme; and NOTING that such missions will make a major
contribution to the understanding of the global environment and a significant European
contribution to International Space Year,

HAVING REGARD to the successful co-operation between the Agency and Eumetsat in

developing and operating the geostationary Meteosat satellites,

WELCOMING the continuation of research and development work within the Agency on new
generations of space systems such as future missions in polar orbit designed to study the
Earth and its environment, as part of the European long{erm space policy entrusted to the
Agency.

HAVING REGARD to the preparatory programme for the first Earth-observation mrssion in

polar orbit (POEM-I) and to the Director General's proposal for a POEM-1 programme
(ESA/PB EO(91)OB) and a preparatory programme for follow-on POEM missions (ESA/PB-
EO(91)69), and to the Aristoteles programme proposal (ESA/PB-EO(91)1, Rev. 1),

CONSIDERING that these activities and programmes of the Agency foster the successful
implementation of a coherent and effective European long{erm Earth observation policy, as
well as forming part of the international action being taken on studying the Earth and its

environment and laying the foundation for independent operational systems in the future,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the European longterm space plan 1992-2005 and
programmes (ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res. 1 (Final) of 20 November 1991),

HAVING REGARD to Articles V.1(b) and Xl.5(c) of the ESA Convention, and Annex lll thereto,

CHAPTER I

International Dimension of Earth Observation

1. RECOGNISES the growing awareness of the need to protect the environment and the
various initiatives being taken in this area and the crucral role for satellite observations in

understanding, monitoring and managing the Earth's resources.

2. NOTES that satellite measurements are essential to the success of global environmental
monitoring and research programmes, including the World Climate Research Programme,
the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme and the proposalfor a Global Climate
Observing System,
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R6solution sur
les programmes d'observation de la Terre

et de son environnement
adopt6e le 20 novembre 1991

Le Conseil, siegeant au niveau minist6riel,

RAPPELLANT que, par la R6solution ESA/C-M/LXXX/Res. 1 (final) adopt6e le 10 novembre
1987, il avait accueillr favorablement et ent6rin6 la poursuite des activit6s et programmes de
I'Agence dans le domaine de I'observation de la Terre,

SE FELICITANT du succes du lancement et du fonctionnement du satellite ERS-1, ainsi que

de I'approbation donn6e au programme ERS-2; et NOTANT que ces missions apporteront
une contribution majeure a la compr6hension de l'environnement du globe et repr6senteront
une importante contribution de I'Europe a l'Ann6e internationale de l'espace,

VU le succes de la coop6ration entre l'Agence et Eumetsat dans la r6altsation et I'exploitation
des satellites g6ostationnaires M6t6osat,

ACCUEILLANT FAVORABLEMENT la poursuite des travaux de recherche et de
d6veloppement dans le cadre de I'Agence portant sur de nouvelles g6n6rations de systemes
spatraux, comme les futures missions sur orbite polaire visant a 6tudier la Terre et son
environnement dans le cadre d'une politique spatiale europ6enne a long terme dont
I'Agence a la charge,

VU le programme pr6paratoire de la premiere mission d'observation de la Terre sur orbite
polaire (POEM-1) et la proposition du Directeur g6ndral portant sur un programme POEM-1
(ESA/PB-EO(91)OB) et sur un programme pr6paratoire relatif aux missions POEM ulterieures
(ESA/PB-EO(91)69), ainsi que la proposition relative au programme Aristoteles (ESA/PB-

EO(91)1, Rev 1),

CONSIDERANT que ces activit6s et programmes de I'Agence favorisent le succds de la mise
en oeuvre d'une politique europ6enne d long terme coh6rente et efftcace en matiere
d'observation de la Terre, qui s'inscrrt 69alement dans le cadre de I'actton internationale
entreprise pour l'6tude de la Terre et de son environnement et jette les bases de futurs
systemes op6rationnels ind6pendants,

VU la Resolution sur le Plan spatial europ6en d long terme 1992-2005 et les programmes
(ESA/C M/XCVIl/Res 1 (Final) du 20 novembre 1991),

VU l'Article V.1(b), l'Article Xl.5(c) et I'Annexe lll de la Convention de l'Agence,

CHAPITRE I

Dimension internationale de I'observation de la Terre

1. RECONNAIT la prise de conscience croissante de la n6cessit6 de prot6ger
I'environnement et les drverses initiatives prises dans ce domaine, ainsi que le rOle crucial
que jouent les observations par satellite dans la compr6hension, la surveillance et la
gestion des ressources terrestres.
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NOTES that the crucial importance of Earth-observation programmes, with guaranteed
continuity, for understanding and systematically observing the climate system was
emphasised by the Second World Climate Conference in Geneva in November 1990, by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its First Assessment Report in 1990,
and again during the ongoing negotiations under the auspices of the United Nations on
a future Climate Convention,

NOTES that the importance of monitoring and understanding the environment through
Earth-observation programmes will be considered at the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development in June 1992,

RECOGNISES the importance of remote-sensing data from space for socioeconomic
development in Member States and throughout the World including the Developing
Countries, and the need for the Agency to contribute to the development of user
communities in close coordination with other Eurooean oroanisations.

RECOMMENDS all Member States actively to pursue consistent implementation of the
objectives of a European long-term Earth-observation policy in the framework of other
international organisations and institutions, and to establish an effective European
contribution to an international programme of long{erm climate monitoring.

INVITES the Director General to establish fruitful cooperation with Eumetsat, with the
European Communities and their Environmental Agency, as well as with other European
organisations, and to seek appropriate international arrangements for involving such
organisations in the development of the future European Earth-observation systems.

UNDERLINES that the programmes referred to in this Resolution constitute a significant
European contribution to international efforts to develop space-based observation of the
Earth's resources, and to an international Earth-observation svstem.

4
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CHAPTER II
The European Earth-Observation Policy

RECOGNISES that the Agency has successfully developed and run Earth-observation
systems in the course of its activities and programmes and has thereby demonstrated the
knowledge and expertise needed for cooperation among European States in research
and development work on future space systems intended for scientific and operational
purposes.

CONSIDERS that the Agency's actrvities and programmes in the field of observation of the
Earth and its environment should be given high priority for the successful implementation
of a coherent and effective European Earth-observation policy.

ENDORSES the Agency's contribution to the development of a European Earth-
observation policy aimed at increasing Europe's capability to monitor both regional and
global environmental phenomena and at furthering the understanding of such matters as
global warming, climate change and ozone depletion.

z
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2. NOTE que les mesures par satellite conditionnent le succes des programmes de
surveillance et de recherche sur l'environnement a l'echelle du globe, notamment le
programme mondial de recherche sur le climat, le programme international sur la
geosphere et la biosphere et la proposition relative a un svsteme d'observatjon du climnat
d l'6chelle du globe.

3. NOTE que l'importance capitale des programmes d'observation de la Terre offrant les
assurances de continuite voulues pour la comp16hension et l'observation syst6matique du
systeme climatique a 6t6 soulignee par les participants a la deuxieme Conf6rence
mondiale sur le climat, qui s'est tenue d Geneve en novembre 1990, par la Commission
Intergouvernementale sur les modifications du climat dans son premier rapport
d'6valuation remis en 1990, puis a nouveau lors des negociations en cours sous les
auspices des Nations Unies pour une future convention sur le climat.

4. NOTE que la Conf6rence des Nations Unies sur l'environnement et le d6veloppement, qui
doit se tenir en juin 1992, examinera l'importance que rev6tent la surveillance et la
compr6hension de l'environnement au moyen de programmes d'observation de la Terre.

5. RECONNAIT l'importance des donn6es de t6l6detection par satellite pour le
d6veloppement socio-6conomique des Etats membres et des autres pays du monde,
notamment les pays en d6veloppement, ainsi que la necessite pour l'Agence de
contribuer au d6veloppement des communautes d'utilisateurs en etroite coordination
avec d'autres organisations europ6ennes.

6. RECOMMANDE a tous les Etats membres de travailler activement d la mise en oeuvre
coh6rente des objectifs d'une politique europ6enne d long terme d'observation de la Terre
dans le cadre d'autres institutions et organisations internationales et d'apporter une
contribution europeenne efficace a un programme international de surveillance du climat
a long terme.

7. INVITE le Directeur gen6ral d etablir une coop6ration fructueuse avec Eumetsat, les
Communautes europ6ennes et l'Agence europeenne de l'environnement, ainsi qu'avec
d'autres organisations europ6ennes, et a rechercher des accords internationaux
ad6quats pour que ces organisations participent a la r6alisation des futurs svstemes
europ6ens d'observation de la Terre.

8. SOULIGNE que les programmes vis6s par la pr6sente R6solution constituent une
contribution significative de l'Europe aux efforts jnternationaux visant d develoooer
l'observation des ressources terrestres d partir de l'espace et a l'edifrcation d'un svstdme
international d'observation de la Terre.

1.

CHAPITRE II
Politique europ6enne d'observation de la Terre

RECONNAIT que l'Agence a mene d bien la mise au point et I'exploitation de systemes
d'observation de la Terre dans le cadre de ses activites et programmes et a ainsi prouv6
qu'elle avait acquis l'exp6rience et le savoir-faire n6cessaires a la coopdration entre Etats
europeens en matiere de recherche et de d6veloppement touchant les futurs systemes
spatiaux destin6s a des applications scientifiques et op6rationnelles.

ESTIME qu'il convient d'accorder un haut degre de priorit6 aux activites et programmes
de l'Agence dans le domaine de l'observation de la Terre et de son envtronnement pour
assurer le succes de la mise en oeuvre d'une politique europ6enne d'observation de la
Terre coh6rente et efficace.



4 STRESSES that the Agency's Earth-observatron programmes will address the

reouirements of the user communities, which call for a European segment of a global

environmental data network. STRESSES further that this policy should be closely

coordinated with the appropriate national and European bodies such as the Commtssion

of the European Communities, and be such as to encourage private commercial users'

enterprises and to ensure the widest availability, in the proper formats, of remote-sensing

data from space from all sources for the various user entities, with particular regard to the

environmental needs of regronal, national and European entittes.

RECOGNISES that the experience already gained by means of the Earthnet system can

be regarded as a foundation on which such a network can be built, and INVITES the

Drrector General, at the appropriate time, to propose an optional Earthet programme to

ensure the continuity of existing activrties to meet thrs expanding requirement in

accordance with the Agency's long-term space plan.

RECOGNISES the maturrty of the ARISTOTELES programme proposal and notes the

intention to fly a package of instruments selected for precise mapping of the Earth's

gravitational and magnetic fields under cooperative ESA/NASA arrangements.

fTCOUnnGES the Director General to explore further the possibilities of continuing

ongoing activities with a view to ultimately presenting the programme proposalto Member

States for their consideration on a timescale consistent wrth scientific requirements.

7. RECOGNISES the successful co-operatron with Eumetsat and INVITES the Director

General to continue this co-operatron in the context of the future use of the First Polar

Platform; INVITES the Director Generalto continue to cooperate closely with Eumetsat on

the further definition and development of the second-generation Meteosat system, taktng

into due accountthe Resolution of the Eumetsat Councrl of 30 October 1991; and further

INVITES the Director General to present rn due time to Council a programme proposal

within the financial provisions of the European Long-Term Space Plan and consistent with

the continuing operational responsibilities of Eumetsat.

B. SEEKS the Director General's guidance in exploring the possibility of adding the science

and research part of the Earth-observation programmes to the mandatory activities of the

Agency.

g, INVITES all Member States and Associate States to participate in the activities and

programmes oesigned to implement and further develop a coherent European Earth-

observation policy.

CHAPTER III
POEM-1 Programme

1. APPROVES execution of the first Polar-Orbiting Earth Observation Mission (POEM-1)

programme within the framework of the Agency, on the basis of the Director General's
proposal referred to above, using the Columbus Polar Platform as a technlcal basis, and

exploiting the Data-Relay System (DRS), in order to acqutre global data coverage. This

programme will be carrred out in two phases in accordance with Annex lll to the

Convention.
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ENTERINE la contribution de I'Ag

d'observation de la Terre visant d ac
la surveillance des processus qui re
global, et d d6velopper les connarss
de la plandte, les modifications du r

SOULIGNE que les programmes d'
les imp6ratifs des communaut6s d'ut
d'un r6seau de donn6es sur I'enviror
que cette politique doit 6tre 6troit
europ6ennes comp6tentes, comme
Otre conque de manidre d encourage
et a assurer la plus large disponib
teledetection par satellite, quelle qu'<

accordant une attention particuliere
euroo6ennes en matiere d'environn

RECONNAIT que l'exp6rience d6
constituer une base oour l'6dificati,
g6n6ral a proposer en temps opporl
poursuite des activit6s existanter
conformdment au plan spatial d lon

RECONNAIT que la proposition de 6

note du projet consistant d embarqL
cartographie pr6cise des champs gr
entre I'ESA et la NASA: ENCOUR
possibilit6s de poursurvre les
de programme aux Etats r

imperatifs scientif iq ues.

RECONNAIT le succes de la cooo€
a poursuivre cette coop6ration dans
forme polaire; INVITE le Directeur
Eumetsat a la poursuite de la defin
deuxieme g6n6ration, compte dOn
d'Eumetsat le 30 octobre 199.1; lN\
Conseil en temps opportun une prc

des dispositions financieres du plan
poursuite des activit6s operationnell

FAIT APPEL au Directeur g6n6ral
obligatoires de l'Agence la partie de

a la science et d la recherche.

INVITE tous les Etats membres et Eti

visant d mettre en oeuvre et a
d'observation de la Terre.

1. APPROUVE l'execution du program
sur orbite polaire (POEM-1) dans le

Directeur gdneral pr6cit6e, qui util
technique et fait appel au system

I

de I'Agence a la d6finition d'une politique europ6enne
;ant d accroitre les capacit6s de l'Europe en ce qui concerne
rs qui regissent I'environnement, tant au niveau 169ional que
connaissances sur des questions telles que le r6chauffement
ions du climat et la diminution de la couche d'ozone.

mmes d'observation de la Terre de l'Agence seront ax6s sur
ut6s d'utilisateurs, qui appellent une composante europ6enne
r I'environnement a l'6chelle du globe. SOULIGNE 6galement
tre etroitement coordonn6e avec les entitds nationales et
comme la Commission des Communaut6s europeennes, et

ncourager les entreprises des utilisateurs commerciaux priv6s
disponibilit6, sous les formes appropri6es, des donn6es de
;elle qu'en soit I'origine, aux diff6rentes entit6s utilisatrices en
lrticuliere aux besoins des entit6s rdgionales, nationales et
environnement.

;nce d6ja acquise au moyen du systeme Earthnet peut
l'6dification d'un r6seau de ce type et INVITE le Directeur
ls opportun un programme facultatif Earthnet pour assurer la

:xistantes et 16pondre d I'accroissement des besoins
tial d long terme de l'Agence.

ition de programme Aristoteles est arrivee d maturit6 et preno
embarquer un groupe d'instruments choisis pour 6tablir une
ramps gravitationnel et magn6tique de Ia Terre en coop6ration
.NCOURAGE le Directeur g6n6ral d etudier plus avant les
s activit6s en cours, l'objectif 6tant de soumettre la proposition
membres oour examen a une date comoatible avec les

la coop6ration avec Eumetsat et INVITE le Directeur g6n6ra,
[ion dans le cadre de l'utilisation future de la premidre plate-
)irecteur g6n6ral d continuer de coop6rer 6troitement avec
la d6finition et du d6veloppement du systeme M6t6osat de

rpte dOment tenu de la Resolution adopt6e par le Conseil
1991; INVITE 6galement le Directeur g6n6ral a pr6senter au
I une proposition de programme s'inscrivant dans les limites
du plan spatial europ6en d long terme et compatible avec la

rationnelles dont Eumetsat a la charge.

g6n6ral pour 6tudier la possibilit6 d'ajouter aux activit6s
partie des programmes d'observation de la Terre consacr6e

rs et Etats associ6s a participer aux activit6s et programmes
et d d6velopper une politique europdenne coh6rente

CHAPITRE III
Programme POEM-I

rogramme de la premiere mission d'observation de la Terre

ans le cadre de l'Agence, sur la base de la proposition du
qui utilise la plate-forme polaire Columbus comme base
systeme de relais de donn6es (DRS) afin d'obtenir une
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2. NOTES that this first mission has the following primary objectives:

(a) to provide for continuity of the observations started with the ERS satellites, including
those obtained from radar-based observations;

(b) to extend the range of parameters observed to meet the need to increase knowledge
of the factors determining the environment;

(c) to provide a demonstration flight opportunity for a polar operational meteorological
payload package provided by Eumetsat;

and further NOTES that those will be achieved by developing

(d) a package of instruments selected via the ongoing POEM-1 preparatory programme,
aimed at meeting the need to observe the Earth and its atmosphere from space in
synergetic fashion, addressing such matters as global warming, clrmate change,
operational meteorology, ozone depletion and ocean and ice monitoring;

(e) a ground segment including a mission management and planning centre, an
operation control centre and a reception, archiving, cataloguing and user access
system taking also into account the model of the present ESA ground infrastructure
serving inter alia ERS-l.

AGREES that the first phase will run until end 1992. The decision to move to Phase 2 will
be taken in the light of the report drawn up by the Director General in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter lV of the resolution on the European long-term space plan
1992-2005 and programmes adopted on 20 November 1991. This report will include the
proposal of the Director General for the final platform decision taking into account aspects
of international cooperation and the most effective means to meet the mission objectives.

NOTES that the cost of the POEM-I programme, including its exploitation and the
associated ground segment, is estimated at 929 MAU (at 1990 economic conditions),
assuming inclusion in the payload of a SAR/AMl instrument. However, if it is technically
feasible in the light of studies under the POEM-1 Preparatory Programme to include an
advanced SAR in the payload of POEM-I while maintaining the schedule of the mission,
the Director General will present a technical and financial proposal for such an inclusion;

RECORDS the statements on intended particioation contained in the Annex to this
Resolution.

5. INVITES Eumetsat to confirm within six months its commitment to provide at no cost to
the Agency the operational meteorological instruments, the associated communications
package and the related ground segment for processing, disseminating and archiving the
data. The Agency will then take responsibility for integrating the instruments and
communication package onto the Polar Platform.

4

6. INVITES interested Member States to
Declaration and lmplementing Rules and
programme to start as early as possible
Preparatory Programme.

expedite finalisation of the corresponding
take all other steps needed for the POEM 1

so as to ensure coninuitv with the POEM-I
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couverture a l'6chelle du globe. Ce programme sera ex6cute en deux phases
conform6ment a l'Annexe lll de la Convention.

2. NOTE que cette premiere mission aura les principaux objectifs suivants:

(a) assurer la continuit6 des observations commenc6es avec les satellites ERS,
y compris celles qui decoulent de l'emploi de radars;

(b) accroitre l'6ventail des parametres observ6s pour r6pondre d la n6cessit6 d'am6liorer
notre connaissance des facteurs qui conditionnent I'environnement;

(c) fournir une occasion de vol de d6monstration a l'ensemble de charges
services m6teorologiques sur orbite polaire fourni par Eumetsat.

et NOTE 6galement que ces objectifs seront atteints par la mise au

(d) d'un ensemble d'instruments choisis dans le cadre du programme preparatoire
POEM-1 en cours pour satisfaire en synergie les besoins d'observation de la Terre et
de son atmosphere d partir de l'espace, de maniere a 16pondre aux interrogations
portant notamment sur le rdchauffement de la planete, les modifications du climat, les
services m6teorologiques, la diminution de la couche d'ozone et la surveillance des
oceans et des glaces;

(e) d'un secteur sol comprenant un centre de gestion de planrfication des missions, un
centre de contrOle des opdrations et un systeme de r6ception, d'archivage, de
catalogage et d'acces des utilisateurs prenant egalement en compte le modele de
l'infrastructure au sol actuelle de l'ESA utilis6e entre autres pour ERS-1.

CONVIENT que la premiere phase durera jusqu'dr fin 1992. La decision de passer a la
phase 2 sera prise a Ia lumiere du rapport prepare par le Directeur gdn6ral conform6ment
aux dispositions du Chapitre lV de Ia R6solution sur le Plan spatial europ6en d long terme
1992-2005 et les programmes adopt6e le 20 novembre 1991 Ce rapport contiendra la
proposition du Directeur gen6ral sur la d6cision finale pour une plate-forme compte tenu
des aspects de coop6ration internationale et des moyens d'atteindre les objectifs de la
mission en conciliant au mieux les imp6ratifs de co0t et d'efficacite.

NOTE que le co0t du programme POEM-1, y compris l'exploitation et le secteur sol qui
lui est associe, est estim6 d 929 MUC (aux conditions economiques de 1990) dans
l'hypothese ou l'on inclut dans la charge utrle un instrument SAR/AMl. Toutefois, s'ils'avere
techniquement realisable, a la lumrere d'6tudes conduites dans le cadre du programme
preparatoire POEM-1, d'inclure un SAR de technologie avanc6e dans la charge utile de
POEM-1 tout en pr6servant le calendrier de la mission, le Directeur g6n6ral presentera
une proposition technique et financiere relative d une d6marche en ce sens;

PREND NOTE des niveaux de participation prevus enonces dans l'Annexe de la pr6sente
R6solution.

INVITE Eumetsat a confirmer dans les six mois son engagement a fournir a titre gratuit
A I'n^^^^^ t^^ instruments met6orologiques op6rationnels, l'ensemble de
tel6communications associ6 et le secteur sol correspondant qui servira a traiter, diffuser
et archiver les donn6es. LAgence se chargera alors d'int6grer les instruments et
l'ensemble de t6lecommunications sur la olatejorme oolaire.

INVITE les Etats membres int6ress6s d hAter la mise au point definitlve de la D6claration
et du Reglement d'ex6cution correspondants et a prendre toutes autres mesures
n6cessaires pour que le programme POEM-1 puisse ddmarrer des que possible afin
d'assurer la continuit6 avec le programme pr6paratoire POEM-1.

oe

4

(
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CHAPTER IV
Preparatory Programme for Follow-on Polar-Orbiting Earth Observation Missions

1. INVITES the Director General to prepare a programme proposal for a preparatory
programme for the development of the necessary technologies in order to provide for f light
continuity beyond POEM-I, and to present it in due time to Member States for their
consideration before the end of 1992

2. NOTES in particular that this Preparatory Programme for the follow-on Polar-Orbiting
Earth-Observation Missions is olanned to include:

(a) studies to define the mission objectives and implementation alternatives;

(b) technological investigations and critrcal hardware developments to support the
candidate instruments, including future advanced imaging radar options, such as
ASAR (if not flown on POEM-1), a multi-frequency SAR, and others;

(c) assessment of the options for the flight of Announcement of Opportunity Instruments
including Earth- and space-science instruments;

(d) procurement of long-lead items for the follow-on missions.

3. NOTES that this programme is also planned to include, in co-operation with Eumetsat,
studies to determine the optimum long-term solution for the flight of operational
meteorological instruments in polar orbit. These should explore the potential for synergy
between such operational instruments and instrumentation required for long-term climate
monrtorrng.

ANNEX

The Delegations declare their intention to participate in the POEM-1 programme
and to subscribe to the corresponding programme Declaration as follows:

Sca/e of contributions of the POEM-1 Programme

Participating State Scale (o/o)

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Finland
Canada

1

2.72
1

0-20
22
16

2-3
I t.c

012
uptoO
4
up to 25
0-1.6
2.6

lndicative schedule of payment appropriations (in millions of Accounting Units)

1990 E.C. 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 -01 02 03 Total

POEN/-1 40 72 115 121 121 112 100 73 47 47 46 35 929
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CHAPITRE IV
Programme pr6paratoire relatif aux missions ult6rieures d'observation de la Terre

sur orbite polaire

1. INVITE le Directeur gen6ral a p16parer une proposition relative a un programme
pr6paratoire ayant pour objet le ddveloppement des technologies n6cessaires pour
assurer la continuit6 des vols au-dela de POEM-1, et d la presenter en temps opportun
aux Etats membres pour qu'ils l'examinent avant la fin de .1992.

2. NOTE en particulier que ce programme pr6paratoire relatif aux missions ult6rieures
d'observation de Ia Terre sur orbite oolaire doit comorendre:

(a) des 6tudes pour d6finir les objectifs des missions et des solutions de rechange pour
leur ex6cution,

(b) des recherches technologiques et la mise au point de mat6riels critiques en soutien
des instruments candidats, y compris de futures options fond6es sur un radar imageur
de technologie avanc6e du type ASAR (a moins qu'il ne soit embarqu6 sur POEM-1),
un SAR multifrequences et d'autres instruments;

(c) l'evaluation des options relatives a I'emport d'instruments devant faire l'objet d'avis
d'offre de participation, y compris dans le domaine des sciences de la Terre et des
sciences spatiales;

(d) I'approvisionnement d'elements d long d6lai de livraison pour les missions ult6rieures,

3. NOTE que ce programme doit egalement comprendre l'ex6cution, en coop6ration avec
Eumetsat, d'etudes visant d d6finir la solution optimale d long terme pour I'emport
d'instruments m6t6orologiques op6rationnels sur orbite polaire. Ces etudes devront
6valuer les possibilites de synergie entre lesdits instruments op6rationnels et
l'instrumentation necessaire a la surveillance du climat a lono terme.

ANNEXE
Les delegations d6clarent qu'elles ont I'intention de participer au programme POEM-1 et de
souscrire la D6claration de programme correspondante selon le bareme suivant:

Bardme de contribution au programme POEM-1

Etats participants Contribution (o/o)

Allemagne
Autriche
Belgique
Danemark
Fcnanna

France
Italie

Norvege
Pays-Bas

Royaume-Uni
Sudde
Suisse

Finlande
Canada

22

1

272
1

o-12
0-20
lo
1-1,5
2-3
jusqu'ir 25
jusqu'A 6

4

0 .1,6

2,6

Ech1ancier indicatif des crddifs de paiement (en mtllions d'unites de compte)

C.E. 1990 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 Total

POEN/-1 40 72 115 121 121 112 100 73 47 47 46 35 929

J/
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RATSTAGUNG AUF MINISTEREBEI\E

COUNCIL MEETING AT MINISTERIAL LEVEL
REUNION DU CONSEIL AU NIVEAU MINISTERIEL

ITLNCHEN. 18. - 20. NOVEIIBIIR l99l

Press Conference in Munich

Conl6rence de presse
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Press Release

Council at Ministerial Level
Munich, 18, 19 and 20 November 1991

The Council of the European Space Agency, meeting at Ministerial Level in Munich on 18, 19 and 20
November 1991, under the Chairmanship of Mr C. Aranzadi, Minister of Industry, Commerce and
Tourism, of Spain, considered the proposals put forward by the ESA Director General for the
implementation of the LongTerm Space Plan following up the Ministerial Meeting in The Hague in

November 1987.

The Ministers, representing the thirteen Member States of the Agency, Finland and Canada - the
Commission of the European Communities, Eutelsat and Eumetsat having been granted observer
status - took into account the rapidly changing political scene and the partrcular economic
conditions prevailrng in much of Europe when considering the way ahead for the European Space
Agency's Programmes.

The Council adopted two Resolutions: Resolution No, 1 on the European Long-Term Space Plan
1992-2005, and Resolution No. 2 on the Earth-Observation Programme.

Resolution 1

In Resolution No. 1, the Ministers unanimously reaffirmed the objectives stated at the Meeting in

The Hague, which represented a comprehensrve undertaking touching upon all fields of space activity
pursued by the Agency.

The Ministers also accepted the European Long-Term Space Plan '1992-2005 as a strategic
framework for ESA's activities and programmes, and invited the Director General to submit in due
course programme proposals for approval by the Member States, rn order to achieve the objectives
set out in the Long-Term Space Plan and to adhere to the development timetables.

The Ministers reaffirmed the need to intensify international cooperation, in the first instance in Europe,
with a view to achieving fully the objectives of the European Long-Term Space Plan with the best
possible relationship between the cost and effectiveness requirements, while optimising the use of
European space resources available within the Agency and the Member States.

The Ministers agreed to continue work in 1992 under the Hermes, Columbus and Data-Relay System
(DRS) development programmes within the framework of the proposals for these programmes, and
in accordance with the respective contribution percentages already agreed by the Participating
States

The Ministers also agreed that, in addition to recognising the need to widen and strengthen
cooperation with States that have already developed advanced space technologies, there should be
synergy between the Agency and the European Communities and other European organisations.

The Ministers also called upon the Agency to ensure the closest possible adherence to the
geographical-distribution policy, achieving a return coefficient as near as possrble to the ideal value
of unity for all countries.

Resolution 2
In Resolution No 2, the Ministers approved the execution of the first Polar-Orbiting Earth-observation
Mission (POEM 1) in two phases within the framework of the Agency, using the Columbus Polar
Platform as a technical basrs and exploiting the Data-Relay System (DRS) in order to acquire global
data coverage, In so doing, the Ministers recognised the successful results from ERS-1, and the
approval of the ERS-2 Programme, and noted the major contributions such missions make to the
understanding of the global environment, and the significant European contribution to the
International Space Year (lSY).

The Ministers were particularly happy to ensure that the excellent results already achieved in the
science and applications programmes should be continued in a vital and fs;-1'ss6hinn cot nr

Programmes that would give a positive framework for ESA into the 21st Century,
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Communique de Presse

R6union du Conseil au niveau minist6riel
Munich 18, 19 et 20 novembre 1991

Le Conseilde I'Agence spatiale europeenne, si6geani au niveau minist6riela Munich les 18, 19 et 20
novembre 199.1 sous la pr6sidence de M. C. Aranzadi, Ministre de l'lndustrie, du Commerce et du
Tourisme d'Espagne, a examin6 les propositions pr6sent6es par le Directeur g6n6ral pour la mise en
oeuvre du Plan spatiala long terme issu de la Conf6rence ministerielle de La Haye de novembre 1987.

Les Ministres, qui repr6sentaient les treize Etats membres de l'Agence, la Finlande et le Canada -
la Commission des Communaut6s europ6ennes, Eutelsat et Eumetsat ayant obtenu le statut
d'observateur - consid6rant l'6volution rapide du contexte politique et la situation 6conomique
particuliere d'une grande partie de l'Europe, ont examin<i la voie d survre pour les programmes de
I'Agence spatiale europeenne.

Le Conseil a adopt6 deux R6solutions: la R6solution no. 1 sur le Plan spatial europeen d long terme
1992-2005 et la R6solution no. 2 sur le Prooramme d'observation de la Terre.

R6solution 1

Dans la R6solution no. 1, les Ministres ont reaffirm6 d I'unanimit6 les objectifs enonc6s lors de la
reunion de La Haye qui traqaient Ie cadre d'une action englobant tous les domaines des activit6s
spatiales de l'Agence.

Les Ministres ont dgalement ent6rin6 le PIan spatial europ6en A long terme 1992-2005 comme cadre
strat6gique des activites et programmes spatiaux de l'Agence et ont invit6 le Directeur general a
soumettr.e en temps opportun a I'approbation des Etats membres des propositions de programmes
conQUS pour atteindre les objectifs fix6s dans le Plan spatial a long terme tout en respectant les
calendriers de d6veloppement.

Les Ministres ont r6affirm6 la n6cessit6 d'intensrfier la coop6ration internationale, au premier chef en
Europe, en vue de r6aliser pleinement les objectifs du Plan spatial europ6en d long terme avec le
meilleur rapport possible entre les imperatifs de co0t et d'efficacite, tout en optimisant I'utilisation des
ressources spatiales europ6ennes disponibles au sein de l'Agence et des Etats membres.

Les Ministres ont marqu6 leur accord sur la poursuite en 1992 des travaux se rapportant aux
programmes de d6veloppement Hermds, Columbus et DRS dans le cadre des propositions relatives
d ces programmes et selon les pourcentages de contributions respectifs dont les Etats participants
sont dejd convenus.

Les Ministres, reconnaissant la n6cessite d'elargir et de renforcer la coop6ration avec les Etats ayant
d6ja developp6 des technologies spatiales avanc6es, sont 6galement convenus de Ia n6cessite d'une
synergie entre l'Agence d'une part et les Communaut6s europ6ennes et les autres organisations
eurooeennes d'autre oart

Les Ministres ont 6galement rnvite l'Agence d veiller d ce que la politique de r6partition g6ographique
soit respect6e de faEon aussi rigoureuse que possible, en faisant b6neficier tous les pays d'un
coefficient de retour aussi proche que possible de la valeur ld6ale 6gale a I'unit6.

R6solution 2
Dans la R6solution no. 2, les Ministres ont approuv6 l'ex6cution en deux phases de la premidre
mission d'observation de Ia Terre sur orbite polaire (POEM-1) dans le cadre de I'Agence, en utilisant
la plate-forme polaire Columbus comme base technique et en faisant appel au systdme de relais de
donn6es (DRS) afin d'obtenir une couverture dr l'6chelle du globe. Ce faisant, les Ministres se sont
felicites des bons resultats d'ERS 1 et de I'approbation du programme ERS-2 et ont not6 que ces
missions apporteront une contribution majeure a la comprehension de I'environnement du globe et
repr6senteront une importante contribution de I'Europe a l'Ann6e internationale de I'espace.

Les Ministres se sont d6clar6s particulidrement satisfaits de ce que les excellents r6sultats d6ja
obtenus dans le cadre des programmes scientifiques et d'application puissent aussi trouver leur
prolongement dans un ensemble de programmes d'importance vitale et de grande portee propre d
fournir a l'Agence un cadre constructif pour son entree dans le troisidme mill6naire.
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A Close Encounter of the Second Kind
The Giotto Extended Mission (GEM)

M.G. Grensemann & G. Schwehm
GEM Project, ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The first encounter
On 2 July 1985, an Ariane-1 lifted off from
ESA's launch site in Kourou. French Guiana.
carrying the 960 kg Giotto spacecraft into
geostationary transfer orbit. Giotto's unique
mission was to make a close encounter with

Comet Halley and, among other scientific
goals, to take the first ever pictures of the
comet's nucleus. The next day, the space-
craft's solrd-propellant motor was fired,
injecting Giotto into a heliocentric orbit on
course to its rendezvous in deep space.

Having survived its first encounter, with Comet Halley, in March
1986, the Giotto spacecraft was redirected in July 1990 onto a
course that will take it to a rendezvous with an older and less
active target, Comet Grigg-Skjellerup, on 10 July 1992, just twelve
days before that comet passes its perihelion.

Eight months later, on the night oI 13114

March 1986 - dubbed the 'Night of the
Comet' for its Eurovision coverage - Giotto
made a successful encounter with Comet
Halley; flying-by the nucleus at a relative
speed of 68 km/s and passing within about
600 km of it (Fig. 1).

It was not exoected that Giotto would survive
the passage through the cometary dust
surrounding Halley, which would impact the
spacecraft with an explosive force fifty times
that of a bullet. To reduce the danger until
the time of closest encounter. the soacecraft
(Fig. 2) was protected by a shield consisting
of two sheets 23 cm apart. Dust particles
impacting and vaporised in the first
aluminium sheet would be absorbed by the
second sheet made of Kevlar. This so-called
'bumper shield' worked extremely well,
although Giotto was severely bombarded
by dust particles.

Just 15 sec prior to reaching its predicted
closest approach, Giotto suffered an attitude
disturbance of the order of 1o due to the
impinging dust particles, as well as damage
to both the spacecraft itself and many of the
experiments. The disturbance in orientation
caused the spacecraft's telemetry signal to
be depointed from the Earth, and the Parkes
and DSN ground stations lost proper contact,
although a weak fluctuating signal from
Giotto was still detectable. For about 32 min
the signal was intermittent, by which time the
onboard nutation damoers had re-stabrlised
the spacecraft and the signal received back
on the ground became normal again. The
spacecraft still appeared to be functioning
quite well and four of the experiments were
still working normally and continuing to
provide scientific data

Although, according to the original plan,

the mission should have terminated 15 min
after closest approach, it was immediately
decided to continue payload operation until
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Figure 1. Giotto's images
of Comet Halley revealed a
16 km long potato-shaped
nucleus, hilly, cratered and
covered with a layer of
black dust. They confirm
the 'dirty snowball' theory
of cometologist Prof. Fred
Whipple.

Beneath the outer layer is
a mixture of dust and ice.
800/o of which is water ice.
Fine jets of dust and gas
spew lrom a few active
regions of the nucleus.
These geysers appear
bright because the dust
particles reflect sunlight.

Experts believe the craters
pitting the nucleus' surface
are not due to impacts
like those on the Moon.
but result from irregular
activity on the nucleus,
only about 200lo of which
is active

Figure 2. The Giotto
spacecraftthe early morning of 14 March, and to add

an additional science pass during the night
of 14115 March to get as clear a picture
as possible of the status of the payload
complement (Fig. 3).

It was found that the Magnetometer (MAG)

the Optical Probe Experiment (OPE), the
Energetic Particles Analyser (EPA) and the
Particulate lmpact Analyser (PlA) were
working normally; the Johnstone Plasma
Analyser (JPA) and the Dust-lmpact Detector
System had lost some of their measuring
capabilities, but could still provide more than
600/o of their original science The lon Mass
Spectrometer (lN/S) had lost one measure-
ment channel - HERS, the High Energy
Range Spectrometer, optimised for measure-
ments in the outer coma - but the High-
Intensity Spectrometer (HlS) optimised for
measurements in the inner coma had
survived the encounter. The Reme Plasma
Analyser (RPA) seemed to be severely
damaged; only its Electron Electrostatic
Analyser (EESA) could still provide some
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Figure 3. Locations.ot the
ten hardware experiments
aboard the Giotto space-
craft (experiment codes are
listed in Table 1)

scientific data, sufficient to determine electron
spatial density

The big unknown remained the Halley
Multicolour Camera (HMC). lt seemed that
the Camera's outer baffle had been lost
during the encounter and that the unit was
no longer correctly balanced A certain
degradation of its mirror had to be assumed
due to the sandblasting effect of the impact-
ing dust The Camera's rotation range also
aooeared to be limited to about 148o after
the encounter due to a blockage of some
kind. However, despite the fact that no object
could be imaged, there was no conclusive
evidence at that time that the HMC may
not be operational, despite some of the
limitations due to the damage incurred. The
CCDs and the electronics worked nominallv

and all mechanisms necessary for restricted,
but successful, operation performed close to
nominally.

With these preliminary findings, the science
operations of the Giotto mission were
terminated on 15 March 1986.

The first hibernation
After the switching-off of the experiments,
operations with the spacecraft continued
with the monitoring of its housekeeping data,
attitude determinations and daily manoeuvres
to maintain the telemetry link. Having used
only 100/o of its original 68 kg of hydrazine
fuel during its journey to Halley, it was
possible to perform a series of large orbit
manoeuvres such that Giotto would oass
close to the Earth five years after launch, to
the day, on 2 July 1990. These manoeuvres
were conducted between 19 and 21 March
1986.

In planning the hibernation phase, the space-
craft's performance during and after the
encounter was examined and a configuration
was established in which it could survive for
an extended period without ground interven-
tion. The soacecraft attitude for this so-called
'hibernation configuration' was selected such
that:
(i) there would be sufficient power from

the solar array to power the spacecraft
at all times, and

(ii) the onboard thermal environment would
be acceptable at both perihelion and
aphelion.

The hibernation configuration was essentially
one of minimum power consumption, with
onboard autonomy enabled for the detection
of unit failure only. No autonomous
manoeuvres were planned, which implied
that the revival from hibernation would have
to be initiated by ground commands at the
chosen time

Entry into hibernation was completed on
2 Aoril 1986. when the manoeuvre needed
to take the spacecraft into its hibernation
attitude, with attendant loss of coverage
via the High-Gain Antenna (HGA), was
conducted. The remaining configuration
activities - the switching off of the star
mappers, the rotation of the HGA, and the
switching off of the transmitter - were
effected by onboard timetagged commands,

A new mission?
At the time of Giotto's entering hibernation,
a final decision regarding an eventual future
mission had not been taken, as ihe policv
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and funding requirements had still to be
explored in the light of the status of the
spacecraft subsystems and the payload.
Also, a new target would have to be
decided upon if spacecraft and payload
were found to be still capable of undertaking
a scientrfically valuable mission. Already in

January 1986, two months before the Comet
Halley encounter, a preliminary study on
a follow-up mission had identified Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup as a potential new target.

In 1987, studies were conducted at ESA's
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC)
in Darmstadt (D) to examine all of the factors
influencing implementation of a mission to
encounter Comet Grigg-Skjellerup, including:

- damage sustained during the Halley
encounter

- possible degradation as a result of up
to six years of hibernation in space

- power and thermal status for a new
encounter in July 1992

- ground-station support for each phase
of the new mission.

A full Mission lmolementation Plan was
established, identifying and costing all the
activities necessary for such a mission

At a meeting in Paris on 20122 June 1988,
ESA's Director of Scientific Programmes
placed a formal proposal before the Science
Programme Committee (SPC) to reactivate
Giotto and to conduct a detailed checkout
of both the spacecraft and rts payload, to
determine their exact status after the Halley
encounter and the subseouent hibernation
phase. The SPC approved this undertaking,
which would allow the decision on any
future mission to be based on the known
operational status of Giotto and its payload,
subject to the availability of the necessary
funds

The reactivation
The reactivation strategy had to take into

account the fact that the spacecraft's High-
Gain Antenna would not be pointing towards
Earth and contact could therefore only be
made with Giotto via its tiny Low-Gain
Antenna. This required extremely powerful
ground-station transmitters for commanding,
and very large antenna dishes for signal
reception. Only NASA's Deep-Space Network
(DSN) possessed such equipment at that
time, and it kindly agreed to make its system
available for the task.

The ultimate goal in the reactivation process
was to out the soacecraft into an attitude
where the HGA would be Earth-pointing.

This involved a complex series of 'blind'
manoeuvres from an indeterminate starting
attitude, and had to take into account a wide
range of possible onboard failures and other
detrimental factors.

After all the necessary preparatory activities
had been completed, the reactivation opera-
tions started on schedule on 19 February
1990 At 12.45h, the command sequences
to reconfigure thq onboard systems from the
powered-down hibernation mode to an active
mode were initiated from ESOC via data
links to the real{ime command computers
at NASA/JPL in Pasadena, and from there to
the Deep-Space Network (DSN). The DSN

tracking station near Madrid was used for all
tracking, telemetry and command operations.

The initial sequence of about 150 telecom-
mands took about 2 h to complete, the round
trip light time being 11 min 25 s at that time.
At 14.55 h the command sequence to switch
on the S-band downlink was transmitted from
ESOC via Madrid, and at 15.06 h a signal
was received at Madrid from Giotto via the
spacecraft's Low-Gain Antenna. This signal,
detected by the 70 m DSN antenna, had a
strength of only -166 dBm, and was a
carrier with no telemetry modulation. At this
time, Giotto was still 102 000 000 km from
Earth

Because, as expected, the signal strength
was below the telemetry threshold, opera-
tions were conducted for the first few days
using only radio{requency sensing and
Doppler measurements. These first days
of operations were nevertheless highly
successful and confirmed that the orbit
predictions and the pointing data provided
to JPL by ESOC were remarkably accurate.
In addition, the spacecraft's power supply,
decoders and one receiver and transmitter
pair were functioning. Doppler measure-
ments revealed that Giotto was spinning at
15.3 rpm, which was consistent with pre-
hibernation determinations

Between 20 and 24 February 1990, a series
of highly complex manoeuvres were con-
ducted to point Giotto's High-Gain Antenna
towards the Earth so that telemetry data
could be acquired. The reactivation planning
defined a logical set of manoeuvres which
assumed a most probable starting attitude

By 21 February, it was evident from Doppler
data that the planned manoeuvres were not
being executed onboard and spacecraft
reconfigurations were conducted on 22 and
23 February to re-select operational units
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Figure 4. Giotto's High-
Gain Antenna (HGA)

and to activate the High-Gain Antenna
despin mechanism Finally, by 23 February,
Doppler data showed that the HGA was
despun and that the Earth-pointing
manoeuvres were now takino olace.

On 24 February, a series of manoeuvres
were carried out to improve the spacecraft's
Earth-pointing attitude, and later that day a
strong telemetry signal was received at the
DSN station in Madrid This signal ceased
abruptly about an hour later, indicating a
possible onboard failure From the telemetry
data received during this period, it was clear
that although temperatures were high, space-
craft status was as expected. An attitude
determination was performed using star-
maooer data.

Late in the afternoon of 25 February, afler
a complete spacecraft reconfiguration,
comprehensive telemetry data was received
for the first time. lt was concluded from this
that one of the telemetry modulators had
failed, but that the primary unit was
ooerational

The reactivation of Giotto was declared
successful at this point, approximately 150 h

after the start of the ooerations.

Spacecraft status
From the spacecraft telemetry data received
and analysed, it was evident that Giotto had
survived the Halley encounter and the four
years of hibernation extremely well. Further
onboard units were checked and found to
be operational; the X-band system was
successfully tested in low- and high-data-
rate modes and both travelling-wave{ube
amplifiers were found to be working
satisfactorily.

Although the star mapper's baffle had
apparently been perforated during the Halley
encounter, data received by this unit when
shadowed from the Sun by the spacecraft
body could be used to determine spacecraft
attitude reference data

Failures were detected in:

- the second Central Terminal Unit (CTU-2)

demodulator, which prevents reception of
telemetry data via this unit, although
commanding is still possible. CTU-1 is fully
f unctional;

- one or more units in the second Service
Converter - Attitude and Orbit Control
Electronics - Power Distribution
Electronics chain, preventing the High-
Gain Antenna from being despun and
oointed towards Earth.

These failures, however, do not prevent
normal operation of the spacecraft, although
the original redundancy in these areas has
been lost.

Giotto's solar array has also survived the
encounter and subsequent hibernation phase
with no detectable ill-effects.

Radiation/micrometeorite damage and
random{ailure/ageing effects have been
insignificant, and negligible array degradation
is expected during the remainder of the
mrssron

The battery situation is rather different Being
of the silver-cadmium type, they have a life
expectancy of between two and three years
only, with approximately 1000 charge/
discharge cycles to a depth of approximately
800/o Although Giotto's batteries have
undergone only a few charge/discharge
cycles, they have been in the spacecraft
for more than 6 years. ln addition, their
temperature at the time of reactivation was
about 40"C The overall conclusion is that
they will not be usable for the next
encounter

The thermal situation
Soon after the Halley encounter, it was
apparent that the temperatures of spacecraft,
subsystems and payload were markedly
increased as a result of the damaoe that
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had been incurred. Some temperatures had
increased by 10-20oC. That the damage to
the spacecraft's thermal surfaces was sub-
stantial was confirmed soon after reactivation
in February 1990, when detailed thermistor
readings became available. These showed
that the experiment temperatures ranged
between 50 and 58oC, whereas the allowed
upper nonoperational limit was 50oC and the
allowed upper operational limit was 40oC.

The thermal situation was aggravated by
the fact that then, about two weeks after
reactivation, Giotto was passing through
perihelion at a distance of about 0.8 AU from
the Sun. Thereafter temoeratures started to
decrease. By 26 April they had decreased
to the point where checkout of the payload
could start without damaging the units being
operated.

From the thermal results obtained, some
further conclusions could be drawn
regarding the damage incurred by the
spacecraft during the Halley encounter:

- the baffle of the Halley Multicolour
Camera (HMC) has been removed

- the main cone inner and outer blankets,
and the launch adaptor, have been
damaged

- the Nozzle Closure Mechanism (NMC)
shells, the inner bumper shield, and the
thermal blankets have been damaged.

The combined effect of this damage is

to produce a warmer spacecraft than the
configuration pre-Halley, and the changed
thermal coefficients preclude an exact
thermal prediction for the new encounter
with Comet Grigg-Skjellerup.

Payload checkout
The payload checkout was designed to
assess the health and performance capa-
bilities of the individual instruments after the
hibernation period, to compare them with
their status after the Halley encounter, and
especially to conduct a thorough test on the
Camera.

Payload checkout was started on 26 April
1990, with nearly all Experiment Teams
having travelled to ESOC with their
Experiment Ground-Support Equipment
(EGSE) to receive real-time telemetry from
their instruments onboard Giotto.

In general, one can conclude with a high
degree of confidence that the hibernation
period has not caused any further degra-
dation in instrument oerformances and that a
viable payload remains to support another

cometary encounter. Unfortunately, however,
the HMC is no longer operational. lt was
checked out very thoroughly during
a number of passes to determine its exact
status in all operational modes, using the
original HMC EGSE and the flight spare of
the camera to simulate the very complex
test sequences in real time on the ground.

Despite the fact that nearly all HMC mech-
anisms (rotation, filter wheels), the mass
memory and the detectors (Reticon, CCD)
have survived the encounter with Halley and
the hibernation with little degradation, it was
not possible to acquire an image of the
Earth, Jupiter or a bright star, all of which
had been selected as targets. An attempt to
scan the whole sky in steps showed that the
Camera's optical path is totally obscured.

The most likely explanation is that the
Camera's aperture is blocked, probably by
a piece of the outer straylight baffle, which
was destroyed during the Halley flyby. This
conclusion is confirmed by the fact that there
is no detectable shadowing of the solar array
during HMC rotation, which would be
reflected in the solar array's power output.
The imbalance in the HMC was also clearly
detected during spacecraft rotation (an
indication of a change in the Camera's mass
properties).

Table 1, based on the results of the check-
out campaign, shows which experiments
will be able to contribute to a new cometary
mission. Scientific investigations that can be

Figure 5. The Halley
Multicolour Camera (HMC)
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Table 1 - Pavload sfatus for the Giotto Extended Mission (GEM)

Experiment Damage Assessment

conducted with this reduced pavload

include:

- characterisation of the changing features
of the solar-wind flow and observation of
cometary pick-up ions and anomalous
acceleration

- determination of electron densities

- observation of upstream waves, and
determination of the locations of the
various boundaries (bow shock, iono-
pause, cometopause, etc.)

- observation of the magnetic pile-up region

and cavity

- determinaiion of dust spatial density and
size distribution, and the optical properties
of the dust grains

- discrete gaseous emrssrons

- combined dust and gas densities.

Iwo instruments were operated in memory
mode during the Earth fly-by, the Magneto-
meter (MAG) and the Energetic Particles
Analyser (EPA), both providing excellent
scientific data and demonstrating that they
are fully operational. The magnetic-field
measurements performed with MAG
have orovided a 'snapshot' of the Earth's
magnetosphere with clearly identified
inbound and outbound bow-shock and
magnetopause crossings. These data are
complemented by the simultaneous EPA

measurements, adding still further to the
overall scientific success of the Giotto
mtsston.

The second hibernation
On 7 July 1990, a large attitude-precession
manoeuvie was performed to rotate the
spacecraft's spin-axis through 110o (the

orbital effect of this manoeuvre had been
taken into account in optimising the target-
ting for the Earth swing-by) lt had been
possible to choose a final attitude that once
more allowed communications via the HGA
and simultaneously satisfied all the attitude
constraints for the next hibernation period
and the second reactivation. olanned for
May 1992.

The subsequent determination of Giotto's
orbit verified the precision of the Earth swing-
by trajectory. A radial-pulsed manoeuvre
made on 16 July was the final refinement
needed to set the soacecraft on a collision
course with Comet Grigg-Skjellerup.

On 23 July, after a further week of tracking,
the spacecraft was configured for its second
hibernation, the HGA despin mechanism was
turned off, and the last telecommand sent
switched off the on-board transmitter.

The GEM Payload Review Group
To obtain an unbiased and objective
assessment of the status of the payload and
the scientific ootential of a mission extension
to encounter Comet Grigg-Sklellerup, ESA's

Science Programme Committee nominated
a Payload Review Group, consisting of:

Prof D. Southwood, Chairman of the ESA

Space Science Advrsory Committee;
Prof Ph. Masson, Chairman of the Agency's
Solar System Working Group; and two of the
Giotto Principal Investigators, Prof. H. Balsiger
and Dr. D. Krankowsky

Meeting on 29 May 1990 at ESOC, the
Group heard reports from the Giotto Project
Manager and Project Scientist on the results
of the spacecraft and payload checkout
activities, respectively. lt concluded that,

Operational
Energetic Particles Analyser (EPA)

Optical Probe Experiment (OPE)

Magnetometer (MAG)

Dust-lmpact Detection System (DlD)

Johnstone Plasma Analyser (JPA)

Rdme Plasma Analyser (RPA)

Giotto Radio Science

Operational but degraded performance

Dust Mass Spectrometer (PlA)

lon Mass Spectrometer (lMS)

Non-operational
Halley Multicolour Camera (HMC)

Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS)

(unfavourable encounter geometry and speed at Grigg-Skiellerup)

No damage
No damage
No damage
MSM: No damage
CIS: Slightly degraded
IPM, ???

JPA-llS: No damage
JPA-FlS: Damaged
RPA-EESA: Reduced performance

(electron density)
RPA-PICCA: Damaged
NA

No damage
HIS: No damage
HERS: Damaged

Anarfr rra hlnnlzad

Outer baffle lost
I\/lirrnr donradorl

CCDs of both detectors damaged

The Earth swing-by
On 2 July 1990, another 'first' in the life of
Giotto was logged when the spacecraft
passed within 22 731 km of Earth This
first-ever controlled Earth swing-by of an
interplanetary space probe used the planet's
gravitational force to give Giotto an energy
boost that put it on a new trajectory towards
an encounter with Comet Grigg-Skjellerup
on 10 July 1992 (Fig 6). Giotto is therefore
the first operating spacecraft to have come
from deep space to encounter the Earth in

a high-inclination hyperbolic orbit.
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despite the loss of the HMC's imaging
capability, there was a strong scientific case
for proceeding with the Giotto Extended
Mission, and that major scientific results
could be expected in at least three separate
4t E4D.

- The dust distribution can be derived for a
comet whose dust characteristics are very
different from those recorded by the same
instrument at Comet Halley. Taken with a
simultaneous ground-based observation
programme, these results should yield
significant new information on the gas{o-
dust ratio in a less active cometarv
environment

- The dust measurement can also orovide
important input for future European and
international space programmes. Both
the CRAF and Rosetta missions need
engineering models of the cometary dust
environment, which the Giotto Extended
Mission should help to provide

- The complement of magnetic-field and
charged-particle instruments still operating
can make a malor contribution to comet-
ary plasma science and to the study of
solar-wind/comet interactions The contrast
with the results from Halley will be great
because Grigg Sklellerup is a less active
comet. The working instrumentation
carried by the GEM spacecraft is much
superior to that carried by NASA's Inter-
national Cometary Explorer during its

encounter with Comet Giacobini-Zinner,
in particular by permitting the direct
detection of so-called 'oickuo ions'.

The Payload Review Group therefore
recommended that the Science Programme
Committee aoorove the Giotto Extended
Mission as a very cost-effective means of
enhancing the ESA Space Science
Programme

The Review Group strongly supported the
Agency's view that the prime scientific
objective should be comparative studies
based on the results achieved at Comet
Halley, in order to compare an active
comet with a fauly inactive one.

Organising/funding the new mission
Back in May 1989. the Space Science
Advisory Committee recommended that the
ESA Executive should explore the possibility
of undertaking the Giotto Extended Mission
as an Optional Programme, in order to
alleviate an additional financial burden on
the Agency's already strained scientific
budget. After the successful reactivation and
checkout, and the positive endorsement by
the Payload Review Group, work was started

on preparing the necessary Programme
Proposal

A first meeting of potential participants took
place on 18 September 1990 in Paris,

where all asoects of the future mission
were discussed. Eight Member States were
represented at this meeting, which decided
that the GEM resolutions should be endor-
sed by the SPC before being transmitted to
Council for voting At its November 1990
meeting, the SPC recommended that the
Council adopt the Enabling Resolution for
GEM at its meeting in March 1991

In the meantime, a detailed review of ESA's

scientific budget had started in order to find
ways to improve the financial situation. In

the light of these activities, the SPC agreed
at its meeting on 26127 February 1991 to a
proposal from the Executive to defer any
further decision on GEM until its next
meeting on 12113 June 1991, by which time
the special measures under revrew by the
Council would have been approved and their
i-^^^+ ^^^^^^^A

In the light of the Council's decision at
its December 1990 meeting to continue
the annual 5olo increase in the Scientific
Programme's budget until 1994 and to
create savings through changes in both
management procedures and the internal
recharging policy, and given the strong
rnterest shown by the scientific community
in the extended mission, the Executive
proposed, and the SPC agreed at its
meeting on 12113 June 1991, that GEM
should be included in the Aoencv's
mandatory programme.

Figure 6. Orbit geometries
and key dates for Giotto's
encounter with Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup
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Figure 7. Comet Grigg-
Skjellerup (arrowed)
imaged with the 3.5 m
telescope of the Max-
Planck Institute for
Astronomy (Heidelberg) at
Calar Alto in Southern

:0","

The choice of Comet Grigg-Skjellerup
There were about five potential target comets
within the Giotto Extended Mission's reach:
Grigg-Sklellerup, Hartley-2, Du Toit-Hartley,

Tuttle-Giacobini-Kresak, and Honda-Mrkos-
Pajdusakowa Taking into account all the
factors to be considered in mission planning,
Grigg-Skjellerup (Fig 7) was identified as the
preferred target because:

- it is scientifically interesting

- has a well-known orbit

- has a good observation history. and

- can be reached bv Giotto within two
years of the Earth swrng-by

Grigg-Skjellerup's orbit has an aphelion
distance ot 4.94 AU and belongs to the
Jupiter family of comets The perihelion
distance of 099 AU makes this comet
extremely attractive for an encounter on
10 July 1992, just 12 days before it passes
its perihelion

The comet has an orbrtal period of 509 yr
and is an old comet in the evolutionary
sense. ie it is relatively inactive. which will
provide an interesting contrast to Halley.
which is relatively fresh and active

The nucleus of Comet Grigg-Skjellerup
seems to be much smaller than that of
Comet Halley Based on both ground-based
optical and radar observations, an upper limil
of about 2 km for its radius seems realistic.

Table 2 compares the key parameters for
the Grigg Skjellerup fly-by with those for the
previous Halley scenarro

The second reactivation and encounter
Contact will be re-established with Giotto in

May 1992. The second series of reactivation
operations are likely to be even more
comolicated than the first because of the
much greater geocentric distance, leading
to a five{old reduction in signal strength
The spacecraft will then be navigated to
encounter the comet on 10 July 1992 and
pass within 1000 km of its nucleus, in an
orbit 14.4 million kilometres below (south of)
the ecliptic, when the heliocentric distance
will be 1 01 AU and the geocentric distance
1 43 AU. Closest aooroach will occur at
15:25 UT +10 min
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gratefully acknowledged 6Table 2 Key parameters for the Grigg-Skjellerup fly-by

(Halley fly by data included for compailson)

Grigg-Skjellerup Halley

Encounter dale
Relative fly-by velocity
Fly-by distance
Heliocentric distance
Geocentric distance
Distance above/below ecliptic
Phase angle
Angle between spin axis

and relative velocity vector

. SAA : So ar-Aspect Angle

10 July 1992
13 99 km s-r
0 2OO0 km:

101AU
143AU
010 AU below
79 300

70" (at Bg 6" SAA.)

14 March 1986
68 37 km s-1
596 km

O90AU
O96AU
O 02 AU below
1 07 050

0'(at 1072'SAA)
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First Results from GRO-COMPTEL

K. Bennett, B.G. Taylor & C. Winkler
Astrophysics Division, ESA Space Science Department, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

Introduction
A gamma ray is a photon, or packet of light,
whose energy is usually measured in units of
MeV (millions of electron volts), i.e. anything
above one million times that of a light photon
which may be detected by the human eye
(Fig. 2). Gamma rays are produced in, and
are thus indicators of, the highest energetic
processes that take place in the Universe.
They are very rare, making up only about
one part in a million of the high-energy

On 5 April 1991, the Space Shuttle'Atlantis'launched the Gamma-
Ray Observatory (GRO), the heaviest scientific satellite to date
(Fig. 1), into a circular Earth orbit with an altitude of 450 km and an
inclination of 280o. The Compton lmaging Telescope (COMPTEL)
that constitutes a key part of the GRO payload is the product of
a collaborative European effort in which ESA Space Science
Department is a partner.

Although the ubiquitous gamma rays have
been sought for several decades as tracers
of sites where cosmic rays are generated,
it was not until the mid-1960s that the first
positive signals were detected. In 1969,
a detector onboard the OSO-3 satellite
measured an increase in radiation from
the directron of the Galactic Centre. This
was soon confirmed by several balloon
instruments, and in 1971 the first point
source of gamma radiation was detected,
namely the Crab Pulsar.

ESA and European scientists have always
played a important role rn the pursuit of
celestial gamma rays. In 1972, ESRO's
TD-1A carried two small gamma-ray
telescopes, and in 1975 ESA launched
Cos-B (Fig. 3), which became the first
telescope to completely map the galactic
plane at gamma-ray energies (Fig.  ).
Around twenty galactic 'point sources' of
emission were discovered, but their exact
nature is still far from understood. A distant
quasar, 3C273, was detected and detailed
studies were carried out on the only two
identified objects: the Crab and Vela Pulsars
These pulsars were monitored regularly
throughout the 6.8 year mission and
evidence of time-variability was detected,
providing more input with which to attack
the problem of the production processes
surrounding the rapidly spinning neutron
star.

Figure 2. The electro-
magnetic spectrum as
delineated by the
astrophysicist

cosmic radiation. When one adds to this the
difficulty of detection, one can appreciate
why gamma-ray astronomy is still in its
formative years.

Gamma rays travel essentially unhindered
through space from their point of origin to
their point of detection. Paradoxically, they
are easily absorbed by the upper layers of
the Earth's atmosphere, makrng it necessary
to mount detectors on stratospheric balloons
and satellites to see beyond the atmosphertc
verl.

Energl in Electron Volts
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Figure 3. ESA's Cos-B
satellite. launched in 1975
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Figure 4. The Cos-B
gamma-ray map of the
Galaxy

One of the legacies from the Cos-B mission
is the lingering question concerning the
nature of the bright emission some 20o away
from the Crab in the constellation Gemini.
'Geminga', as it has become known, is the
brightest object in the gamma-ray sky at the
higher Cos-B energies. lt is situated in a low-
galactic-background region and is therefore
well located, but we still have no clues as to
the nature of this powerful emitter, especially
as a definite counterpart has not been
proven at other wavelengths, nor has time-
variability been detected

The excellent results from the Cos-B and
earlier missions reinforced the conviction
that the next gamma-ray mission required a
quantum leap in sensitivity, which would only
be possible by employing a very large
spacecraft carrying very large experiments.
Only the US Space Shuttle had the ability to
launch such a large observatory and in 1978
NASA sought proposals for the 'Gamma-Ray
Observatory'. ESA's Space Science Depart-
ment was represented on several proposals
and is a member of the team which success-
fully proposed the Compton lmaging
Telescope.

The COMPTEL Scientific Gollaboration

Princi pal I nvesti gator

V. Schonfelder, Max Planck Institute for
Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching,
Germany

Co-Principal Investigators

K. Bennett, ESA Space Science
Department, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

B. Swanenburg, Laboratory for Space
Research, Leiden, The Netherlands

J. Ryan, Space Science Centre, University
of New Hampshire, USA

The Gamma-Ray Observatory
With a weight of around 16 tons and
dimensions oI 7.7 m by 5.0 m by 4.6 m, GRO
is the heaviest scientific satellite launched to
date. lt carries four experiments or
telescopes covering a wide spectrum of
energies and objectives:
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BATSE ossE

GRO INSTRUMENTS

Energetic Gamma-Ray Telescope
Compton lmaging Telescope
Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Expt.

Burst and Transient Source Experiment

Figure 5. The wide range
of gamma-ray energies
covered by the GRO
instruments

EGRET
COMPTEL
OSSE
BATSE

EGRET is intended to extend the path{inding
work of NASA's SAS-2 and ESA's Cos-B in a
similar energy range, while OSSE is looking
at the hard X-ray range above that of Exosat

and similar X-ray telescopes The main aim

of BATSE is to study the gamma-ray bursts

that flash almost daily across the sky, but
whose origin has not yet been determined.
The three other telescopes will provide

complementary information for the burst
investigations

COMPTEL
CON/PTEL is unique in that it has no

satellite-borne precursor. lt occupies the
middle position in terms of both physical

location and energy coverage on the GRO

spacecraft and it surveys the gamma-ray
sky in the energy range from 1 to 30 MeV

Its measurements effectively bridge the gap

in existing observations between the hard

X-ray and high-energy gamma-ray bands.
It combines a wide field-of-view (about
1 sterad) with lo angular resolution lts

imaging properties make it an ideal instru-

ment for the first comprehensive survey of

the sky at MeV-energies

COMPTEL is designed to study:

o discrete galactic gamma-ray sources
. extragalactic sources: active galaxies,

quasars and galactic clusters
r galactic diffuse emission: both line and

continuum emissions

spectra and spectral evolution of cosmic
gamma-ray bursts
solar{lare gamma rays and neutrons

COMPTE|S energy range is one of the most

difficult ones in which to work because back-
ground radiations in spacecraft structures,
the atmosphere and the instrument itself
'muddy the waters' lust at the wavelengths
that are being investigated. Novel techniques
had therefore to be developed to reduce the

background noise to a tolerable level. This

was achieved by demanding a complex
event signature before accepting an event:

this signature cannot be easily mimicked by
the background and COMPTE|S strength
lies in its ability to reject background events

very effectively

As shown in Figure 6, COMPTEL consists

of two detector arrays. Gamma rays are
detected by two successive interactions:
an incident gamma ray is first Compton-
scattered in the upper detector, and then
totally absorbed in the lower. The locations o{

the interactions and energy losses in
both detectors are measured The accuracy
in the measurement of these parameters

determines the overall energy and angular
resolution of the telescope. Event data
obtained by COMPTEL can be used to

reconstruct sky images over a wide field-

of-view with a resolution of about 1 deg
(slightly better than Cos-B in its higher
energy band).

30 MeV to 30 GeV

1 MeV to 30 MeV
100 keV to 10 MeV

20 keV to 1 MeV
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The two detectors are .1,5 m apart and this
gap is traversed by a gamma-ray rn 5 ns: this
particle is distinguished from a reverse-
moving gamma ray (or background event) by
onboard electronrcs and time of flight
measurements. Each detector is entirely
surrounded by a thin anticoincidence shield
of plastic scintillator, which detects and
discriminates against charged cosmic-ray
particles On the sides of the telescope

structure, between both detectors, are two
small radioactive plastic-scintillator devices
used for in{light calibration of the instrument.
All told the scintillation detection assemblies
make use oI 254 delicate ohoto-multiolier
tubes, a record number for a single
instrument flown in space

The specific contrjbution of ESA's Space
Science Department to the COMPTEL
hardware consists of the onboard Calibration

Units, the Digital Electronics Assembly
(providing the spacecraft telemetry interfaces
and Instrument command and control), and
Instrument Ground-Support Equipment used
to control and monitor CON/PTEL throughout
integration testing as well as in orbit.

The quantities measured for each selected
gamma-ray event are:

The energy of the recoil electron of
the Compton-scattered gamma ray in the
rnnar.Joto.tnr /l-..}1\

The location of the interaction in Dl .

The shape of the scintillation pulse in Dl,
to distinguish between gamma rays and
neulrons
The energy deposit in the lower detector
(D2)
The ocation of the interaction in D2
The time-of{light of the scattered gamma
ray from Dl to D2
The absolute time of the event,

GOMPTEI- s main features

lnstrument Properties
. Total surface area
r Effective sensitive

area
. Energy range
. Energy resolution

o Angular resolution
o Geometric factor
. Field-of-view
. Source position

determination'

. Timing
accuracy

8620 cm2

20-50 cm2
0.8-30 MeV
5-8o/o (Full Width
Half Maximum)
1.7-4.4" (FWHM)

2c-JU Cm- Sterao

- 1 sterad

5-30 arcmin

I nstr u m e nt S pecif icatio n s
. Weight 1460 kg
o Dimensions 2.61 mx1.76 m diameter
o Power 206 W
. Telemetry rate 6125 biVs (equivalent

tima-arrorana\

1/8 ms with respect
to UTC

Figure 6. Schematic of
COMPTEL, showing how
a gamma ray Compton-
scatters in the telescope,
the scatter angle being
determined from the
energy deposits in the
detectors

Figure 7 shows the integrated CON/PIEL
system being loaded first into the naked
GRO structure. In terms of complexity, the
CON/PTEL instrument can be likened to that
of a complete satellite; no meagre task to be
taken on by the four scientific groups

The mission design life of GRO is 27 months,
although the spacecraft consum-
ables could support a lifetime of up to
8 years The low altitude of the spacecraft,

ANTTCOTNCTDENCE (AC)

DOME V1

D1 MODULES
(NE 213)

EXPANSION
CHAMBERS

PHOTOMULTIPLIERS

(o
AI AC DOMES V2 + V3

SANDWICH PLATE

D2 MODULES
(Na D)

AC PHOTOMULTIPLIERS

AC DOME V4
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combined with its large cross-sectional area,
causes significant atmospheric drag GRO
descends slowly to around 350 km, and
then its orbit is raised by about 100 km

The first such orbit adjustment will not be
necessary until at least the beginning of
1993

Very little astronomy has been carried out
in the COMPTEL energy range and the
sensitivities designed for in 1978 when the
instrument was first proposed remain valid
rooay

Ground and in-orbit operations
The observation strategy calls for conducting
the first complete survey of the sky at MeV

energies during the first 15 months of the
mission, This will be achieved by a series
of 33 individual pointings, each lasting about
14 days Once the sky survey is complete,
colantarl nalaciial nhionfc enrl roninnc nf

the sky will be studied in greater detail.
Extensions of the mission beyond the
baseline duration of two years will provide
the opportunity for deeper study of sources
of gamma-ray emission, including their
possible long{erm temporal variability

The spacecraft is operated by the Flight
Operations Team (FOT) at Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), with each institute
involved in the project responsible for
command and control of its own instrument
via Instrument Ground-Support Equipment
(IGSE) located at the various scientific sites
The COMPTEL IGSE is located at the
University of New Hampshire (USA) and
forms oart of a orivate wide-area network
based upon the X 25 protocol Commands
are built and submitted to the FOT from the
IGSE and eight or so real{ime data passes
are received and scrutinised each day at the
University Three hours of quick-look data are
transmitted daily which, with additional sets
provided on request, provide the first
scientific insight into the observation data.
This is especially relevant for the response
to solar flares and gamma bursts The full

telemetry stream from an observation is

shipped routinely by tape to MPI Garching,
in Germany, with just one week's delay. After
initial processing, the reduced, calibrated
data-sets are mailed electronically to the
other three collaboration sites for detailed
analysrs,

The raw data consist of individual 'event

messages' containing approximately twenty
parameters which characterise a selected
event once the telescope is triggered by an
incident gamma photon, Io process and

analyse the large amount of data received
from COMPTEL, the Collaboration has
developed a customised and modular data-
analysis package, called'COMPASS' (ie
COMPTEL Processing and Analysis Software
System), which uses the ORACLE database-
management system for configuration control
and to monitor user access Each of the four
collaborating institutes is responsible for the
development and maintenance of particular
software subsystems which make up the

COMPASS package. COMPASS is designed
to run at all four institutes with approximately
equal capabilities for data processing and
scientific analysis. though particular proces-
sing tasks have been assigned within the
Collaboration to specific sites

Routine scientific analysis of processed
COMPTEL data begins with the production
of images of the sky over the field of view
of the instrument for a given observation
period A number of deconvolution
algorithms can be employed within the
COMPASS environment to produce images
nf iho ckv thoco ero h:cod nrim:rilv nn

Figure 7. COMPTEL being
integrated into GRO
(Photo courtesy of NASA)
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Figure 8. The Crab Nebula
which contains the
gamma-ray pulsar
PSR 0532.

maximum-entropy, maximum-likelihood and
cross-correlation techniques, and the
parameters of an identified source are
determined These state-of-the-art technioues
can reveal both localised and extended
sources (e.9. molecular clouds or the
galactic plane). Successful application of
these methods has been a significant
triumph for the COMPTEL data-reduction
team. lf pulsars or other sources with
expected temporal signatures lie within the
field of view of the instrument, a search for
modulated emission can be performed.
Similarly, the analysis of burst events, and

of gamma rays and neutrons of solar origin,
is carrred out via specialised tasks within
COMPASS.

The activation of the spacecraft was
completed on schedule by mid-April, within
nine days of launch, and the instrument
checkout and activation was performed in
just ten further days. The aim of the
subsequent instrument tuning phase was to
set the thresholds and onboard data
selection to fit the event rates comfortably
within the available telemetry Since all
subsystems exhibited nominal behaviour and
the rates were observed to be moderate,
tuning was relatively simple

Several factors affect the telescope trigger
rates: particle-induced background, which
is inversely proportional to geomagnetic
latitude: Earth aspect angle: and time since
passage from the South Atlantic Anomaly

(the spacecraft encounters the SAA up to
eight times per day for periods of up to 25
minutes; during these passages, the high
voltages of the telescope detectors are
switched off) By setting conservative thresh-
olds on the detector pulse heights and time-
of{light windows, the sky-viewing event rate
can be reduced to about 25o/o of the avail-
able bandwidth, thereby allowing a margin
for events which may come in a burst

The first two weeks of operations were used
as a verification phase for all of the instru-
ments. Five different pointings were selected
in order to establish the background and
the instrument performance with different
inclinations to the orbit. The first three
pointings put the Crab Nebula at different
positions in the field of view, while the fourth
pointing viewed a low-emissivity region of the
Galaxy, and the last pointing viewed the Vela
Pulsar, which was nearly perpendicular to the
orbital plane

First results
Validation data yielded a clean image of the
Crab Nebula and a striking light curve from
the Crab Pulsar using the Radio Ephemeris
produced by both the Jodrell Bank (UK) and
Greenbank (USA) radio telescopes. Although
not the first light curve to be produced in

this energy range, the statistical precision
is unprecedented lt is well known that the
X-ray light curve of the Crab differs from the
high-energy (Cos-B) gamma-ray light curve,
To make the puzzle yet more intriguing, rn

Figure 9 it can be seen that the COMPTEL
light curve is again different and, it seems,
varies on a time scale of weeks Detailed
statistical testing of this variability is in
progress.

The high-energy Geminga' source is not
obvious in the first COMPTEL maps, which
means its spectrum is falling rapidly at lower
energies as if it were a pure high-energy
gamma-ray source Any upper limit to the
low-energy gamma-ray emission of this and
other Cos-B sources will helo to constrain the
source mooels.

A most pleasant surorise of the validation
period was the observation of a gamma
burst from the Auriga direction within the
field of view of COMPTEL on 3 May
(Fig 10). Within the burst duration of
approximately 10 s, the telescope event
rate was swamped by burst events. This
background-free sample of events has
yielded the first-ever image of a gamma
burst from within a single telescope.
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YOUR INDEPENDENT UK COTTABORATOR

ON STUDIES, DEVEIOPMENT AND FLIGHT

HARDWARE

Sira has been working in space
instrumentation since 1975 and has
performed over 60 contracts, including
flight hardware contributed to eight
space ProSrammes.
Sira has worked on ESA, NASA,
and UK and German national
programmes, and has been prime
contractor on ESA flight hardware.

Areas of expertise include optical remote sensing instruments, attitude sensors,
CCD testing and applications, science payload engineering and life sciences.
Major projects undertaken include:

r GRO-COMPTEL Digital Electronics fi ). EXOSAT & GINGA X-ray detecrors
o ROSAT, WFC & ASTRO-SPAS Star Trackers (2)
. EURECA Exobiology and Radiarion Assembly (3)
. SILEX Acquisition & Tracking Sensors
o MERIS lmaging Spectrometer

Contact fohn Hother by telephone: +44 81 467 2636 or fax: +44 81 467 6s1s
SIRA tTD .SOUTH HILI .CHISLEHURST . KENT . BR7 5EH . ENGTAND

Full scale model of Hermes,
by the courtesy of the

European Space Agency (ESA).

Model owned by ESA,
produced by Hupkens.
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The Olympus Mission Recovery
'Mission lmpossible?'

D.E.B. Wilkins
Operations Department, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),

Darmstadt, Germanv

The scale of the challenge
In the early hours of 29 May 1991, the
Olympus spacecraft (Fig. 1) switched itself

into a safety mode called the 'Emergency

Sun-Acquisition Mode' This mode can be
entered due to any number of onboard
anomalies and is a design safety feature

on most three-axis-stabilised spacecraft.
During the return to the normal mode of
control on this occasion, however, the
Olympus Control Centre at Fucino in ltaly
encountered problems and the spacecraft
began to tumble, eventually rolling about one

of its axes (Fig 2)

The events of 29 May 1991 that led to the loss of stability of
the Olympus experimental communications satellite and its
consequent drift from station have been examined in great detail by
the Olympus Enquiry Board and its findings will be published
shortly. This article concentrates on the endeavours of the Olympus
Mission Recovery Team charged by ESA's Director General, on 3
June, with the task of recovering the mission
using all possible means.

Olympus' power-supply system could
not maintain battery charging in thrs mode,
nor could it provide sufficient power to
maintain heaters for thermal control, because
the solar arrays were aligned away from
the Sun. As a result. the temperature of the
spacecraft eventually plunged to between

-50 and -60oC and the onboard fuel,
oxidiser and batteries froze

In addition, thruster firings caused by
autonomous system operations at the time
of the anomaly had forced Olympus out
of geostationary orbit and it was drifting
eastwards at 5 deg per day, thereby moving
out of range of the Fucino tracking station.

Some months previously, on 28 January,
the south solar array on Olympus had
developed a fault which resulted in the
subsequent loss of 500/o of available power.

In addition, the lack of reliability of the two
infrared earth sensors, together with an
apparent loss of signal from a radio-frequency
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sensor (RFS-A), had necessitated using the
backup unit (RFS-B). In the period between
28 January and 29 May, an intensive
procedural updating had been in effect at
British Aerospace (Stevenage, UK), at ESTEC

and at Fucino, to cope with these spacecraft
anomalies and to reduce service outage
time. The use of an incompletely validated
procedure during the return to 'normal
mode' on 29 May resulted in the loss of
stabilisation.

The status of Olympus on the morning of
29 May was as follows:

The spacecraft was cooling.
Its batteries were completely discharged.
It was spinning about its X-axis, with its

spin-axis (inertially fixed) pointing at the
Sun
The spin period was 89 s per revolution
(equivalent to 4 deg/s)
The main bus voltage was oscillating
with spin rate between 0 and 25 V
There was no telecommand access,
except possibly via the spacecraft's
Direct Distribution Unit.
There was no telemetry data except for
Central Distribution Unit internal words,
Many commands had been sent since
the loss of telemetry, especially to the

telecommand, tracking and control (TTC)

remote units and heaters, but the status
was uncertain in those areas

An assessment made one week later
indicated the following possible damage
and degradation due to the anomaly:

- Possible damage to items containing
liquids such as:
o The nickel-hydrogen battery: probably

recoverable. but capacity and charge
efficiency reduced until reconditioned,
and possible overheating when potas-
sium-hydroxide catalyst redissolved at

-330C,
o The nickel-cadmium battery: possible

physical damage due to freezing, and
possible risk of damage by hydrogen
generation if charged at high current
when too cold

o The Combined Propulsion System
(MMH and NTO): possible damage
during thawing of internal elements,
and possible catastrophic damage to
pipework and valves if thawing liquid
had no space into which to expand.

- Electronic systems: probably not
damaged, though one or two units could
have failed, but this could be accommod-
ated within normal redundancy

Figure 2. Olympus
spacecraft attitude after
29 May 1991
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The Agency's response
The O ympus M ss on Recovery Team,
estab shed or 3 June i991 by ESAs
D rector Genera, Mr J M Luton, was
given the task o1 attempting recovery of
the m ssron by us ng a ava ab e means The
Team was dravyn frorn ESA and Brtish
Aerospace (BAe) specralrsts headed by an
ESA Chlef of Operations at ESOC BAe
the company that bad ed the industra
consort um that deve oped O ympus,
provrded eng neering advice and p ann ng
expertise to the ESA Team

The Olympus M ssion Recovery Team,
consist ng of more than 50 eng neers from
a variety of discipi nes was already hard
at work from eary June, panning and
execut ng a very cofnp ex recovery plan
ol operations (F S 3) Addit ona track ng
statrons were brought up for support (w th
the cooperaton of NASA and CNES) and
the ESOC Operations Contro Centre s (OCC)
command contro and communicat ons
facilt es were expanded to assume m sson
contro from the O ympus Contro Centre
at Fucrno Tbe mod f cations to the ESOC
Contro Centre. the track ng network and
the communrcations systems took p ace as
the M ss on Recovery P an r,vas prepared

The basic recovery p ar estabi shed during
early June and up dated frequent y there-
after, set out to do the fo ow ng:

Obtain readab e telemetry data lvhen
so ar array um nat on vias more
lavourab e and cont nua y mon tor
spacecralt status
Reduce po'"ver demand by turn ng off
propu sion systern ine anci thruster heaters
Prevent thruster frr ngs by' disab ng
ttrrrster e ectronics
Further reduce power demand to ess
than 200 W, eav ng on only essentra
un ts and tank and battery heaters
Recharge the nickel-hydrogen battery
wher battery texperature exceeded

25oC and rn'hen so ar power was
ava ab e

Enab e battery d scharge regulators and
srl tch on the battery-management
system

Recharge the n cke -cadm um battery
when oattery temperature exceeded

10"C ano ',''uher so ar po',ver was
ava abte
Opt m se the so ar array s Dos tion
per oo ca y to rnax rn se power
Warrn the spacecraft gent y us ng its
heaters ensuring thai da y tank
temperature rise did not exceed 5.C
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- Thaw the fuel and oxidiser tanks.

- Thaw all lines.

- Thaw roll, pitch and yaw thrusters and
perform test firings.

- Reduce the spacecraft spin rate from
4 deg/s to 2 deg/s

- Acquire the Sun and command the
Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS)
into emergency Sun-acquisition mode to
stop the spin, and proceed to a stable
Sun-pointing attitude.

- Acquire the Earth with Infra-Red Earth
Sensors (IRES) and return the AOCS to
its normal mode of operation.

By 31 July, all of the above key tasks had
been carried out according to plan, the last
four events taking place between 26 and
31 July. Several thousand telecommands
were transmitted from ESOC via the tracking
stations at Perth in Australia, Goldstone in
California, Kourou in French Guiana, and
Villafranca in Spain in order to complete
these activities.

The Mission Recovery Team had therefore
successfully conducted a series of operations
never previously accomplished (to ESA's
knowledge) with a crippled spacecraft.
On 30 May, there had been no useable
telemetry from Olympus, no telecommand
capability, only marginal fluctuating power,
on-board systems were freezing, and the
spacecraft was drifting quickly away from
station. By 1 August, the Olympus space-
craft platform was fully operational and fully
under control. The operations described
were conducted over a period of 64 days as
Olympus drifted eastwards over the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceaqs.

The planning of this series of complex
operations, based on engineering analyses
performed by BAe, required engineers to
work long hours under extreme pressure.
Detailed operations procedures had to be
prepared and complex sequences of
telecommands loaded into the ESOC
computers. In many cases the validation of
the procedures required simulation before
actual operations could be conducted, and
the essential nature of the Olympus space-
craft simulator was very evident.

The Olympus Recovery Team's next
task was to stop the spacecraft drifting,
re-position it at its operational station at
19oW longitude, and begin station-keeping.
This sequence of manoeuvres began on
2 August with an eastward burn of 8 min and
6 s, producing a AV of 7 m/s and reducing
the drift rate from 5 to 2.9 deg per day.

On 6 August, an inclination correction
manoeuvre was performed using the north
thrusters to bring the orbit inclination within
station-keeping dead bands. This manoeuvre
lasted 11.55 min and produced a velocity
increment (AV) of 15 m/s.

On 9 August, a further east burn was
performed, reducing the drift rate to 0.9 deg
per day, and on 13 August the final station-
acquisition thrust positioned Olympus at
19oW longitude, where the station-keeping
cycle began with a west burn that same day.

Olympus is maintained at 19oW in a 'box'
which extends +0.1o in both the east/west
and north/south directions. This precise
station-keeping is necessary both to ensure
the correct communications coverage and
to avoid getting too close to three other
communications satellites operating nearby.

The payload commissioning began on
14 August and lasted for 20 days, during
which time all elements of the commun-
ications payload were extensively tested. Test
data have shown that the performance of all
payload elements is within specification and
very close to that measured before the
events of 29 May.

Conclusion
The efforts of the Olympus Mission Recovery
Team have rescued a satellite worth more
than 650 MAU ($800 000 000) from atmost
certain disaster. This collaboration between
ESA and BAe has demonstrated that Eurooe
has the technical and operational expertise to
perform complex and extremely critical
operations usrng facilities and resources that
had not been designed for this specific task.

The staff of three ESA Directorates (ESOC.

ESTEC and Telecommunications) worked
closely with the spacecraft manufacturer,
BAe, in planning and executing the oper-
ations. International cooperation with both
NASA and CNES provided additional
tracking-station coverage from Goldstone and
Kourou which, together with the facilities at
Perth, Villafranca and Fucino, permitted
almost continuous coverage of the Olympus
spacecraft during its journey around the
Earth G
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Ariane's Vulcain Engine
1991 A Vintage Year

H. de Boisheraud
Directorate for Space Transportation Systems, ESA, Paris

S. Eury
Societe Europ6enne de Propulsion, Vernon, France

Ariane-S, which will be the next member of the already highly
successful Ariane launch-vehicle family (Fig. 1), is being developed
as an ESA Programme, with programme management delegated to
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES, the French National
Space Agency). The main propulsion for the new launcher will be
provided by two solid-rocket boosters (P230's) and one single
cryogenic stage (H155). The Vulcain engine will provide most of the
energy needed to place the vehicle's payloads into orbit,

Figure 1. The Ariane-S
launcher

Introduction
The Vulcain programme started wrth a
preliminary phase in 1985. The go-ahead for
the main industrial development programme
was given, with the endorsement of the
Ariane-S Programme, at the ESA Council
Meeting at Ministerial Level held in The
Hague (NL) in November 1987.

The Vulcain engine (Fig. 2) is being
developed by Socidte Europ6enne de
Propulsion (SEP) in Vernon (F), with the
support of more than 30 industrial firms
throughout Europe, including MBB
and DLR in Germany, FIAT AVIO and
MICROTECNICA in ltaly, VOLVO in Sweden,
FNM in Belgium, SPE in The Netherlands,
AVICA in the United Kingdom, DEVTEC in
lreland, and FAGOR in Spain.

Engine development is on schedule and
that schedule has not been changed since
the beginning of the programme. The key
milestones are as follows:

- Start-up in 1985

- First component tests in 1987

- First subsystem tests in 1988

- First engine tests in 1990

- Firststage tests in 1993

- First flight in 1995.

The challenge of Vulcain
The challenge of the Vulcain programme is
to develop a new high-performance rocket
engine by using the high-energy combination
of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen The
performance specifications, it should be
emphasised, are high, but not the highest
possible. Rather, they are consistent with the
vehicle's needs for optimum cost and
minimum risk.

High reliability is required as a direct
consequence of the intense competition for
future space transportation and the high cost
of payloads. Safety is necessary not only for
man-rating for the launch of Europe's
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Figure 2. The Vulcain engine on the test facility (Courtesy of SEP)
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Figure 3. Geographical distribution of the Vulcain industrial effort (Courtesy of SEP)
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also been applied, such as a new copper
alloy for the thrust chamber, automatic
welding for the nozzle tubes, high-strength
materials for the turbopumps, dynamic axial
balancing piston, high-power supersonic
turbines, etc.

The geographical distribution of the industrial
effort throughout the ESA Member States on
the Vulcain programme is summarised in

Figure 3.

Primary engine characteristics
The Vulcain engine itself has been described
in detail in ESA Bulletins Nos. 44 (November
1985) and 61 (February 1990) and, as its

overall design has not changed in the mean-
time, just a short summary will be given here.

This article will concentrate instead on the
development effort that has taken place in

the meantime and the many milestones that
have been successfully achieved.

The Vulcain engine design requirements are:

Vacuum thrust
Mixture ratio
Vacuum specific impulse
Propellant suction pressure

Oxygen
Hydrogen

1070 + 50 kN
51 + 02
>430 s

> 1.5 bar
>0.4 bar

OXYGEN

HYDROGEN

CONTROL HELIUM

OXYGEN TANK

HOT GASES

GAM OIL

The main features of the engine are:

- Liquid-oxygen and liquid-hydrogen
(LOX-LHr) propellants with two
turbooumos.

- Single LOX-LH2 gas generator.

- Iwo separate turbines driven in parallel.

- Single thrust chamber with classical
geometry, coaxial injection and
regenerative cooling.

- Dump-cooled nozzle.

- Pyrotechnic starter and igniters.

- Pneumatic (helium) command system.

Vulcain is a gas-generator-cycle engine
(Fig. a), the thrust chamber being fed by
separate turbopumps with turbines in
parallel and separate gas exhausts. The
gas generator and combustion chamber
are ignited at low pressure by pyrotechnic
igniters, and the turbopumps are started
by a solid-propellant cartridge.

The two gas-generator injection valves and
the mixture-ratio two-position hot-gas valve
are calibrated during engine tests using
hydraulic actuators and ground computers.
In flight, the pnefrnatic valves open to one
of two limits preset by mechanical stops in
order to achieve the correct thrust and
mixture ratio.

HELIUM
CONDITIONING LHZ PURGE

Figure 4. Vulcain engine
flow diagram
(Courtesy of SEP)

I
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Figure 5. The Vulcain
engine development
programme

Figure 6. The cryogenic
engine development
programme

Development logic
The development logic is based on three
levels of testing - component, subsystem
and engine - and three major engine
configurations - prototype, maturation and
demonstration The overall organisation of
the development programme is shown in
Figure 5

For each subsystem (turbopump, gas
generator and thrust chamber), special tests
are planned at specific test facilities
(PF52 in Vernon, France, for the turbopumps;
P5.9 in Ottobrunn, Germany, for the gas
generator and the oxygen turbopump; and
P3.2 in Lampoldshausen, also in Germany,
for the thrust chamber)

The 600 s flight duration will be demon-
strated in engine testing (with extension
to 900 s for performance margin demon-

stration). Five hundred engine tests and
90 000 s of operation are planned before
the completion of engine development to
demonstrate a high level of reliability and
safety.

Figure 6 compares the numbers of tests for
different cryogenic engines (SSME:Space
Shuttle Main Engine, LE 5:H1 second-stage
cryogenic engine).

Thrust chamber status
The thrust chamber (Fig. 7) is the assembly
of an injector composed of a 516 LOX/LH2

coaxial-element injection system with a
central igniter tube, an LH, regeneratively
cooled combustion chamber with an inner
liner made from copper alloy and an outer
electro-deposited nickel shell, a dump-cooled
tubular nozzle extension, and a balltvpe
nimhal hoarinn

The technical characteristics of the chamber
atY,

Mass
Pressure
Mixture ratio
Flow rate

Specific impulse (vacuum)

620 kg

100 bar
5.9

240 kgls
439 s

On 15 December 1988, the first hot test
(excluding nozzle extension and gimbal) at
low power took place on the P3.2 test facility
in Lampoldshausen On 23 February 1989,
the full power level was demonstrated. In the
following tests the run duration was extended
up to the test facility maximum of 18 s, inclu-
ding the start-up and shut-down transients.
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The basic resu ts of these tests were as
follows:

Proper functionrng and integrity of the
thrust chamber was demonstrated up to
full power,

No combustion instability was apparent
urder either transient or steady-state
conditions
There was good agreement between test
and design data regarding thrust-chamber
pressure drop and coolant temperature
Ise

In the test campaign of May 1989, the
nozzle extension was attached and tested.
and during the second test a buckling of the
nozzle occurred The analysis by MBB (D)

and VOLVO (S) of this incident showed
that the nozzle needed to be reinforced
A second nozzle with this modificatron was
tested successfully in November 1989
(Fig 8) Further tests in 1990 and 1991 have
demonstrated thrust-chamber performance
for the entire operational envelope from 80
to 115 bar and for mixture ratios of 49 to 8.5.

To date, eight thrust chambers and nozzles
have been built by MBB and VOLVO and
subjected to a total of 94 tests on the P3 2

facilitv. wh,le 48 tests have been carried out
on the engine as a whole LH, )

Hydrogen turbopump status
The second subsystem to be tested was the
iquid-hydrogen turbopump (Fig 9) which
is composed of a titanium three-stage pump
(one axial inducer and two centrifugal
impellers) in ar Inconel 718 housing, and
a two-stage supersonic turbine in Waspaloy.

The technical characteristics of the LH,
turbooumo are:

Figure 7. Thrust chamber
(Courtesy of SEP)

INJECTORS

r_:::l
I

OXYGEN

HYDROGEN

HOT GASES

-F.-a"
Figure 8. Thrust-chamber
test at MBB'S P3.2 test
facility (Courtesy ol MBB)

NOZZLE

Mass
Rnteiinn cnoo.l

Turbine power
Prrmn inlot nroaer rro

Pump outiet pressure
Flow rate

220 kg

34 000 rpm
11 mW
3 bar
160 bar
40 kg/s

The subsystem-leve/ tests began in May
1988 after delivery of the first turbopump to
the PF52 test facility on 11 April The first
tests were devoted to examination of the
turbopump's behaviour during chill-down
with different inlet pressures and flow rates
Subsequent tests achieved a maximum
speed of 32 400 rpm in liquid hydrogen
with the turbine driven by gaseous hydrogen
(16 tests in totai and 50 s total duration)
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Figure 9. Hydrogen
turbopump
(Courtesy of SEP)

rH, )

Figure 10. Liquid-hydrogen
turbopump on the PF52
test stand in Vernon (F)
(Courtesy of SEP)

HYDROGEN

HOT GASES

AGSU

DIVERSE

INOX EZ 6

)
HOT GASES

a
HOT GASES

: --: ube2

KEL.F

:-":-,.; tNcoNEL 718

- 
SUPER WASPALOY

,t A5/ UUO

M TITANIUI,'I

The main results were:

- cavitation specification fulfilled

- hydraulic design frozen

- good general mechanical behaviour
demonstrated (dynamic rotor, bearings,
seals, axial balancing system).

Tests were also conducted with hot gases
from a gas generator, on the PF52 test
facility, which both confirmed the results
obtained in cold tests and verified correct
turbopump behaviour during transients and
thermal shock (Fig. 10). Tests at the
maximum power of 15 mW were carried out
for oeriods of 90 s (maximum duration
possible in the test facility).

To date, seven turbopumps have been built
and tested at SEP (F) for a total of 56 tests
at turbopump level, and 48 tests with the
engrne.

Oxygen turbopump status
The first liquid-oxygen turbopump was
delivered to the P59.3 test facility on 10 May
1988. This pump (Fig. 11) is composed of
a two-stage pump (one axial inducer and
one centrifugal impeller) in an lnconel 718
housing, and a single-stage supersonic
turbine in Waspaloy.

The technical characteristics of the oxygen

LH,
HELIUM FLUSHING COOL.DOWN
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turbopump are as follows:

Mass
Rnirtinn cnoorl

Turbine power
Pump inlet pressure
Pump outlet pressure

Flow rate

130 kg

13 000 rpm
3.2 mW

3 bar
130 bar
200 kg/s

Component tests have been carried out for
the pump (in water at ENEA/FIAT/ClEl, Turin,

Italy), the turbine (in cold and hot air at
VOLVO, in Trollhattan, Sweden), bearings and
dynamic seals (in liquid oxygen at FIAT AVIO

Turin).

As for the LH, turbopump, the first tests were
devoted to the examination of turbopump
behaviour during chill-down, and then the
pump was tested in liquid oxygen - the
turbine initially being driven by gaseous
hydrogen and later by hot gases from a gas
generaror.

Cavitation tests were carried out to verify
cavitation specifications As for the LH,
turbopump, the results were:

- cavitation specificatton fulfilled

- hydraulic design frozen, and general

mechanical behaviour satisfactory.

A weak point in the housing was discovered
during testing, requiring modification of the
hardware. This led to a delav in deliveries,

with the result that few tests could be carried
out in 1991

So far, seven turbopumps have been built by
FIAT AVIO and used for a total of 45 tests at
turbopump level and 48 tests with the engine
(Fis 12).

Gas generator status
The gas generator (Fig. 13) head, made
primarily of Inconel 718, has 60 LOX/LH2

injection elements. The body, in Waspaloy, is
a single-wall uncooled combustion chamber,
with baffles and acoustic cavities to provide a

Figure 11. Oxygen
turbopump
(Courtesy of SEP)

Figure 12. Final acceptance
testing of the LOX
turbopump before delivery
(Courtesy of FIAT AVIO)
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IGNITER GAS

t
margin in relation to the onset of combustion
instabilities.

The technical characteristics of the gas
generator are:

Mass
Pressure
Mixture ratio
Flow rate

40 kg

80 bar
no
8 kg/s

Hydraulic, thermal transient and combustion
models are available, and flame{emperature
models have been validated through mono-
element firing tests at SEP (F). Hydraulic
tests and impingement-pattern tests on the
injector head conducted by ONERA (F) on
mockups, and in water tests at SEP on actual
hardware have provided a high degree of
confidence prior to full-scale firing tests.

The first gas generator was assembled on
the test facility on 25 February 1988 (Fig. 14),

and 64 such gas-generator tests have been
made on the P59.2 test stand with good
results, demonstrating full compliance with
specifications. Ninety-eight other tests have
been conducted with turbopumps on stands
P59.3 and PF52, and with engines on PFSO

and P5.

The extreme operational domain has been
explored with turbine inlet pressures between
55 and 133 bar and mixture ratios between
0.6 and 1.1 in order to demonstrate
satisfactory operating margins. Subsequent
disassembly of the first units has shown all
components to be behaving satisfactorily.

By the end of August 1991, 11 gas gener-
ators had been built and subiected to a total
of 146 tests.

Component status
The first set of components (pneumatic,
solenoid and check valves) have been
manufactured and tested by SEB FNM (B)

and MICROTECNICA (l). They are being
used at test facilities and on engines with
cryogenic fluids at real pressures and flow
rates.

A 'Command System Mock-Up' was tested in
Spain with all of these parts.

The first lines containing artrculations have
been manufactured by AVICA (UK), delivered
to the test facilities (PF52 and P5.9), and built
into the engines, where they have already
been used with cryogenic fluids or hot gas at
design pressures and flow rates.

T HELIUM FLUSHING

INJECTION UNIT

HOT GASES
LOX TURBINE

- 

HYDROGEN

t:] OXYGEN

HOT GASES

Figure 13. Gas generator
(Courtesy ol SEP)

Figure 14, Gas generator
at the P59.3 tes[facility
in Ottobrunn
(Courtesy of MBB)
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ariane's vulcain engine

The first sets of mechantcal support items

have been manufactured by DEVTEC-
Aer Lingus (lre) and delivered to SEB to be

used on the engine vibration mock-up. and
the first engines

The pyrotechnic devices made by SPE (NL)

have been tested and used during the
chamber, gas-generator, turbine and engine
IESIS

In addition. elementary components such
as turbines, dynamic joints. ball-bearings.
inducers, etc have been under scrutiny since
1987 at special test facilities. More than a
thousand such tests have been carried out.

Engine status
The tirst engine assemoly, M1. was
completed during early 1990 This engine
was set up on the PF5O test facility in Vernon

on 4 April - the very date planned three
years previously! At the same time, a
vibration mock-up was submitted to high-
level vibration testing to verify its mechantcal
behaviour, stiffness, and the engine's
bending modes.

These were major achievements and tangible
proof of both the efficient cooperation taking
place between all of the partners in the
programme, and the great motivation of the
people involved in Vulcain development

The first hot test with ignition of the chamber
was carried out on 5 July, and after only
15 tests in 1990 the steady-state-condition
and short-duration tests (10 s) had been
achieved, These tests allowed the definition
and verification of the start-up and shut-down
sequences, as well as of the safety red lines

and safety software used during tests

ln parallel, a second engine was set up

on the second test stand (P5) at Lampolds-
hausen, and 11 tests were performed
confirming proper engine behaviour. During
thiq r:emn:inn a 5 q test WaS COndUCted at
a power level corresponding to a thrust of
1330 kN.

In January 1991, the third engine, M3,

with a long nozzle, replaced M1 on PF50

to undergo a long-duration test campaign
This engine ran perfectly for seven rnonths.

and the following major milestones were

achieved:

- first test at nominal power and of nominal

duration (600 s) in June 1991

- frrst test of maximum duration (9OO s) in
JUly

- accrrmrlated firino duration test of 2300 s

at the end of August

In addition, after refurbishment, the M1

engine underwent a 600 s firing test in July
1991.

Conclusion
Seven years after the commencement of

the Vulcain programme. test results. now at

subsystem and engine level, are confirming
the validity of the technical choices made
during the conception phase, At the end of
August 1991, a very encouraging picture of
Vulcain development exists:

The first three engines have permitted the
completion of 48 tests for a total duration
of 3300 s. without excessive damage to

any materials
The principal subsystems. thrust chamber,
liquid-oxygen and liquid-hydrogen turbo-
pumps, and gas generator have already
demonstrated their ability to function
within the overall qualification envelope.
The industrial manufacturing and test
installations have all been accepted and
are fulfilling user expectations.

Most of the basic design choices have already
been validated, but await final confirmation
from additional long-duration testing of units
at engine level For this purpose, 500 engine
tests and 90 000 s of ooeration are planned

before engine development is deemed
complete, in order to demonstrate high levels

of both reliability and safety

All of the achievements to date, supported
by consistent analysis and component testing
tools, have given us confidence for the sub-
sequent phases of the Vulcain programme, G

Figure 15. Vulcain engine
testing on the PF50
test stand at Vernon
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Automation and Robotics:
A Flexible Technology for In-Orbit
Payload Operations

W. De Peuter & A. Elfving
Department of Automation and Informatics, ESTEC,

Noordwijk, The Netherlands

M. Toussaint
Microgravity and Columbus Utilisation Department,
Directorate for Space Station and Microgravity,
ESA, Paris

lntroduction
The Space Station era will introduce new
ways of conducting payload operations,
It will allow the user to choose between
permanently manned or mantended flight
opportunities, either on board the Columbus
Attached Laboratory docked to International
Space Station 'Freedom', or on board
the Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory.
Compared to Spacelab, Columbus and the
Soace Station will orovide users with an
almost tenfold increase in capacity for
accommodating experiments, continuous
operations within an infrastructure that is

permanently in orbit, and a higher level of
basic resources.

The Agency's Columbus Programme has made its entry into
Automation and Robotics (A&R) technology by initiating develop-
ment of the Columbus Automation and Robotics Testbed. This
ground-based testbed is intended primarily as a tool for evaluating
the benefits of A&R for the microgravity experimenter, and for
familiarising potential users, payload engineers, and operators with
A&R concepts and applications. lt will be operational at ESTEC by
mid-1992 and will be integrated with the Telescience and Crew-
Workstation Testbeds to allow the realistic end-to-end simulation
of spaceborne experiment scenarios.

The Columbus Free-Flying Laboratory is

conceived as a mantended platform, and
the Attached Laboratory is also planned
to be operated in man{ended mode in the
early phases of its lifetime. These constraints
imply the use of automation to operate both
the payloads and the system durtng the
unmanned periods. Even later on, with the
oermanent Dresence of the four-man crew
aboard Space Station 'Freedom', it is
assumed that they will have insufficient
time to operate the hundreds of instruments
on board, unless crew efficiency and

productivity can be dramatically enhanced
through the use of advanced technologies.

Among those advanced technologies,
Automation & Robotics (A&R) can play

an important role in complementing and
enhancing human abilities and skills. lt is
therefore attractive to consider modes of
operation in which the cognitive abilities of
humans are used to their fullest whilst the
well-defined routine ooerations are left to
robots.

Automation of space operations
The automation of system and payload
operations in space must be based on
practical concepts, drawing lessons from
existing terrestrial systems that have a
proven validity Automated systems used,
for example, in manufacturing, underwater
engineering, nuclear servicing or aviation,
can serve as a valuable source of inspiration
for the development of automated systems
for use in soace

Knowledge and experience gained on Earth
and from previous space programmes has
already provided a good understanding of
which operations are suited to automation
and which are bound to rely on human
intervention. In general, well-defined and
repetitive tasks for which a clear execution
procedure exists are good candidates for
automation, such as nominal experiment
servicing, logistic transport, inspection, and
cleaning. On the other hand, even with
today's state-of-the-art technology, the crew
remains indispensable for carrying out ill-

defined or unforeseen tasks that reouire
a good deal of cognitive ability, such as
scientific diagnosis, contingency actions,
repairs and maintenance.
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Figure 2. Overview of
possible servicing tasks for
a central robot

In any Columbus payload servicing scenario,
two major considerations virtually dictate the
choice of a hybrid automation concept.
Firstly, particular experimental conditions,
such as the need for a closed container to
preserve atmospheric conditions or to
prevent toxic spill, sometimes do not allow
a general-purpose solution, necessitating
the use of dedicated automation equipment.
Secondly, an optimal Columbus utilisation
concept does not allow the duplication of all
functions in each payload facility, especially
functions that are not intensively used and
are common to several exoeriments. This
functional commonality between various
experiment subsystems (e.9. storage, coolers,
freezers, incubators, centrifuges, video
cameras, and transportation systems) has led
to the concept of 'common facilities', with
various functions carried out by multi-user
subsystems that are available to several
exoeriments.

Hybrid automation concept
A certain task can be automated in several
different ways, ranging from 'hard' to 'flexible'

automation With the former, the functions are
implemented unchangeably in a dedicated
mechanism or electronic circuit. With the
latter, on the other hand, the functions are
programmed in software and can therefore
be modified easily and quickly This makes
flexible automation much more adaptable
and universal (i.e suited to cover a wider
range of applications) than its hard
counterpart In addition, elements of each
type of automation can be combined to
produce a cost- or performance-optimal
configuration, which is commonly referred
to as 'hvbrid automation'.

An example of such a subsystem would be a
mobile robotic system, installed in a central
arsle, which takes care of the logistic trans-
port of samples, cartridges, tools, cameras
and other eouioment between the various
experiment facilities, storage and other
common facilities (Fig. 1).

Automation and Robotics (A&R)
Robots are basically programmable motion
machines, the usefulness of which depends
heavily on the total automation structure in
which they are implemented In a modern
A&R concept, automation is no longer
associated with rigidness, pre-defined
operations and lack of interaction. On the
contrary, it brings flexible interactivity and
powerful modes of operation, whilst still
retaining all of the classical automation
benefits such as increased reliability and
repeatability, parametric optimisation, and
cost reduction. The Columbus Programme,
being an experimental environment, is hence
an ideal environment in which to use A&R

Although an A&R system could in principle
be implemented either inside or outside an
experiment rack, it is most effective when
installed in the central aisle, as shown in
Figure 1, from where it can provide much
more that just payload servicing. lts versatility
then allows it to accomolish several other
meaningful tasks, such as payload recon-
figuration, and system-preventative and
corrective maintenance (Fig.2). Although the
relevance of such a robotic system may
be comparable for all four types of tasks,
experiment servicing in particular is of direct
interest to the end user and this role will
therefore be focussed upon in this article.

Experimentation using A&R techniques
The availability of multi-user and common
facilities, and especially a central robotic
system, has a signifrcant impact for the end
user. Instead of having to build a completely
autonomous facility, the experimenter can
make use of systems already available on
board. These 'systems' can then be linked
together by the central robot to provide a
complete experiment scenario. The benefits
include:

- the ability to set up low-budget
experiments

- a significant reduction in payload
development time and cost

- higher reliability through the use of proven
systems

- greater operational flexibility because of
the A&R system's capabilities

- a reduction in space hardware logistic
transDort.
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Interactive autonomy
Of oarticular relevance to users is the
manner in which they can execute an
experiment using a robotic system The

best known modes of ooeration are so-called
'tele-manipulation' and 'full autonomy', but
other powerful working scenarios are also
oossible.

In a 'tele-manipulation mode', a skilled
human operator directly generates servo-level
inputs by means of a master arm or joystick

The robot (or rather, the manipulator), which
is remote from the operator, slavishly follows
these inputs In general, a complex sensor
and communication system is needed to give
the operator good feedback. This mode is

commonly used in underwater engineering
and nuclear servicing, where one also has

only a sketchy prior knowledge of the
working environment. lts use for space
applications, however, is less obvious
because of the communications delays and
the risk of human error. lts space uses will
therefore primarily be in the areas of repair
and maintenance, and contingency
operatrons.

In an 'autonomous mode', the robot receives
its commands from an application program
running on a computer-based controller. This
is a typical mode of operation for robots in

the manufacturing industry and is certainly of
relevance for space applications, particularly
the nominal servicing of experiments.

However, the execution of a scientific
experiment rn orbit often requires that its

Principal Investigator (Pl) remains 'in the
loop' to guide the course of the experiment
depending on the intermediate results being
achieved - this approach is often referred to
as 'tele-science'. lf, for instance, a particular
experiment step does not show the expected
result, the Pl can repeat that step or can
process more samples to get better statistical
evidence. In this scenario, full autonomy is
not relevant, but nor is tele-manipulation a
realistic alternative either.

A so-called 'interactive autonomy' mode
is the solution here, being based on an
autonomous program in which decision
points and continuation options are foreseen

to allow the Pl to branch, via simple tailored
commands, to an alternative path for the
further course of the exoeriment

The interactive-autonomy mode preserves

the benefits of reliability and optimal
performance, while providing the Pl with all

the flexibility needed to interact with the

exoeriment. The scientist's involvement is

kept at a command level, so that the Pl is

not called upon to exhibit special senso-
motoric skills (i.e. no training is needed) and
just a keyboard or mouse can be used to
issue the input commands (Fig. 3).

Basic A&R control concept for Columbus
The A&R control concept for Columbus is

driven by the need for system integration:
various components such as robots,
mechanisms, and process and logic
controllers must be coherently designed and
combined into a powerful programmable
control system. lt must have a structure that
clearly allocates functions in a hierarchical
fashion and allows a distributed system
implementation. This is of prime importance
when striving simultaneously to shorten

development time, simplify development
management, improve module design and
testability, enable easy reconfiguration and
enhancement, and reduce sensitivity to
possible changes in the Columbus element
configuration

Because of the prime importance of estab-
lishing a very sound control architecture
for space A&R, major efforts have been
expended within ESA's Technology Research
Programme [|RP) to define a Control
Development Methodology (CDM). This
methodology makes extensive use of
reference models (functional, application
and operational models), which are a very
efficient tool for achieving compatibility
between svstem architectures and clear

Figure 3. Example of a
possible operational flow
with Principal lnvestigator
(Pl) interactions
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Figure 4. Vertical control
structure

Figure 5. Horizontal control
structure

Figure 6. Example of
control structure detail
(FC-A)

interfaces between subsystems, and for
enhancing understanding and communi-
cation within the develooment team.

The basic control architecture that has been
developed has weli-defined vertical and
horizontal structures. The vertical structure
(Fig. 4) is a three-layer hierarchical break-
down, reflecting the various steps to be
performed during mission and operational
analysis. The horizontal structure (Fig. 5) has
three functional branches that result from
generic control structures: forward control,
nominal feedback, and non-nominal feed-
back. The combination of vertical and
horizontal structure results in a matrix{ype
control architecture that interrelates all of the
functions to be performed, within which the
appropriate algorithms and logic have to
be implemented that best suit a particular
application (Fig. 6).

In operating this system, there is an
additional consideration in that some
functions are performed in real{ime during
execution, or'utilisation', while others are
performed well in advance during the
application program generation, or
'preparation' (Fig. 7). The functional split
between these two sectors varies depending
on the technology available and the actual
space mission to be conducted. Since the
'preparation' is part of the ground-segment
effort and because the work is done offline,
efficiency can be greatly improved by shifting
as many tasks as possible to this sector.
This both reduces the volume and
complexity of the onboard electronics
needed and also minimises ooerational risk.

The Columbus Automation & Robotics
Testbed (CAT)
The CAT is a ground-based testbed which
will be out at the disposal of the Columbus
experimenters, payload and system
engineers and operations specialists, in

oroer Io:

- provide potential users with the
opportunity to familiarise themselves with
A&R and test payload breadboards

- assess and validate interface concepts
between the Columbus system, payloads,
A&R and other common facilities

- develop and validate A&R-specific
ooerations orocedures

- evaluate A&R capabilities and the growth
potential for both Columbus modules.

In its initial ohase. the CAT will serve more as
a utilisation facility than a technology testbed.
A 'rapid prototyping' philosophy has there-
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fore been chosen for its deve opment
whereby a ful operatronal capability can be
bu t up from commercial components to
keep the cost technoiogy risk and deve op-
n erl tre as lol,r as possib e Nevertl-eless.
\ /^^ ^r;^ ^ -. ^^: ^^,d 'ca suu pd\ uaLr servlc ng scena|o car-

be erualed bt nea-s o[ 'ur-ctora y
.ep'eserlarive A&? too s lhe currel ser up
(Fig B) consists of the fo ow ng components:

Space segment:
Four breadboard/mock up experiments
(A B C D) mounted on a se fstanding
frame (E) The chosen experiments cover
'he rroct noo.tart 'ricroqra,,itt disc,p res

biosc ence, materia s scrence and f u d
science - and are representative of
future Co umbus payioads

One anthropomorph c robot arm (F)

nc uding an end effector, mounted on a
vertical mob e gantry (G) This versatile
configuration with 6+2 degrees of
freedom allows the emu aton of any
krnemat c structure
One ndustrial work ce contro er (H)

which represents the on-board part of
both A&R and payload contro t a ows
the emu ation of various concepts,
ranging from central sed to d stributed
payroao contro

Ground segment:
One offline programmrng system (l)
includrng simuiation and graphic d sp ay
Th s constitutes a malor part of the
ground segment and is where the

Figure 7. Overall A&R
control architecture

Figure 8. Overview of
Columbus A&R Testbed
set-up
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application programs are developed,
tested, debugged and optimised prior
to execution.

- Two workstations (J) for the A&R operator
(a specialist who supports the users) and
the Pl (the scientific end user).

Because of the 'rapid prototyping' philos-

ophy, a clear distinction has to be made
between the functional structure of the
testbed and the arrangement of hardware/
software modules on which these functions
are implemented (Fig. 9).

The CAT will be integrated with the Tele-

science Testbed (TTB), the Crew-Workstation
Testbed (CWS) and later the Data Manage-
ment System Testbed (DMS). This integration
of the four testbeds will allow very realistic,
end-to-end simulations of space experimenf
ation scenarios.

The functions directly related to A&R are
imolemented in the CAT. The other functions
needed to set up a complete operation
scenario, such as the ground network,
mission control, up/down link, data manage-
ment system and crew interaction, are taken
care of by the Telescience and Crew-
Workstation Testbeds.

The CAT hardware and software are not
representative for space, but they allow the
implementation of the functional structure
shown in Figure 9 with mainly off-the-shelf
components, the main effort being focussed
on interface development and integration.

The CAT will be fully operational at ESTEC

by mid-1992. lt will be gradually upgraded
thereafter to further improve its fidelity and to
integrate new experiments. Piece by piece,

the 'rapid prototyping' philosophy will be
abandoned and parts will be replaced by
more space-relevant hardware and software,
which is to be developed for use in a
Columbus Utilisation scenario. CAT will

thereby evolve into a true technology
development testbed for the integration,
testing and evaluation of designs, concepts,
and components for our future European
space-operations endeavours (D

Figure 9. GAT functional
architecture
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Tiaining for International Space Station
'Freedom' A New Perspective

J. Muccio
Space Systems Practice, Booz, Allen and Hamilton, Wassenaat The Netherlands

W. Ockels
Onboard Payload and Crew Activities Office, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

E. Gibson
Manned Space Systems, OHB System, Bremen, Germany

Introduction
The International Space Station 'Freedom'
(SSF) Programme offers a unique opportunity
to re{hink and potentially restructure the
type of training provided to flight crews.
Unlike past programmes, the SSF will be
much larger in size (relative to Spacelab and
Skylab), wrll involve much longer mission
duration for the crew (three to six months),
and will operate more like a ground-based
laboratory than a space vehicle. These three
differences have important implications in
terms of the most effective training approach
for the flight crews.

The International Space Station 'Freedom' involves several unique
challenges which must be addressed if an effective and affordable
training programme is to be developed. Compared with past
programmes, 'Freedom' will be much larger, will involve much
longer stays in space for the crew, and will operate more like a
ground-based laboratory than a space vehicle. Although they may
initially seem insignificant, these three parameters will have a
profound impact on both the structure and content of the Space
Station training programme.

For example, because a considerable period
may have passed since the crew last trained
on the ground for a particular space activity,
the longer duration mission implies that:

(i) flight crews will require some type of
training on-board to refresh their know-
ledge or skills prior to the execution of a
oarticular task

(ii) ground-based training should focus more
on techniques that promise the greatest
retention, and

(iii)the programme should place less
emphasrs on ground-based training for
tasks which is not retained as easily, since
over time the investment mav not be
worth the effort.

Similarly, operating the Space Station more
like a ground-based laboratory than a
spacecraft implies a fundamental change in
the knowledge and skills required by the
crew. Hence the training programme that
develops and maintains this knowledge and
skill will have to be restructured or at least
refocussed. Finally, the increased size of the
SSF relative to previous space laboratories
implies that mor:e training (and therefore
more training time) is required, at least from
a payload perspective, since more experi-
ments must be performed

Crew training time - a critical resource
Few question that crew time on-board is an
extremely valuable but very limited resource,
largely because past missions (with the
exception of Skylab) have lasted only one
to two weeks. Yet, the crew's time on-board
is not the only critical resource. Although it
is not nearly as visible, the amount of time
available for the crew to train on the ground
(for on-board activities) is equally valuable
and at least as limited.

As Figure 1 shows, of the two thousand
or so work hours available in one year;
a crew member will spend at least half in

direct support of the mission, i.e. participating
in the test and checkout of flight equipment
and procedures, attending flighftechnique/
safety/readiness and similar reviews. Of the
remaining thousand hours, the rypical flight
crew member will spend 600-650 h in

formal training, i.e either training on a
simulator, on real ttight hardware/software,
or in a classroom. The remaining hours are
spent travelling or on informal training, e.g.
time the crew may use to review procedures
in preparation for a formal training session.

On a yearly basis then, given the 600 or so
hours available for formal training, it takes
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Figure 1. Typical
breakdown of crew
tasks/hours

approximately four years before a crew
member is ready to fly. Of these four, at least

one and a half are dedicated to training
specifically for one mission. Two points then
oecome clear:
(i) there are limits to the time for which the

crew is available to train; tn the aggregate,
they spend approximately one third of
their time in formal training; and

(ii) given these limits, it takes one to two
years to train for a specific mission.

Ground-based training for the SSF era may
also be more critical than for past Spacelab
missions, in that one SSF laboratory module
is roughly equivalent to two Spacelab
modules, whether looked at from a facilities

or a rack point of view. From the facilities
viewpoint, the Spacelab-D1 mission
contained six experiment facilities, whereas
the Columbus Attached Laboratory will

contain 12.ln rack terms, the Attached
Laboratory will contain the equivalent of
40 single racks of experiments/equipment,
whereas Spacelab contained 20.

Since the current SSF configuration calls for
three laboratory modules, the overall result is

that the combined SSF research facilities will
require nearly six times the training required
for a Spacelab mission, if you assume that
each crew member must be able to operate
all experiments and that the scientific training
for operations in one module is not transfer-
able to other modules.

The bottom line then is that it could take
the equivalent of nine years of training
(6x1.5 years required for Dl) to train for
SSF payload operations, and this only for
experiment operation! Training for systems
operation and maintenance also needs to

be taken into account.

This quick analysis indicates that it will not

be possible to train the crew if the training
approach for on-board SSF operations is
identical to that for past Spacelab missions.
Clearly, a new approach is required since the
SSF programme could not support a nine-
year training schedule, or even half of that.
How then can one maximise the effective-
ness of the crew training on the gound for
the SSF training programme?

There is little doubt that SSF training will be
be similar in many respects to Spacelab
training; the question is more one of degree.
The degree of similarity will depend largely
on how much operations on-board the SSF
will differ from past Spacelab missions, for
in the end an effective training programme
must develop the skills, knowledge and
attitudes required to successfully conduct
those ooerations.

Different operating mode for 'Freedom'
Perhaos the most fundamental difference
between 'Freedom' and past space vehicles
is that the SSF is intended to be a research
facility that operates in space rather than a
soace vehicle which does scientific research.
Although the distinction may seem subtle,
it has profound implications for manned
spaceflight operations (Fig. 2).

The working methods employed on space
vehicles (and for experiments that have flown
on them) have been determined in part by
their close association with safety-, mission-,
or time-critical operations of space-vehicle
systems, operations which themselves have
been directly inherited from aircraft
operations. To avoid costly mistakes when
conducting cornplex operations, procedures
in the form of precise strictly-ordered steps
are developed, trained for, and rigorously
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performed Clearly, for safety-, mission- or
time-critical operations, this approach will
continue to be the safest and most effective,
whether controlling a space vehicle or
conducting a scientific experiment. However,
for those exoeriments that fall outsrde this
realm, a different mode of operation may
be more advantageous.

For example, although most Earth-bound
laboratory work also involves performing
a series of steps, they usually serve only
as a reference. The experimenter uses
judgement/analysis in tailoring the
experimental procedures to specific needs
and responding to unexpected phenomena.
To be unduly constrained in this respect
could seriously hinder the experiment and
potentially the progress of science. Factors
that permit this on-the-spot optimisation
include: the greater overall time available,
and hence the slower pace possible in

assessing the situation; the feedbacks
available to the experimenter based on the
nature of the observations and preliminary
results; his basic understanding of his

discipline, its inherent principles and
theories; and finally, his understanding of
the experiment in terms of its hypotheses,
objectives, and the flexibility of controls built
into it.

Another important distinction between past
missions and the SSF lies in the flight
durations of the vehicles (Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo, Shuttle) and/or their manned
payloads (Spacelab), which have been
restricted to the order of days, or at most
weeks. Manned experiments to be operated

in this environment have therefore had long
preparation times and very short operating
times, in the interests of maximising scientific
return. Analysis of the data gathered has
usually been postponed until after the
mission, and crews have rarely been
afforded time to exercise their 'judgement'

in response to unanticipated phenomena.
On the other hand, laboratories on Earth,
those that have already been flown in space
(Skylab, Mir), and those planned for the
future, usually operate for many months or, in
some cases, many years. There is thus more
available time in which to assess, analyse
and respond in real time.

Another difference between soace-vehicle
and laboratory operations lies in predict-
ability. In space vehicles, the optimum
procedures can almost always be predicted
ahead of time, even if they are a series of
complex procedures that respond to a
malfuction. However, because experiments
by definition study phenomena that are
not well understood, the optimal set of
procedures often cannot be predicted until
some initial results are obtained. In other
words, the distinction between the two
modes of working is that space-vehicle
operations are'procedures-oriented', while
laboratory operations are'discovery-oriented'.
Too strict a procedural control on the
experimental process can then greatly slow
the progression of science.

Alternatives for reducing crew training
time and increasing its effectiveness
Given these differences between operating
a research facility in space and a spacecraft

Figure 2. Operating modes
for International Space
Station 'Freedom' and the
Space Shuttle
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Figure 3. Crew training-
time breakdowns for:
(a) a typical Spacelab

mission
(b) a sample Space Station

'Freedom' mission

performing scientific research, how then
can the Space Station training programme
be restructured to provide the new skills,

knowledge, and attitudes required and also
potentially reduce today's inordinately long

training times? Seven different options are
examined below which can either be
employed separately or in combination,
ranging from placing more emphasis on
experimental backgound and objectives, to
employing more automated or tele-operated
activities.

1. Move towards more scientific background/
objective training and /ess procedural training

In many respects the training that occurred
for a Spacelab mission was very much like

that for an Olympic event. Crews generally

trained for about four years for one week oj
very intense activity. As a direct result of
the limited time in space, the training was
very much drill-oriented, as illustrated in

Figure 3a.

Crews would spend approximately 500/o of
their one and a half year mission-specific
training period rehearsing procedures and
timelines to the point where they got the
most out of every minute in space. Their
remaining training time was spent acquiring
the scientific background and observational
skills required to perform the experiments
(4Oo/o), in addition to becoming familiar with

the experiment hardware/software (100/o).

The emphasis placed on rehearsing
orocedures and timelines and the lessened
emphasis on scientific background obser-

vational skills made a lot of sense when the
crew's time in space was very limited and
thus the depth to which a crew member
could become involved in an individual
experiment was also limited (given the
number of experiments to be performed in
such a short period). Even on Spacelab,
most tasks were considered time-critical and
the training programme reflected it, being
geared more to operating a space vehicle
than working in a laboratory.

On the Space Station, however, crews will

be expected to exercise far greater scientific
judgement than during past missions,
judgement based on their experimental
observations, basic understanding of the
principles and theories of their discipline, and
understanding of the experiment in terms of
its hypothesis, objectives, and the control
flexibility built into it (Fig. 3b).

At the same time, the programme should
put less emphasis on procedural training
for those tasks that are not safety- or time-
crrtical Experimental procedures will be
modified frequently (even in real time) to
maximise the scientific return, and due to
the longer mission duration and a corres-
pondingly longer time being available for
each experiment, the crew's performance
on a minute-by-minute basis will be less

important than during Spacelab missions.

Finally, there could be a considerable period
of time between a crew member training for
an experiment and its execution in space.
Consequently, the ground-based training
should focus more on techniques that
promise the greatest retention, and less on
those not as easily remembered. Procedures,

by nature, are rarely predefined steps for
executing a particular task. Why and when
each step is performed is often a matter of
individual preference, and as a result the
sequence and rationale behind the ordering
of the steps can be difficult to retain.

Thus, a heavy emphasis on procedural
training may ultimately not be worth the time
and effort invested by the crew member.
Instead, the crews should be trained
generically (i.e. familiarisation with format and
nomenclature) on payload procedures and
be familiar with all such procedures specific
to their role, but they should not drill in them
in an 'Olympic' mode.

On the other hand, experimentiobservation/
scientific background training is more like the
classical education that one receives for a
job or profession on Earth. The background
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knowledge associated with a particular
experiment can generally be linked to an
overriding principle or theory, and is

therefore much easier to retain. Similarly, the
skills associated with performing a particular
task, especially if they are psycho-motor skills
(e.9. animal surgery or the operatron of a
robotic arm), are usually retained for much
longer periods than procedures learned by
rote.

2 Move towards more hands-on
h ardware/software fam i I i arisatio n trai n i n g

Less procedural training does not necessarily
imply less hands-on training with the flight
hardware and software, which is still a vital
component of the crew's overall training.
Although difficult to quantify, no matter how
many hours the crew may spend reading
textbooks or flight-procedures handbooks,
nor how much time they spend studying
schematics, they will not get a thorough
operational understanding of a system or
payload until they actually handle the real
flight equipment (or a high{idelity substitute).

This ohenomenon is the direct result of a
basic principle of learning: the more senses
one uses in learning, the easier/faster one
learns and the longer the information is

retained. Handling the real flight hardware/
software exercises almost all of the senses

- sight, touch, hearing and sometimes
even smell - and thereby allows the crew
member to subsequently recall more easily
the experiment's objectives and how to
operate it.

3. Move towards more on-board training/
Prindpd I nvestigator i nteraction

Past programs have exhibited a very distinct
division between the training for on-board
activities and their execution. This distinct
division was largely the result of the mission's
short duration leaving no time for the crew
to train on-board, but neither was there a
driving need. Given that the average duration
of past missions (Skylab excluded) was one
to two weeks, the ability to maintain a high
level of proficiency (i.e. skill, knowledge,
attitude retention) was very high

As a result, any on-board training that did
occur on past missions was either the result
of a contingency or emergency situation
which was not foreseen (e.9. Palapa-Westar
satellite recovery), or was sufficiently remote
(i.e. had such a low probability of occur-
rence) that it did not warrant excessive
training on the ground yet critical enough to

warrant some formal means of training while
on-board The Shuttle, for example, carries
videotapes on how to perform certain types
of in{light maintenance tasks should they
become necessary

Given the longer the generally longer periods
between when ground training occurs and
when the task has to be executed on-board
the Space Station, which could be as long
as six months, it is unrealistic to expect
'Freedom' crews to remain as proficient in

the execution of certain tasks as they were
in the Soacelab era. In the interests of
productivity alone, therefore, they should be

given some means of refreshing their task-
related knowledge and skills. The key
question is how best to achieve this, given

today's fiscal environment and the need to
reduce the amount of training time required
on the ground

The placing of more emphasis on back-
ground objective and hardware/software
familiarisation training, and less on the strict
execution of timelines and procedures, as
suggested above, will not alone ensure
suceess. lt is also vital that the crews be
given some time just prior to the execution
of the task to refresh their knowledge/skills
for that task. This will reduce both the
amount of time needed on the ground to
prepare the crew member, and the likelihood
of error when the task is finallv executed

The mechanism for on-board training need
not be sophisticated, excessively costly, or

Figure 4. ESA scientist
astronaut Ulf Merbold
training for the IML-I
mission
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Figure 5. The Columbus
Attached Laboratory

over-extend Station resources One aoproach
would be to just give the crew member
enough time to review the experimental
objectives, procedures, and any personal
notes made in the course of the ground-
based studies, together with the option of
discussing matters with the experiment's
Principal Investigator (Pl).

The on-board training should not be
restricted to audio communication between
the crew and the ground The ability to
uplink/downlink and record video could
greatly enhance crew productivity by
reducing both on-board and/or ground
training time, the time needed to perform a
particular task, and the potential for error.

The need for such an on-board video
capability was demonstrated during the first

Skylab mission, when the crew had to make

several EVA sorties to release a solar panel

that had failed to deploy and to repair a
sunshield damaged during launch. A
number of the procedures were complex
and therefore extremely difficult to describe
in writing or in words, making the on-board
training extremely tedious and time-consum-
ing. The crew therefore spent an exorbitant
amount of time in lengthy discussion with the
ground and in studying the volumes of text

uolinked to them, most of which could have

been avoided had there been the possibility
to uplink a video demonstration of the
reouisite orocedures.

With cameras, videotape recorders, and a
good audio and visual communication loop,

effective and affordable training can be
provided on-board comparatively cheaply.

In general, a substantial reduction in pre-

flight training for contingencies can be
expected through the provislon of on-board
training. Rather than training on the ground
for all possible malfunctions, the crew can be
instructed in real time in how to deal with the
particular problem that has occurred.

4. Move towards more discipline/facility
specialisation and /ess cross-training

Another approach for alleviating excessive
training time is to increase the degree of
specialisation among crew members and
reduce the degree of cross-training -
whether discipline-oriented, e.g. systems
(remote manipulator system, EVA, etc.),

scientific (materials science, life sciences,
etc.), or facilities-oriented, eg. Anthrolab,
health maintenance facilitv, etc

Given the quantity and diversity of tasks to
be performed on-board the SSF, it is not
reasonable to expect a single crew member
to be capable of performing all activities on-
board to the same level of proficiency. lt is
also clear that specialisation improves the
quality and effectiveness of the crew because
it increases the knowledge and skills that the
crew in toto is able to apply.

Specialisation is not new to the space
industry. During past Spacelab missions, for
example, Payload Specialists spent approx-
imately 800/o of their one- and a half-year
training period learning how to conduct the
scientific experiments to be flown, and only
the remaining 200/o on Spacelab and Shuttle
subsystems. The Mission Specialists, on the
other hand, spent a large percentage of their
time learning how to operate Spacelab and
Shuttle subsystems (-600/o), and a smaller
percentage on the scientific experiments
(- 4oo/o)

In this way, the Payload Specialists were
able to focus their efforts on experimental
activities; their understanding of Spacelab
subsystems was limited to the degree
necessary to perform these experiments;
their knowledge of Shuttle subsystems
was limited to the degree required to be
conversant and safe. On the other hand. the
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Mission Specialists generally had a greater
understanding of Shuttle and Spacelab
subsystems, to the degree where they were
able to independently trouble-shoot
malfunctions, but their understanding of
individual experiments was limited.

This type of specialisation, between scientific
and systems expertise, has proved to be
extremely effective, largely because the
knowledge and skills required to operate
systems differs in some respects from the
knowledge and skills required to conduct
scientific experiments.

Even among the Payload Specialists them-
selves there was a degree of specialisation,
but to a lesser extent. Each one generally
became an expert on a select set of
scientific exoeriments. but in this case the
division of responsibilities was based more
on an equitable sharing of workload rather
than by discipline Given the shear number
of experiments on the SSF, this approach
may not be prudent, but it may prove more
advantageous to specialise in a specific
scientific discipline, thereby applying one's
skills to a larger range of experiments.

Specialisation by scientific discipline can
also be advantageous from the perspective
that if the crew members' areas of special-

isation are aligned with their educational
backgrounds, considerable savings rn

scientific-background training can be
realised.

There is nevertheless a need for some
degree of cross{raining due to the isolated
nature of the Space Station and the limited
number of crew members on-board, to
ensure that appropriate knowledge/skills are
available to handle contingency situations
and to support those operations that require
two or more crew members Spacelab
exceeded this basic requirement largely
because, given the shortness of the mission,
cross{raining provided greater flexibility in

rescheduling crew time if a particular
experiment took longer than planned.
The Space Station should not require as
much flexibility because it will be easier to
reschedule an activity for a later date. and
the amount of cross-training needed should
therefore be considerablv reduced

5. Employ more common crew equipment
and procedures

One of the assumptions made during
analysis of the amount of crew time required
to train for SSF was that the ooeration of
each module. and therefore the training
associated with it, would be unique, i.e.

each module would employ unique crew
equipment and procedures The reality is

that many of the operations will be common
to a number of modules, and as a result the
training associated with these common areas
does not need to be duplicated. There is

thus a potentral to significantly reduce the
amount of training time required. This
concept can also be extended to experiment
operation.

Since the current concept does not limit a
particular scientific discipline to one module,
some of the training associated with a
particular scientific discipline will overlap.
Even if the facilities associated with that
discipline are different (between modules),
the scientific background training for each
discioline should be the same.

Similarly, applying commonality between
flight and ground equipment and procedures
also has the potential to reduce the crew's
training time. For example, the same set of
tools used for maintaining equipment on the
ground should also be used for performing
maintenance on-board whenever possible,
provided there is no unique requirement
imposed by working in zero gravity.
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6. Move towards more crew-friendlv interfaces

One of the more effective ways of reducing
training time both on the ground and on-
board, in addition to increasing the crew's
overall effectiveness and reducing the scope
for error. is simolification of the crew
interfaces. For example, the use of computer
graphics that visually map the system or
experiment for the creq and which are
interactive in the sense that the crew can
actively control the system from the display,
can dramatically reduce training time and
reduce the chances of error.

7. Move towards more automated or tele-
operated activities

Another means of reducing crew training
time, both on the ground and on-board, is to
re-allocate some tasks they would normally
perform. Although automation and tele-
ooeration offer the ootential to reduce
training time, it is not a oneto-one reduction.
Rather, the use of automation and tele-
science can reduce the crew's training time
only to the degree that it minimises or
eliminates the crew's involvement. Some
'automated' activities, for example, still
require the crew's presence to actively
monitor the system and to take over should
the situation warrant.

The Shuttle's flight-control system, for
example, although fully automated, is

constantly monitored to ensure that it is
functioning properly by the crew, who would
take over if the vehicle finds itself in an
environment outside its design capabilities. In

this respect, the use of automation, although
drastically reducing the crew's workload
during routine operations, may even increase
training time because the crew now has to
be trained on how the automated systems
works and when to override it.

Conclusion
The greatly increased size of Space Station
'Freedom' compared with Spacelab, a mode
of operation that is more laboratory- than
spacecraft-oriented, and the longer mission
durations for crew members of three to six
months, all strongly influence the structure
and content of an optimum training
programme. An environment that is more
laboratory-oriented than past programs will
obviously require knowledge and skills that
are different from those trained for on past
missions. More specifically, the crews will be
asked to exercise more scientific judgement,

based on experiment observation and a

thorough understanding of basic scientific
principles and experiment objectives. The
training programme must therefore 'educate'
the flight crews to the level where they can
exercise this judgement, via more scientific-
background, experiment-oblective and
observational training

The longer duration mission of the SSF also
means that there could be a considerable
period of time between a crew member
training for an activity and actually executing
it As a result, the programme needs to
emphasise less that training which is difficult
to retain, devise methods for retaining it

longe6 or allow crew members the
opportunity to refresh their knowledge or
skills on-board before executing a particular
task.

The training programme should put less
emphasis on procedural training for those
tasks which are not safety- or time-critical,
and more on familiarisation with flight
hardware/software. Because there will be less

emphasis on optimisation of the crew's
performance on a minute-by-minute basis,
there needs to be less 'drill-oriented' training
for experiment procedures and timelines, and
a greater understanding of the basic theory,
experiment objectives, techniques and
hardware involved.

The sheer size of the Space Station means
that there will be more experiments to train
for than on past missions, given a similar size

of crew and therefore anything that can be
oone to:
(i) reduce the crew's involvement in a

particular activity, via discipline or facility
specialisation and thorough automation or
tele-operation

(ii) eliminate redundant or overlapping
courses, by employing greater
commonality), or

(iii)reduce the level of training required, via
more crew{riendly interfaces

will substantially reduce the training time.

Finally, it should be noted that this article
has only addressed the potential impacts
on training of a longer duration mission, a
change in the on-board mode of operation,
and the increased size of the Space Station,
in a qualitative sense. Each of the recom-
mendations made needs to be examined
quantitatively in order to determine how best
to implement them within the current Space
Station 'Freedom'training concept. G
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ESA's Future Operations System for
Flight Dynamics 'ORATOS'

F. Dreger, J. Fertig & R. Mi,inch
Orbit and Attitude Division, European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
Until recently, computing facilities were
commonly based on large central computers,
or 'mainframes', which were shared by many
users. An example is the Comparex 8192

computer currently used by ESOC's Orbit
and Attitude Division (OAD) for both
operational and non-operational flighf
dynamics activities in a time-sharing mode
with numerous other users at the Centre.

'ORATOS', the Agency's future orbit and attitude operations system,
will be in use from the mid-nineties until well beyond the year 2000.
Behind its design lies the experience gained in providing flight-
dynamics support to all of ESA's earlier missions.

The advent of powerful small computers has
brought about a trend towards distributed
computing facilities. Within a distributed
environment, most of the processing is
performed by client workstations, which are
powerful micro-computers, normally assigned
to a single person or a specific task. Since
data are frequently shared between client
workstations, centralised data storage is

provided by file servers, which are small
computers with high-capacity disk units.

Several client workstations and one or more
file servers are interconnected by a Local
Area Network (LAN) to form a hardware
platform. The network encompasses com-
munications hardware and software which
uses a standard protocol for inter-process
communications. External connectivity and
interconnectivity between different hardware
platforms is provided by superordinate
networks. ESOC's'OPSLAN', for instance,
provides for Centre-wide operational data
exchange.

The transition from a mainframe to fully
distributed hardware platforms implies a
major upgrading of the software support
system. The Orbit Attitude Operations System

(ORAIOS) described here is ESA's intended
future, distributed flight-dynamics operations
sysrem

Flight-dynamics operations systems at
ESOC
The flight-dynamics discipline deals with
the estimation and control of soacecraft
orbits and attitudes. The exoertise reouired
encompasses mathematics (state estimation
and optimal control), dynamics (orbital and
attitude dynamics) and physics/engineering
(modelling of the space environment and
of spacecraft measurement and control
systems). Due to the wide spectrum of
missions supported by ESOC, which range
from near-Earth (eg ERS-1) to interplanetary
(Giotto, Ulysses), many flight-dynamics tasks
are mission-specific. Fligiit-dynamics experts
perform mission studies, prepare the mission-
specific flight-dynamics support software, and
operate the flightdynamics system during
critical mission ohases

Based on the experience gained from
the flight-dynamics support to the earliest
European spacecraft in the late sixties, the
first dedicated flight-dynamics operations
system was implemented in the early
seventies in order to provide specialised
software-development and operations-support
tools and to ensure system safety and
reliability during operations. An important
objective of this early system was to augment
the functionalities of the rudimentary main-
frame operating system in use at that time.

Conversely, an objective of future flight-
dynamics systems is to ensure homogeneous
use of today's abundant and sophisticated
commercially available software tools and to
provide easy-to-use interfaces with the system
which are tailored to the soecific needs for
flight-dynamics support. The other original
objective, to guarantee operational safety and
reliability, assumes even greater importance
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Figure 1. Hardware
architecture of the
ORATOS operational
platform

today in view of the high degree of flexibility
and distributed architecture of modern
computer systems.

ORATOS is intended to be ESA's standard
flight-dynamics support system for the future.
Once it is fully operational in the mrd-nineties,
it will be used in support of all future ESA

missions. ie scientific. communications and
manned-flight projects. ORATOS supports
distributed processing within a UNIX
operating system environment. Each
hardware olatform consists of several client
work stations which are connected to one
or more file servers to form a local network.

For development and operations support, the
syste m featu res state-of -the-art M anlM ach i ne
Interface (MMl) capabilities, facilities for local
and remote data access and dissemination
(e.9. for spacecraft telemetry and telecom-
mand) and tools for systems and configu-
ration assurance and management In the
applications domain, ORATOS provides
standard topical libraries of flighfdynamics
functions, shells of recurrent software
elements for project-specific adaptation, and
standard multi-project applications facilities.
Project-specific applications that cannot be
based on shells will be implemented using
the ORATOS development and operations
support tools and the applications libraries

The first step from the early, purely
mainframe-based, flight-dynamics operations
system of the seventies towards ORATOS
was the so-called 'LEOP Automation System'
(LEOP : Launch and Early Orbit Phase).
This system was developed between 1986
and 1990 and was used to support the
Meteosat-P2, MOP-I, Hipparcos, ltalsat
and MOP-2 missions. The level of support
provided was increased from initial in-parallel
operation of selected subsystems for

validation purposes, to full operation of all

subsystems for the later projects.

The LEOP automation system has a
centralised architecture based on a main-
frame comouter interconnected with
workstations. The processing of applications
(written in Fortran) is carried out on the
mainframe. The workstations perform all
g raph ical/alphan umeric data-display tasks
(coded in C). The interfaces between
applications and display tasks are via data
files which reside on the mainframe and
are accessed from the workstations via a
communications link. The major drawback
lies in the centralised architecture based
on a multi-user mainframe which is not
dedicated solely to flight dynamics, and
whose operating system is now becoming
outdated. After it was demonstrated in

1989 that workstations would have sufficient
computing power to support even the
(then) most demanding flight-dynamics
applications, it was decided to implement,
as a pilot development, a fully distributed
flightdynamics system based on a network
of file servers and client workstations
(currently Sun equipment)

The develooment of this Mark-1 version of
ORATOS, known as the Pilot Navigation
System (PNS), commenced with a study
phase in 1990. The PNS was conceived
in order to reduce the develooment risk
associated with ORATOS by adopting an
evolutionary approach. Since the move to
a fully distributed workstation-based system
implies a major change in the applications
environment and in the interfaces between
applications and data-display software, both
the systems architecture and the support
facilities have to be upgraded. As a proof of
the new concept, the PNS provides a range
of support facilities together with sample
applications which will be used to partially
support, for example, the Agency's ISO
and Artemis projects.

Based on PNS, and making use of
advanced software technologies, the
ORATOS project will provide a complete
range of support facilities and flight-dynamics
applications. In its final setup, the system will
be used to support ESA's future missions
such as Cluster, DRS, the lOl, POEM-1 and
XMM. ORATOS will not only be the result of
an evolutionary process, but will also be
designed for future evolution towards more
advanced hardware and software technol-
ogies (e.9. expert systems, object-oriented
techniques, and advanced database support
tools).
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ORATOS hardware
The ORATOS computer hardware consists
of a network of powerful workstations running
UNIX (Fig 1). ORATOS will reside on several
hardware platforms, each of which comprises
one or more file servers, several client work-
stations, and the associated communications
interface hardware Client workstations and
file servers within each platform are inter-
connected by a local network. The file
servers are the focal points for mass-storage
of shared data, and function as gateways for
the external connectivity of the platform via
ESOC's OPSLAN. Thus all external inputs/
outputs (e.9. telemetry, tracking data and
telecommands) will oass via the file servers.
Operationally, each client workstation is

dedicated to executing individual software
subsystems The overall processing power
of the system can be easily adapted to
changing needs by varying the number of
client workstations.

Back-up of systems elements (client work-
stations, file servers, communications lines)

is provided as necessary to ensure safe
operations. The entire distributed system
need not be duplicated for back-up (i.e.

generally a single spare client workstation
per hardware platform suffices), which
results in a cost advantaoe over mainframe
systems.

Some ORATOS olatforms are dedicated to
specific projects (e.9. ISO), while others
will form a standard, multi-prolect flight
dynamics infrastructure at ESOC. The
ORATOS infrastructure platforms are
dedicated to development (ORATOS-D),

systems integration (ORATOS-I), and
launch/routine-phase operations (O RATOS-

L/R). This separation between platforms for
development, integration and operations is

dictated by operational safety. lt precludes
development from interfering with on-going
operations and guarantees a controlled
transition of newly developed software
modules into the ooerational suite of software.

The operational ORATOS platform contains
three file servers: one for critical single-
mission support during launch and early
orbit phases (ORATOS-L), one for multi-
mission routine-phase support (ORATOS-R),

and one back-up file server. Up to eight
client workstations are currently foreseen
within the ORATOS-L hardware subgroup,
and three within ORATOS-R. The ooerational
platform is adaptable to changing hardware
requirements. ORATOS-1, the hardware
environment for integration, independent
testing and acceptance of new operational

software, consists of a single file server and
five client workstations.

ORATOS software
Architecture and implementation
The ORATOS software is structured into
layers, thereby separating flight-dynamics
application programs, support tools and
operating-system facilities (Fig 2) Each layer
of the 'building' represents a layer of the
system, and each building block represents a
specific systems element (e.9. a support tool
or an applications program). The layered
systems architecture has been chosen to
allow the upgrading or replacement of
operating-systems-layer facilities with a
minimum (or no) effect on the applications
layer. Owing to the inherent evolutional ability
of the layered architecture, the system will

Figure 2. Overview of
the ORATOS software
architecture
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Figure 3. The ORATOS
applications layer

be able at a later stage to provide a more
advanced and a richer set of tools and
applications than are shown in Figure 2.

The software engineering for ORATOS is

being derived in detail during the present
Pilot Navigation System development The
current top-level assumptions are as follows:

- UNIX will be the unique operating system
on all workstations

- Remote inter{ask communications will be
via TCP/IP

- The flight-dynamics applications software
will be coded in Fortran 77. lf another
high-level language emerges as a general
standard, conversion of the applications to
this language will be required.

and between projects and are therefore
developed only once. These subroutines
are grouped into topical libraries. Figure 3
shows the existing attitude and orbit libraries
ac ovamnlac

Facilities are self-contained programs or
program packages for multi-project re-

utilisation. For these programs only the
data environment differs between projects;

no updates of the software are required
Figure 3 shows four example facilities:

- the Standard Orbit Determinatron facility,
which is derived from the orbit-
determination subsystem currently in
use at ESOC, with the addition of an
advanced man/machine interface

- the GPS+PRARE Orbit Determination
facility, which supports the processing of
novel measurements from the Global
Positioning System (GPS) and PRARE
(Precise Range and Range-Rate
Equipment)

- the Relative Orbit Determination facility,
which is based on measurements from
relative state sensors (relative GPS,

onboard CCD camera, or radar)

- the Multi-Spacecraft Mission Strategies
facility, which supports coordinated orbital
strategy planning and optimisation of
cooperative orbital manoeuvres by several
spacecraft, and is therefore applicable to
missions involving formation-control of
several spacecraft and rendezvous
mtsstons.

She//s are suitable for the implementation of
software which is recurrent in terms of overall
task structure and interfaces, but with project-
specific algorithms. Unlike facilities, shells
require updating of the source code for
different projects. Each shell consists of a
working program applicable to a specific
project which is designed to localise and
minimise all updates required for other
projects. These updates are implemented
interactively using a system which is provided
as oart of the shell

Figure 3 shows two typical example shells:

- the Advanced Soacecraft AOCS
Monitoring shell, which is based on the
considerable hardware commonalities of
the Attitude and Orbit Control Systems
(AOCS) of modern three-axis-stabilised
spacecraft

- the Advanced Spacecraft AOCS Control
shell, which generates support parameters
for modern, autonomous spacecraft AOCS
sysrems.

- Lower-layer software within the support
layer will be coded in C.

- The applications-software interface to the
support layer will be via Fortran-callable
subroutines and data files

- The man/machine interface will be based
on the X Window system, adhertng to the
Open Look standard implemented with
the XView toolkit.

Applications layer
The applications layer, which contains flight-
dynamics discipline-specific software, is the
'bel etage' of the ORATOS 'building', appli-
cations support being a central ORATOS

objective. This layer contains three types of
elements: Libraries, Facilities and She//s.

Figure 3 shows examples of elements in

each category.

Libraries contain standard apolications
subroutines which are reusable within
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A significant amount of project-specific flight-
dynamics applications will still remain in the
future which can neither exist as facilities nor
can be based on shells. This software can
also be implemented under ORATOS by
making use of its applications libraries and
support-layer facilities.

Support layer
The support layer, which is the 'ground floor'
of the ORATOS 'building', provides all inter-
faces between the applications layer and
the operating systems layer. Decoupling of
the applications from the operating system
ensures applications portability and ease of
user access to systems tools. The support
layer is structured into three topical sub-
layers. Communications and Data
Dissemination, M an/M achi ne I nterface, and
Systems Manager. Figure 4 shows mainly
those support tools in each sublayer which
are prototyped within the Pilot Navigation
System project.

fhe Communications and Data
Dissemination sublayer encompasses all
software for network-wide data access and
routing. The applicable data types include
telemetry, tracking, telecommand and
external/i nternal d atabases (e.9. spacecraft
parameters, orbital ephemerides) The
applications interface to tools within this
sublayer is via Fortran-callable subroutines.
An evolution of the tools within this sublayer
keeping pace with that of database access
methods is foreseen. Figure 4 shows four
examples of sublayer elements:

- the Circular Index Sequential (CISA)

modules, which support read/write access
to index sequential files across a network
of workstations

- the Data Storage and Retrieval (DSR)

system, which allows the user to store
and retrieve items by name

- the Remote External Access to Circular
History (REACH) files, which provide
access to history files located on a remote
host

- the General Data File (GDF) service,
which provides a central database of
rarely changing spacecraft and mission
parameters. There is one such database
per project, serving all the flight-dynamics
applications of that project.

Ihe Man/Machine lnterface sublayer contains
tools for controlling application programs and
for the presentation of output data in alpha-
numeric and graphical form. Line art, block
diagrams and three-dimensional/animated
graphics are supported and Open Look
facilities such as panels, menus and push

buttons are available via the graphical
window. All display or control windows are
defined by an interactive tool which can be
operated by the user without any prior
systems knowledge. Figure 4 shows four
specific tools within the MMI sublayer:

- the Applications Control Facility (ACF),

which is a tool for the definition of
interactive control windows and the
controlling of user applications via these
wrndows

- the Data Display Module Alphanumeric
(DDMan), which is a tool for alphanumeric
display of data on either form{illing or
scrolling displays

- the Data Display Module Graphical
(DDMg), whrch supports line graphics

- the Data Display Module 3D Graphical
(DDM3d), which will allow three-
dimensional display of a spacecraft in
its actual attitude and dynamic state, as
obtained from telemetry, or the display
of a three-dimensional realistic view of a
target spacecraft as a Hermes pilot would
see it in real time.

The Systems Manager sublayer contains
software tools for configuration and systems
management and testing. Figure 4 shows
four example tools within this sublayer:

- the Systems Monitoring and Control tool,
which administers resources within the
operational hardware platform

- the Advanced Test Harness, which
automates and standardises software
quality control and stores the test
definitions, test inputs and reference
OUtDUtS

Figure 4. The ORATOS
support layer
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Figure 5. The ORATOS
operating systems layer

the Configuration Control tool, which
supports security and integrity of the
operational software and data
the Scheduler, which is a tool for
interactive scheduling of flight-dynamics
tasks that have to be run routinely and
do not necessarily require human
intervention

Operating-systems layer
A complex structure like ORATOS requires a

solid foundation; currently this is SunOS 41.1

The next major change will be the migration
to SunOS 50, Sun's implementation of
System V Release 4 (SVR4), which is

designed to be the first step towards the
standard UNIX operating system of the
future. Based on the operating system are
three major 'pillars' of the ORATOS Support
Layer: X/Open Look, TCP/IP and tVetiSAM.

X/Open Look is the backbone of the
Graphical User Interface (GUl) X, which
has become the industry's standard window
system on workstations, is implemented on a
wide variety of platforms and thus provides
substantial vendor independence. The
implementation of GUls based on X is
supported by the XView toolkit This toolkit
was chosen since it is a portable implement-
ation of Open Look, which is a system-
independent standard for GUls All of the
ORATOS MMI tools are implemented in

XView and conform to the Open Look
standard.

The fransmis sion Control Protocol/l nternet
Protocol (ICP/IP), which is the basis of all

data transfer and inter{ask communication

within ORATOS, is a standard protocol for
inter-process ccmmunications on distributed
network systems.

Nef/SAM (lndexed Sequential Access
Methoo,l handles internal low-level data
access to the ORATOS platforms

Conclusion
The ORATOS system exploits a combination
of state-of-the-art computer hardware and
modern software facilities and techniques
Its distributed hardware archrtecture, with file
servers and client workstations, facilitates
both adaptation to changing resource
requirements and migration to future
naroware.

The ORATOS prototype, known as the Pilot
Navigation System, which is currently being
implemented, has already validated the
systems hardware architecture and software
desrgn.

Its high degree of flexibility. its ease of
adaptability, and its rich and easy{o-use set
of support tools, make ORATOS an extremely
interesting product for implementation outside
the Agency also
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Comprehensive Satellite Operations
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Satellite operations
Satellites are launched and operated based
on the reouirements of their users Satellite
users can be scientists exploring the non-
terrestrial environment or technologists
engaged in the exploitation of space. The
comprehensive satellite system that meets its
users' requirements is composed of space
and Earth segments; both need to be
ooerated before and after a launch.

A satellite is controlled by telemetry and telecommand signals both
before and after its launch. The technologies used for pre- and
post-launch control activities can be standardized if pre-launch
operations follow a control and verification philosophy while post-
launch operations primarily involve control and usage activities.
Geostationary communication satellites are used to explain the
concept.

Following a successful launch, it may be
necessary to operate a satellite in transitional
orbits prior to the acquisition of the fully
operational status Such activities require
operations associated with elliptical orbits
and the firing of a rocket motor which
transfers the satellite into an ooerational
geostationary position. Satellite operations
during launch and transfer orbits are
necessary but they are ancillary to the fully
operational status of an overall system that is

composed of space and Earth segments.
Similarly, satellite operations that occur before
launch are part of the construction and test
process of a comprehensive operational
system and they are also ancillary. However,
experiences gained from a pre-launch
operation can make a significant contribution
to postlaunch operational activities. Before
the overall system is operational, compatibility
tests of the oost-launch Ground Control
Segment and the satellite are normally
performed. This demonstrates that the
methodologies associated with comprehen-
sive satellite operations are being practiced
and such activities could be extended.

Pre-launch operations
The majority of communication satellites that
have been developed in Europe have been
subjected to comprehensrve assembly,
integration and test programmes, including a
simulation of all expected satellite operations
for launch and orbital situations. These
qualification and acceptance processes
ensure that the satellite is readv for its launch
and working life.

At each steo in the construction of a
European communication satellite, each
component is thoroughly tested before it is
integrated with other components. Firstly,
each equipment unit is built and tested In
some cases, the units are then assembled
into sub-systems, and the sub-systems are
tested and then integrated on the satellite
structure. In other cases, immediately after
uniflevel testing is completed, the units
are mounted on the satellite structure,
and then each sub-system is assembled
and tested.

After the sub-systems are assembled and
tested on the satellite structure, they are
connected to form the operational satellite.
The satellite then undergoes a pre-launch
testing programme which simulates its
launch and orbital life, including exercising
on-board satellite redundancies and
recoveries from emergency situations.

During the pre-launch testing, the launch
and orbital environments must be simulated
by test facilities and chambers Electrical test
equipment is used to enable and support
satellite operations (lt is generally connected
directly to the satellite by what is often called
an 'umbilical cable'.) The electrical test
equipment is deemed to be the 'checkout'
equipment because it stimulates and
measures satellite functions during testing
operations, enabling the verification of both
the satellite's operation and performance.
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Figure 1. Eanh segment for
pre-launch operations

The 'checkout' equipment is the major
component of the Electrical Ground Support
Equipment (EGSE), the Earth segment that
ooerates the satellite orior to launch.

The EGSE architecture (Fig. 1) is composed
of satellite sub-system Overall Checkout
Equipment (OCOE) and Specific Checkout
Equipment (SCOE). The OCOE provides the

overall conirol of pre-launch satellite
operations: it initiates satellite telecommands,
processes satellite telemetry data, and is the
executive master of SCOE. The test
conductor, a senior engineer, controls the
testing of the satellite from the OCOE test
conductor console, an executive work station

The EGSE configuration, or a simplified
version of it, is used during all major
construction activities, including the
construction of most Eurooean-built
communication satellites. lt is also used at
the launch site where, after analysis of
satellite telemetry data, the EGSE gives a
'Go/No-Go' status reading that assists
management in deciding to launch the
satellite From an engineering standpoint,
the test equipment (i.e the EGSE) must be
more complex than the item being tested
(i.e. the satellite) if comprehensive testing is
to be performed before the satellite is
launched.

Satellite ore-launch ooerations therefore
primarily involve tasks that are control and
verification oriented.

Post-launch operations
After it has been launched, the satellite is
controlled from the facilities of the Earth
segment which are known as the Ground
Control Segment. For European satellites, two
facilities provide the ground control:
Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TIC)
stations and an Operations and Control
Centre (OCC) The TTC stations make the
radio frequency links between the Ground
Control Segment and the orbiting satellite
The links allow the receotion of satellite
telemetry, the tracking of the satellite's orbit,
and the commanding of the satellite. The
TTC stations are ooerated under the
executive control of the OCC. The OCC,

which houses the satellite control engineers,
initiates telecommand transmissions and
determines satellite orbits via the TTC station
tracking facilities. The post-launch Earth
segment architecture in Figure 2 shows the
OCC and a single TTC station for on-station
control activities associated with an overall
communications system. The communication
payload Test and Monitor Stations (TMS) are
also shown They enable the payload to be
commissioned when the satellite reaches its

on-station position. At that time , further In-

Orbit Tests (lOT) can be conducted at regular
periods, using the TMS facilities, to analyse
payload performance.

However, the major activities associated with
post-launch operations involve the control of
the satellite's in-orbit position, condition and
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status. These tasks allow ooerations to be
conducted to meet the user's requirements.
In summary, satellite post-launch operations
primarily involve control and usage tasks.

Operational commonalities
The similarities between the systems that are
used to operate the satellite before and after
its launch can be observed by comparing
Figures 1 and 2. Conceptually, the
operations should be almost identical for the
control of the satellite's condition and status.

Thus, common designs could be developed
to suit pre- and post-launch control purposes.
Realistically, the development schedules of

both the satellite EGSE and the ooerational
Earth segment may demand duplications.
However. these duolications could be the
result of one design and development
process. The post-launch Ground Segment,
which provides satellite control facilities, may
need redundant eouioment to be
incorporated into system designs so that a
continuous, 24-hour monitoring can be safely
performed. This requirement for redundancy
could be accomplished by technical
duplications whrch should arise from a single
design and development process. lf the
satellrte is properly tested before its departure
to the launch site, only a few engineers and
pieces of test equipment would be required
for launch preparations. lf this is achieved,
the overall 'checkout' eouioment or a
duplicate could be installed at the OCC

The use of computer software that provides
the same man/machine interface to the
OCOE and OCC could enhance the
manpower utilization. Equipment that was
developed and used during satellite
construction, and automatic satellite
procedures could be used again for orbital
operations This methodology has been
employed to some extent with the ESA

Communication Satellite Monitoring Facilities
(CSMF) The CSMF has employed pre-launch
OCOE facilities to assist in orbit operations of
all ESA communication satellites. In addition,
some OCOE satellite telemetry monitoring
tasks have been transferred to CSMF stand-
alone workstations to aid OLYMPUS-I

operations. The co-ordination of activities
associated with OLYMPUS-1 user
reouirements is centered at ESTRACK in

Redu, Belgium, where a CSMF stand-alone
workstation (Fig 3a) is employed. This
equipment receives the satellite telemetry as
a pulse code modulated (PCM) signal and
processes the data to give an output to users
in synoptic form (Fig. 3b). Figure 4 shows a
similar functional interface for ooerators in the
control room of the Olympus-1 OCC at
Fucino, ltaly.

In addition to the unit at Redu, the ESA

CSMF and the CSMF stand-alone
workstations, which are located at ESTEC,

Noordwijk, have been used to support
activities associated with bringing the
Olympus-l satellite back to an operational

Figure 2. Earth segment
for post-launch operations
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Figure 3a. Complete CSMF
stand-alone workstation

Figure 3b. CSMF synoptic
picture of Olympus 20130
GHz payload

mode that satisfies user requirements. On 29
May '1991, this three-axis stabilized satellite
attained an unintended spin around a single
axis and moved from its geostationary
position to a lower orbit in which it was
drifting (for further details, see article on
page 62). These changes in the satellite's
orbit and attitude prevented the satisfactory
operation of the on-board communication
payloads and user requirements could not

be met When the satellite was returned to its
geostationary position and correct attitude 76

days later, the In-Orbit Tests re-commissioned
payload elements, enabling the user
ooerations to also be re-started.

Operational teams
A common team for all spacecraft
operational activities, both before and after

the launch, could be set up. Members of the

satellite construction team should be able to

be transferred to orbital operations. This team
should be supplemented by other experts
who manage the TTC station operations and
orbit determinations. Such action would
ensure that the satellite operations experts,
who gained their experience during
spacecraft construction, transfer their
knowledge to post-launch activities. The
senior engineer responsible for satellite
construction, often called the test conductor,
could undertake the duties of the counterpart
in the post-launch phase, the satellite
controller. Even if this approach is only
partially adopted, the test conductor could
assist with orbital operations

For geostationary communication satellites,
the immediate postlaunch activities are
critical to the length of the life of the satellite.

lf the testing programme was properly
formulated, the construction team will be
familiar with the expected operations and
should be able to handle effectively any
unexpected in{light condition. When the
satellite is fully operational and at its
geostationary location, satellite operational
tasks will, if all operates satisfactorily, become
routine

Members of the Olympus-1 industrial
construction team participated in the initial in-

orbit tests that occurred immediately after
launch. Furthermore, members of this team
also participated in the recovery actions of
Olympus-1 . This team from European
industry employed facilities for both of these
activities which provided the same user
interface as the ESA CSMF Indeed, these
Agency facilities employed elements that
were developed by industry during satellite
construction.

In summary, it should be possible for a 'core

team' to be formed to handle spacecraft
operations The 'core team' must be
supported by design experts durrng
spacecraft construction and by flight
dynamics experts after launch. The size of
the 'core team' will depend upon the amount
of expertise that is embodied in the OCOE
and OCC comouter software.

Comprehensive operations
The environments to which an exploitive
geostationary satellite will be exposed can be
closely simulated before its launch. This is
especially true for a communication satellite
of this type lt will be appreciated that all the
conditions that an exploratory scientific
satellite might meet cannot be simulated. lf

this was possible, the purpose of the mission
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would be in doubt. Therefore the concept
of developing operational techniques
commencing with satellite construction for
posflaunch activities is more applrcable to
commercial application spacecraft than to
those engaged in scientific exploratory
mrssrons

Satellite ore-launch ooerations have been
developed to enable technologies to be re-

used between spacecraft development
programmes. An extension of this
methodology could enable the harmonization
of satellite operations for pre- and post-

launch activities. This would allow a
significant amount of technical rationalization
to be achieved for the ore- and oost-launch
ground control segment elements which are
used for satellite control In that case, the
oroduction of orocedures could also be
rationalized This would result in

comprehensive operational methodologies
being established and provide a cost-
effective method for satellite operations. The
maximum amount of re-use of technologies
for pre- and post-launch operations would
reduce the need for the insular construction
activities associated with ore- and oost-
launch ground segments Furthermore, the
requirement for verifying the performance of
the post-launch ground control segment, the
OCC in oarticular. would also diminish.

From a systems engineering standpoint,
comprehensive satellite operations can

produce standardization of equipment and
methodologies This would reduce
duplications and enable comprehensive
systems, which are composed of space and
Earth segments, to be operated safely.
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The data produced by ERS-1
As provided for in the ERS-1 Programme
Declaration, ESA had been entrusted with
the execution of the ERS-1 Programme,
including the operational responsibilities,
for the in-orbit lifetime of the spacecraft,
which is planned to last at least two years.
During this period, the Agency itself will be
responsible both for the satellite's operation
and the distribution of its data, rather than
leaving these activities to a user organisation
once the technical development programme
is comolete

The launch of the first European Remote-Sensing Satellite, ERS-I,
has required the establishment of a special legal framework to
ensure optimal management of the acquisition and dissemination
of the wealth of data that it will provide. ERS-I is currently the only
spacecraft in orbit observing the Earth with a Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR), performing global measurements and taking images
irrespective of weather conditions. lt is also measuring parameters
not provided by any other satellite system.

me), a number of ground receiving stations
have been installed by operators outside the
institutional framework of European space
cooperation. Any such ground station
operator has agreed terms of access under
the ERS-l Programme through a specific
agreement with ESA.

ESA, through its own ground receiving
stations and the Processing and Archiving
Facilities (PAFs), performs the primary
function of acquiring the global LBR data
set. Some States participating in the Prog-
ramme have set up, in parallel, national
receiving ground stations, whose coverage
may overlap that of the ESA stations, and
which acouire LBR data on a 'non-
interference basis'.

The ESA ERS-1 Programme therefore
involves data reception, processing and
distribution via the different elements of the
ERS-1 ground system, namely the Earthnet
ERS-1 Central Facility, the ESA ground
stations, and the PAFs. In addition, any
participating or non-participating State may
set up ground facilities of its own and
negotiate with ESA for direct access to the
ERS-1 data.

The legal scenario
The ERS-1 spacecraft is owned by ESA
in the name and on behalf of the States
participating in the ERS-1 Programme.
It has been registered by ESA under the
provisions of the 'Convention on Registration
of Objects Launched into Outer Space',
opened for signature in New York on
14 January 1975, and which entered into
force on 15 September 1976. General
international law therefore recognises the
Agency as the body entitled to maintain
jurisdiction and control over the satellite and
having the right to lay down rules for its

utilisation. The ERS-1 Participating States
have agreed to become responsible for
ensuring the detailed implementation of

For further details, see

ESA Bulletin 65,

February 1991.

Data generated by the ERS-l payload and
the oroducts derived from them have been
classified into two basic categories, based
on the sensor producing them: the Low Bit
Rate (LBR) and the Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) standard data and products..

The SAR data cannot be recorded on-board
the spacecraft due to the high data rate, and
are therefore acquired only for areas within
the coverage zone of a realtime ground
receiving station. On the other hand, the less
prolific LBR data from one complete orbit
can be stored by an on-board tape recorder,
before being down-linked to a ground
receiving station

As a result, ESA provides ERS-1 data to the
user community on a global basis for the
LBR instruments, and on a regional basis for
the SAR To expand the coverage zone of
the ESA ground stations receiving SAR data
(stations planned within the ERS-1 Program-
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those rules through the ERS I Programme
Declaration agreed by those States This
Decaration also spe s out the conditions of
access to the ERS I data and the method
of distr bution

As these States have declared that the ERS 1

oblectives are of both 'a sc entific and an
economrc nature. the ERS 1 data policy is
aimed at stimu ating the broadest possib e
nvo vement of the earth-scrence community
and, at the same time, promoting data
app rcaron

In order to fuif its specf c mandate, the
Agency had to guarantee the egal basis

and protection of these data Such protect on
agarnst unauthorised reproductron or
copy ng, primarily at the d stribut on/com-
merca saton stage, must be assured for the
compete rarge of fRS-1 pr.na.y data
^"^^^^^^i i^+^ ^^! !,
FJTOCeSSeO crala anO Oe'veo p'OOtrCtS

Since there is as yet no nat ona or inter-
nat ona piece of egislation or regu ation that
exp ic t y provides for the protection of the
data and images originatrng from sensors
on board satellites observing the Earth,
ESA has chosen to secure such protection
contractually via direct agreements with rts

parlne's requestirg access to the oata

Figure 1. ERS-1 Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR)
image of Morecambe Bay
(UK), acquired at Fucino
(l), and processed in
Frascati by ESA/Earthnet
Copyright o 1991 ESA

p

.' ,$.:; t
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The Agency has based the ERS-l data policy

on two fundamental legal principles:

ERS-1 primary data will be available to

all interested users on an open and non-

discriminatory basis, consistent with the
generally accepted 'Principles Relating to
Remote Sensing of the Earth from Outer
Space', approved in December 1986

under Resolution 41165 of the UN General
Assembly.

ESA retains full title and ownership as the
holder of the intellectual property rights
over the satellite-oroduced data. This is
clearly stated and acknowledged under
the terms of the various agreements
that ESA has concluded with all major
international agencies involved in remote-

sensino activities.

The application of an ESA copyright on ERS-I

data provides the Agency with the broadest
possible basis for the protection of that data,

allowing it to negotiate the most advantageous
terms for acquisition, reproduction, distribution
and commercialisation

The agreements
The international agreements concluded
by ESA within the framework of the ERS-1

Table 1. Network of lnternational Agreements allowing acquisition and
distribution of ERS-1 data other than from ESA ground statlons

Ground Station Ooerators Station Signed

Programme represent legal commitments
under which the Agency establishes a
direct working relationship with each of its

counterparts. ESA has identified a variety of
situations corresponding to specific types of
applicable agreement, depending upon the
role/task of the partner:

- The non-ESA ground-receiving-station
operarors.

- The Processing and Archiving Facilities
(PAFs)

- The Principal Investigators (Pls).

1. Non-ESA ground-receiving-station
operators
A network of agreements with many ground-
receiving-station operators constitute the
backbone of the system (see Table 1),

providing for the activities of acquiring,
processing, archiving and distributing the
ERS-l SAR data for additional coverage in
the interests of the operators concerned
and for the benefit of the overall ERS-1

Programme

Within this special legal framework concetved
to allow a smooth implementation of the
Programme objectives, the various agree-
ments list the rights and obligations of both
the Agency and the partner concerned.
The general principle is that data reception,
archiving and distribution activities are
carried out by the ground-station operator
under ESA's supervision and control, whilst
all necessary technical information, instruct-
ions and in-situ assistance will be provided
by ESA staff for the duration of the
agreement.

At the same time, because of the pre-

operational character of the ERS-I satellite,

ESA does not guarantee the suitability of the
data for any particular purpose Neither is it
liable for consequential loss brought about
by the use of such data, nor can it bear
liability in the event of any damage or loss

of revenue arising directly or indirectly from
a malfunction or interruotion in the data
transmission for whatsoever reason.

A complete archive of all SAR data acquired
outside ESA's own SAR coverage area is also
requested by the Agency from the ground
receiving stations. lf this proves too onerous,
the station must make its data holding avail-
able to ESA for possible inclusion in the PAF

archive on a cost-reimbursement basis. This
ensures that the Agency will have access to
the maximum possible amount of data
available from its satellite.

1

z

Norwegian Space Centre

Department of Energy, Mines and

Resources of Canada

British National Space Centre

DLR

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration

Australian Centre for Remote

Sensing

National Remote-Sensing Agency
of India

National Space Development

Agency of Japan

Brazilian Commission of Space
Activities

Tromso, Norway

Prince Albert,

Gatineau, Canada

West Freugh, Scotland

O'Higgins, Antarctica

Aussaguel, France

Fairbanks, Alaska

Alice Springs,
Hobart, Australia

Hyderabad, India

Hatoyama, Kuamoto,

Syowa, Japan

Cuiaba, Brazil

.19 July 1991

5 August 1991

30 August 1991

Approved but
not yet signed

14 January 1986

26 August 199.1

26 June 1991

20 June 199.1

Approved but
not yet signed
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the SAR primary data under the technical
provisiors of the Agency and extract. use

and distribute the data from the station
rrnhrria nnlri [nr lho nrrrnncpc nf iho linonno

for the productro'r. reoroduction, distribution
and sale rhat is granted in the Agreement

In that Agreement. each station operator
is nrartcd a non-exr:lrrsive licence [or
the renroclrrctinn distribUtion and Sale of

the data to the users who are resident of
the country hosting the station The station
operator must provide ESA with a copy of
the model contract and conditions of sale it
will use for the distribution of the data and
analysed information

A.t the nar:kar^rino of FRS-1 data atd,v ",-,
anaysed information distributed or sod must
chnrn, l-)icirihrrtor] hrr /namo nI tha ct:tinn\

under an ESA Licence'

2. Processing and Archiving Facilities
(PAFs)
F:r:h nf thc for rr Aareements conc uded
between the Agercy and a national entity
managrng a PAF lTaole 2) defines the tasks
delegateo oy the Agency for the activities
of archiving, retrieval, processing and
distribution of data from the ERS-1 mission
These entities will follow the programmatic
instructions, procedures and p anning
estaolished by the Agency. which has also
adopted a genera scheme to harmonise
the activities of the relevant British, French,
Italian and German facilities,

The main undertaking of each PAF entity
in +n main+rin rni nnnrato iha anrrinmontlJ tu llldll ll4ll I ol lu uPEror9 il ru uvurPrr rur rr

necessary to supp,y the Agency. and the
users on behaf of the Agency, with ERS-I

data products and services on a timely basis,

The ERS-I data archived by the PAF will

remain the property of the Ageacy while
neinn ar:r:essrhle to all interested USerS or
an open, non-discriminatory basis, in

accordance with the general ERS 1 data
policy adopted by the Agency The lsers wil
rcnlest ard aoree on standard terms of
access to data with the Agency, which will

then establish procedures for the distribution
and provision of data with the PAF

concerned

The PAFs will also provrde the Agency with
'^ ^r ^"^Ai"^'i data and informatiord udtdruvug ur otur ilvv\

re evant to the system implemertation. lhe
Pronr:mme onier:tirrc is to maintaia ERS-1

archived data at each PAF lor at least ten
rra:rc qfiar tho ond nf tho FRS-1 cnanonreft q
yeq,o q,LUl

active lifetime

f ahle 2 Aoreemenfs r:oncluded with national
entities managrng a Processrng and
Archiving Facility (PAF)

Table 3 Distilbution by
nationafity of the Principal
lnvestigators having
access to ERS-1 data

France
Germany
rra y

Un ted Kingdom

IFBENIER Brest
DLR Oberpfaffenhofen
ASI Matera
BNSC Farnborough

Australia
Austr a
Belgrum

Brazil

Canada
Denmark
Fin and

France

Germany
rcerano

lndra

nlernatronal
Italy

J apan
New Zea and
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Sw tzerland
The Nether ands
UK

USA

3. Principal Investigators
On 20 May 1986, the Agency issued an
'Arrouncement of Opportunity lor the
submission of proposars for possible sciettific
or operational evaluation of ERS-] data
Many va uable proposals were submitted by
institutes and individuals responsible for
related activities, and so Iar 267 of them
have been granted Principal lnvestigator (Pl)

status (Table 3)

A special form of Agreement is concluded
on thc acccntance of standard terms and
conditions for the uti isation ot ERS 1 data oy
the Pl requesting data access (Fig 2)
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Each Pl is granted a limited amount of data
free of charge, for the exclusive purposes of
the investigation agreed by ESA. They have
to comply with the general legal require-
ments of the Programme in handling the
data (ESA copyright policy, internal use only,
no reproduction or distribution, reporting of
results and submitting for wide publication,
participation in ESA-organised workshops,
etc.).

4. Other uses
Similar terms and conditions of access to
ERS 1 data are also underwritten by different
entities involved in other roles planned under
the ERS-1 Programme:

- institutes implementing pilot/demonstration
projects approved by the Agency

- nationally nominated centres for LBR fast-
delivery services

- meteorological services in Participating
States, including Eumetsat and ECMWF,

cooperating with ESA in the assessment
of the ooerational value of the LBR fast-
delivery service, as well as in such
activities as ice forecastino and oollution
monitoring

- media companies wishing to publish
FRS-1 data fnr nr rhlj6-jlfOrmation
purposes

ESA copyright and licences
In order to be able to enact a protection
scheme, the copyright and licence concepts
have been applied with the meanings known
through legal experience This implies that
anyone signing an ERS-1 Data Agree-
ment acknowledges ESA's copyright on
all ERS-1-produced data, and commits to
respect, and ensure the respect of, the
Agency's rights.

The relevant provisions in the Agreements
state that the ground-station operator will
mark all ERS-1 data and analysed inform-
ation with 'O 'ESA (year of reception)'; the
operator will display on all ERS-1 data and
analysed information processed by the
station, the mention of the trademark that
ESA has registered 'ERS (R-)', plus the
mention of the entity originating the final data
oroduct.

Of course, ESA's ownership and copyright
does not prevent the recognition of copyright
in favour of the ground-station operator or a
third party in respect of original activities to
add to and incorporate in the data product
further sources of information, to produce
analysed information that will result in a

different and more elaborated product,
thereby making the final product fall under
their own copyright title.

In order to further guarantee ESA's right,
users have agreed to the additional
responsibility of informing ESA in writing
whenever they learn that the Agency's
copyright interests and trademark are being
used unlawfully by a third party. ESA will
then take the necessary legal action to
protect the interests of the Participating
States.

The overall philosophy of distribution
envisages that ERS-1 data will be publicly
available in a controlled way, through licence-
to-use agreements granted by ESA, as the
owner of the ERS-1 data. In oarticular. the
Agency prefers to grant several non-exclusive
licences in the belief that this will lead to
more users ultimately having access to the
ERS-1 data oroducts

In view of the substantial capital cost of
developing the ERS-1 system and the
undoubted commercial/economic value of
its data products in a variety of fields, ESA
has decided on a uniform and consistent
pricing policy for all ERS products from the
outset, irrespective of the facility or supplier
which generates them. This policy may
change over time to reflect possible
developments in the commercial values
of the oroducts.

The pricing policy also depends on another
traditional legal concept used in the
commercial environment, namely that of a
royalty being associated with each unit
produced. The basrc idea here is that users
from ERS-1 Programme Participating States
will not be charged a royalty on the price of
an ERS-1 standard product, in recognition of
the fact that their country has financed the
ERS Programme. On the other hand, foreign
station operators will credit ESA with a royalty
fee for each ERS-l product item distributed
or sold to a user from a non-Particioatinci
State.

As regards onward distribution, whenever the
licensee of an ERS 1 primary or processed
product wants to grant a sub-licence of use
for that product to a third party, they must
credit ESA with the royalty fee applicable for
the standard product.

Distributorship
The Agency has also retained the right to
distribute all ERS-I data worldwide throuoh a
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ESA;

Australia:

Brazil:

Fucino (l)

Kiruna (S)

Maspalomas (E)

Alice Springs
Hobart

Cuiaba

Canada:

Ecuador:

France:

Germany:

Prince Albert
Gatineau
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O'Higgins

India: Hyderabad

Japan: Hatoyama
Kuamoto
Syowa

Norway: Tromsp

UK: West Freugh

commercial distributor specifically appointed
under an ESA Contract This distributor,
engaged as an 'industrial partner'. has the
necessary infrastructure and commercral
expertise to undertake all the marketing and
promotional efforts necessary for optimal
exploitation of the ERS-1 data products

This idea of appointing a distributor is
consistent with the aim of developing the
commercial remote-sensing data market,
which the ERS-1 data products should help
to stimulate, and with the obligation to
guarantee fair and open competition to all
value-added industries interested in ERS 1

data distribution.

The ESA-aooointed distributor is an
international consortium of companies
with skills in the marketing, promotion and
distribution of space remote-sensing data, for
worldwide reproduction, distribution and sale
(SAR and LBR standard products) This
consortium has been formed by Eurimage,
Spot lmage and Radarsat International. Each
of these companies is also granted a non-
exclusive sub-licence for data distribution at
regional level, but in parallel with the rights

awarded by ESA to ground-receiving-station
ooerators for their resoective territories

Conclusion
Experience has shown that today an
advanced earth-observation satellite
programme such as ERS-1 makes sense
only if supported by an infrastructure that
allows efficient use to be made of the
available data by all of the user communities
concerned Maximisation of the exoloitation
of the ERS-1 mission, the broadening of
participation in it, and the strengthening of its

effectiveness can be considered substantial
achievements made possible by the estab-
lishment of the legal framework that has
been described This framework will
undoubtedly be taken into consideration by
the international community when preparing
for multilateral remote-sensing activities and
will also serve as a reference point when
formulating a long-term policy for future
generations of satellites observing the Earth. 6

Figure 3. The ERS-I data
receiving stations and their
coverages
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In Brief

ESA Staff Member on
Spacelab Mission in 1992

NASA recently appointed Dirk Frimout as

payload specialist for the Atmospheric
Laboratory for Applications and Science
(ATLAS 1) Spacelab mission (STS 45),

which is scheduled for flight in early

1992.

Frimout, an ESA staff member of Belgian

nationality, will replace Michael Lampton
of the United States, who has withdrawn
for medical reasons Frimout was named
the alternate payload specialist in 1985,

upon the proposal of the Belgian Institute

for Space Aeronomy

The ATLAS I Spacelab pallet-only
mission, in which Frimout will participate,

is the first in a series of Spacelab
missions that will perform investigations in

the fields of atmospheric science, solar
physics, space plasma physics, and
astronomy The United States, Belgium,
France, Germany and Japan will provide

experiments for the mission One of the

main objectives of ATLAS investigators
will be to study the Earth's interaction

with the Sun over an 11-year solar cycle

Frimout, 50, has been with ESA since
1978 Before his appointment to the

Spacelab mission, he was Spacelab
Mission Manager, responsible for the
ESTEC lVicrogravity and Columbus
Utilisation Division's Spacelab activities.

He also participated in the development
of the Microgravity Measurement
Assembly, an experiment planned for
the Spacelab D2 mission

Since 1984, he has been responsible for

ESA's support of four of the twelve

experiments flying on the ATLAS-1

mission, He is also co-investigator for one
of those four experiments, the Grille

Spectrometer. All of the experiments are

reflights from the Spacelab 1 mission of

1983

From 1984 to 1989, he was involved with
parabolic flights, sounding rockets (Texus

and lt/aser), and with the Solution

Growth Facility, an experiment to be

flown on EURECA

Frimout holds a Ph D in Applied Physics

from the University of Ghent in
Belgium G

Launch of 47th Ariane

fhe 47Ih Ariane vehicle was launched
successfully from the Kourou Space
Centre, French Guiana, on 29 October.

Its payload was the Intelsat Vl

telecommunications spacecraft, which
weighed 4259 kg The vehicle was

an Ariane 4 type with Ihe 44 L

configuration, ie with four liquid strap-on
boosters

After a propulsion phase of 17 min 50

sec, and a smooth flight the satellite was
properly separated and injected into

orbit G

Dr. Dirk Frrmout
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New Biological
Experiments in Space
The Biobox, a multi-user facility for
performing a wide range of biological
experiments under microgravity
conditions, is currently being developed
by a teanr of European companies for
ESA

This modular life-sciences payload

consists of an incubator, which will

contain the experiments, and an

electronics unit The environmental
conditions within the incubator, such as

the temperature profile (from 4o to 37'C)
and the atmosphere, can be controlled
The conditions are continuously recorded
and the results are stored on a

1-megabyte memory card Unlike similar
payloads developed for Spacelab, such
as the Biorack and Biolabor, the Biobox
permits for the first time complete control
over environmental conditions throughout
the experiment, from the placement of

the biological material in the laboratory,

through all transport operations and the

space flight, to the return of the material
+^ +h^ l^h^.^+^".,tu U tY tduur dtut y

From a biological point ol view. space
flight affects two environmental conditions:
gravity is reduced and radiation is

increased The Biobox will be used to

investigate the impact of these changes
on biological systems Two types of ex-

periments will be conducted: experiments
performed under microgravity conditions
and increased radiation, and experiments
performed in a 1-g centrifuge with
increased radiation The results of these
flight tests will be compared with those of

experiments conducted simultaneously
on Earth under 'normal' conditions, ie.

1-g and natural radration.

In the Biobox's first mission, the

behaviour of bone cells under
microgravity conditions will be

investigated The results will be useful for

extended space flights During such
flights, the astronauts' bone substance is

drastically reduced because of the lack

of stress on the bones

The Biobox can also be used for

experiments in other areas such as

protein crystallisation, and the study of
plant metabolism and genetics.

The Biobox will first be flown on board
the Bion 10 mission which will be

launched in November 1992 from
Plesetsk, north of Moscow The mission is

part of the Soviet Biokosmos programme

The Biobox will be in a Soviet Photon-

type recoverable capsule (Bion), and will

remain in orbit for 14 days lt will be one
of three major payloads; the other two

are Soviet experiment units with monkeys,

ESA is undertaking the development of

the Biobox's payload while the Soviets

are responsible for the preparation of the

space flight Dornier (Germany) is the
prime contractor for the development of

the Biobox. and is supported by sub-

contractors from ltaly, France, Belgium
and the Netherlands. The experiments
will be conducted by teams consrsting of

both Europeans and Soviets, G

ESA's First Director of
Administration Steps
Down
George Van Reeth, ESA's longest serving
director, is retiring at the end of November
aller 27 years with the Agency, His

career has spanned the evolution of

European cooperation in space, from the
earliest days of ESTEC in the 1960s

lVlr Van Reeth joined the European
Space Research Organisation (ESRO) in

1964 as the Head of the Contracts
Division at ESTEC He subsequently
became ESTEC's Acting Head of

Administration

ln 1972, he was appointed Administrative
Director of the European Launcher
Development Organisation (ELDO). When

ELDO and ESRO merged in 1975 to

form ESA, George Van Reeth became
the Agency's first Director of

Administration He has held that position

for the past 16 years thereby being ESA's

only Director of Administration to date

He is well known throughout the space
industry for his negotiation skills. He has

participated in negotiations with ESA's

US partners on several cooperative
programmes such as the Spacelab and

Mr George Van Reeth (right) receives a Dutch memento from Mr M

the Space Station, and on fair rules of

competition for launchers He was also

involved in the creation of international
applications-oriented organisations such
as EUMETSAT, EUTELSAT, and

INMARSAT.

He is considered to be the founder of

the industrial consortia concept, an

important tool for the proper distribution

of industrial return to ESA's lVember
States. He also introduced the concept of

rncentives in ESA's development
contracts, which has become a standard
practice in European contracting,

In addition to his work at ESA, Mr Van

Reeth served as the President of the

lnternational Astronautical Federation

(lAF) from 1988 to 1990 G

I a FAvra f)traatar af trQTFC.
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Ulysses: One Year into
the Mission and on
Target for Jupiter

On 6 October, with all subsystems and
scientific instruments working nominally,
ESA's Ulysses spacecraft completed the
first year of its five-year mission to study
the Sun and its environment in three
dimensions Since its launch, Ulysses
has travelled more than 800 million km

along the in-ecliptic leg of its heliocentric
trajectory, acquiring valuable scientific
data that will serve as a reference for the
out-of-ecliptic phase of the mission (see

ESA Bulletin No 67)

The attention of both the mission
operations team and the scientific
investigators is now being focused on
the forthcoming encounter with Jupiter in

the first half of February 1992, the next
milestone rn this unique, exploratory
journey, During the fly by, the
gravitational field of the giant planet will

change the trajectory of the space probe
in such a way that it will leave the Jovian
system heading back towards the Sun
on an orbit that will take it firstly over the
southern solar pole and subsequently
over the northern pole

This seemingly round-about manoeuvre
is necessary because presently available
launch vehicles are not powerful enough
to inject even a spacecraft of Ulysses
modest dimensions directly into a solar
polar orbit from the Earth

Ulysses will be the fifth space probe to
visit Jupiter, following in the footsteps of
Pioneer 10 and 11 (1973174) and
Voyager 1 and 2 (1979) Spacecraft
operations have been designed to
minimise potential damage to the
delicate equipment on board during the
passage through the harsh environment
of the gas giant Although the scientific
payload has not been designed
specifically to perform detailed
measurements at Juprter, new
discoveries are to be expected.

Of particular interest is the Jovian
magnetosphere, created by the planet's
powerful magnetic field holding the solar
wind away from the planet. Jupiter's
magnetosphere is so large (its average
diameter is more than 50 times that of
the Earth's magnetosphere) that if it

could be seen from Earth it would

112

occupy 2 degrees of sky (for

comparison, the Sun occupies 0,5
degrees of sky) As a consequence, the
Ulysses Jupiter encounter will last more
than two weeks, in contrast to the Giotto

cometary encounters with Halley in 1986

or Grigg-Skjellerup on 10 July 1992.

The closest approach to Jupiter will be

on 8 February at 12.02 GMT, at which
time the spacecraft will be at a distance
of 378400 km (5 3 Jupiter radii) from the
surface of the planet Unlike most of the
previous encounters, the Ulysses fly-by
trajectory is retrograde, and the
outbound leg will take the spacecraft
through the unexplored dusk region of
the Jovian magnetosphere at high

latitudes

Scientific topics that will be specifically
addressed by the Ulysses payload
during the encounter include the
measurement of the Jovian magnetic
field and plasma environment, the
planetary radio emission at kilometre to
decametre wavelengths, the energetic
particle populations and the unique role
played by the Jovian satellite lo, with its
so-called plasma torus. Detailed scientific
objectives will be discussed at a Ulysses
Jupiter Workshop and Science Working
Team meeting to be held in November

Continuous ground station coverage via
the NASA Deep Space Network is
planned for the 17 days around the
closest approach, including one 70 m
l-)SNl necc nar darr

Shortly after the fly-by, on 27 February
1992, Ulysses goes through its second
opposition (the Sun, the Earth and the
spacecraft are aligned) This will be
the prime period for the search for
gravitational waves using the telecom-
munications link with the spacecraft,

The Ulysses fly-by of the planet Jupiter
will mark the beginning of the exciting
out-of-ecliptic phase of the mission,
leading to the first passage over the
Sun's polar regions in mid-1994 13
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Hipparcos
Le 8 aojt, le satellite d'astrom6trie
Hipparcos avait pass6 deux ann6es en

orbite et, d la fin novembre, il aura r6uni

des donndes scientifiques de haute
qualitd pendant deux ans. Le soutien
continu fourni par /es stallons de
l'Odenwald, de Perth et de Goldstone
fait que, malgr6 son orbite de 10,6

heures, Hipparcos reste en contact avec
le sol pendant 90o/o du temps et que

des donndes scientifiques sont recueillies
pendant 60 d 650/o du temps.

Les actlvitds se poursuivent d1sormais
de fagon plus ou moins routinidre
L'6nergie fournie par le r1seau solaire et

/es rdserves de gaz de la commande
d'orientation font prdvoir une durde de
vie prolong1e jusqu' d fin 1993.

Deux des gyroscopes embarqu6s ont

occasionn1 des difficultes et le satellite

fonctionne ddsormais sans gyroscopes

de secours. Toutefois, les premiers

essais mends d la mi-ao]t sur un

systdme de commande d'orientation en

temps r6el n'utilisant pas /es informations
fournies par le gyroscope de l'axe de

rotation sont trds prometteurs. Le signal
gyroscopique a 6t6 remplacd par des
informations fournies par un 1talonnage
pr6cis des impulsions des propulseurs d
jet de gaz et par un moddle des couples
perturbateurs du satellite. Cela a permis

de conserver une connaissance en

temps reel de I'orbntation du satellite au
niveau d'une seconde d'arc RMS qul est
ndcessalre pour pointer le systdme de
dltection embarqu1 sur ies 6fotTes

programm6es. Ce mode de
fonctionnement de secours ne sera
mis en oeuvre qu'en cas de nouveaux
dysfo n cti o n n e me nt d es gyroscopes.

Le traitement des donn6es du satellite
par les trols groupes de r1duction des

donnees - NDAC, FAST et TDAC -
se poursuil conform6ment aux plans, Ia
premidre 'solution de la sphdre' sur la

base d'une ann6e compldte de donndes
du satellite devant 6tre normalement
terminde pour la fin de I'ann6e. Tout

porte d croire que Ia qualitd du cadre de
r6f6rence stellaire en rdsultant ainsi que

des posltlons, mouvements propres et
oarallaxes des 6/ories, sans oubir'er /es

informations sur la photom1trie et les

1toiles multioles, seronf au niveau des
attentes avant Ie lancement.

Marecs
Une nouvelle anomalie du r1seau solaire

de Marecs-A a 6td enregistree en mars
dernier lors d'une forte 6ruption solaire.

L'1nergie produite par le r4seau solaire
s'en est trouv6e ramende d un niveau
qui ne permet plus d'assurer une

capacitd de t1l5communications
suffisante pour les objectifs op6rationnels
d'lnmarsat. ll a donc 6t6 d6cid6
d'interrompre le service du satellite au-

dessus de I'oc6an Pacifique et de le

ramener d une position de I'orbite
g5ostationnaire d'oD il assure une

couverture europ5enne. La manoeuvre
s'est achevOe d la mi-aojt et Marecs-A

esf d6sormais d poste e 20oE, ou l'on
espdre pouvoir I'utiliser pour des
expdriences et des d4monslraflons de
t6l5communications du service mobile
par satellite.

Marecs-]2 continue d'€tre exploit6 en

tant que satellite principal d'lnmarsat
dans la region ouest de l'Atlantique. Son

fonctionnement a 6t6 sans histoire et la
charge utile est toujours configur1e en

mode haute puissance, de capacitd
renforcde.

ECS
Les quatre safe//i/es de la serie ECS

continuent de fonctionner normalement
et, dans certains cas, au-deld des

spdcifications Au total, 42 r6p6teurs sur

les 54 qui ont 6t6 mis en orbite d bord
de safe//ites ECS sonf encore
op6rationnels.

La position actuelle des sate//ltes esf /a
suivante:

ECS 7 16"E
t\-J-z z-tr
ECS 4 7"E
EFS-s 21,sOE

ECS-I devrait rester operailonnel en

1991 et pendant une partie de I'ann6e
1992. ll a dejd ddpass6 de p/us de
quinze mois sa dur6e de vie initialement
prdvue.

En juin 1991 , ECS-2 est ariv6 sans
probldmes au terme de Ia dur6e de vie

qui lui avait 6t6 fix6e. ll devrait toutefois
rester op6rationnel au moins jusqu'd la
fin de 1992.

Soho
La phase de r6alisation principale
(phase-C/D) dont Matra est le contractant
principal se ddroule sans probldme
particulier. Les questlons d'ordre
technique mlses en 1vidence par la

revue de conception systdme de la
misslon sont actuellement trait1es.

Aprds la signature du contrat Matra le

11 juillet 1991 ,les ndgociations avec la
plupart des sous-tralta nts devraient €tre

achevdes pour la fin de I'ann6e.

Les imp1ratifs techniques ont 6t6

rationalisds el /es brlans de masse,

de pulssance et autres du sysfdme
soigneusement etudi1s afin de veiller d
I'existence de marges sufflsantes. Le

bilan de masse s'esf am6lior6, mais I'on
continue d'1tudier Ia possibilitd de
mettre en oeuvre des mesures
suppl6mentaires.

La rdunion de d6marrage lanceur avec
la NASA (approvisionnement d'un
lanceur Atlas llAS) et General Dynamics
s'est tenue d la mr-juin La plupart des
paramdtres d'interface ont fait I'objet
d'un accord et il ne resle pas de
probldme majeur d r1soudre.

Les sp1cifications de I'enregistreur sur

bande (Odetics, USA,), de |amplificateur
haute puissance (Cubic, USA) et du
suiveur solaire de pointage fin (Adcole,

USA) ont 6fd passdes en revue et
devraient 6tre sign6es d I'automne
Les travaux sur /es activit1s en vol et
sur la mise en place du secteur sol

ont fortement progress1; des r1unions
rassemblant I'industrie et les exp€rimen-
tateurs sont programmdes d intervalles
r6guliers afin d'assurer une mise en
place harmonieuse des 6l6ments des
secfeurs spatial et terrien.

La charge utile de Soho est en avance
sur son programme de ddveloppement.
La sixidme rdunion du Groupe de travail
scientifique s'esf tenue d I'ESTEC du
5 au 7 juin; I'accent a 6t6 mis
principalement sur Ia proprete et la
qualit6 de pointage. L'incidence sur Ia

stabilitd de pointage (d court, moyen et
long terme) de I'interaction des 6l6ments
structurels et thermiques fait l'objet d'une
attention soutenue car elle constitue un

6l6ment d1terminant de la conceotion du
satellite.
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Hipparcos
On 8 August, the Hipparcos astrometry
satellite completed its second year in

orbit, and by the end of November it will
have been accumulating high quality
scientific data for two years Continuous
support from the Odenwald, Perth and
Goldstone stations means that. desoite its
10.6 h orbit, Hipparcos remains in contact
with the ground for 900/o of the time, and
scientific data is accumulated for some
60-650/o of the time

Operations now continue on a more-or-

less routine basis, Solar-array power
and gas supplies for attitude control are
consistent with a lifetime extendinq to the
end of 1993

Two on-board gyroscopes have
given problems, and the satellite is now
operating without redundant gyros
However, first tests carried out in mid-

August on a realtime attitude-control
system running without information from
the spin-axis gyro were very promising
Replacing the gyro signal with
information from an accurate calibration
of the gas-jet thruster impulses and a

model of the satellite perturbing torques,

serves to preserve a real{ime knowledge
of the spinning satellite's attitude to the
.1 arcsec rms level necessary to point

the onboard detection system to the
programme stars This contingency mode
will only be implemented in the event of
further gyro malfunctions.

The processing of the Hipparcos satellite

data by the three data-reduction groups

- NDAC, FAST and TDAC - is

proceeding to schedule, with the first full-

scale 'sphere solution' using one
complete year of satellite data expected
to be completed by the end of 1991 .

All indications are that the quality of the
resulting stellar reference frame, and the
resulting positions, proper motions and
parallaxes, as well as information on
photometry and multiple stars, will now
meet the pre-launch exoectations

Marecs
Marecs-A suffered another solar-array

anomaly in March of this year, during a

time of high solar-storm activity. The
power available from the solar array was

thereby reduced to a level where it is no

longer possible to sustain sufficient
communications capacrty for Inmarsat's
operational purposes. lt was therefore
decided to remove the spacecraft from
service above the Pacific Ocean and to
move it back to a geostationary orbital
position providing European coverage
The manoeuvre was comoleted in mid-

August and Marecs-A is now located
at 20oE, where it is hoped to use it
for satellite mobile communications
exoerimentation and demonstrations

Marecs-B2 has continued to be operated
as the lnmarsat orime soacecraft in the
Atlantic West Region. Operations have

been uneventful and the payload is still

configured in enhanced-capacity, high-
power mooe.

ECS
All four spacecraft in the ECS series

continue to function satisfactorily, and in

some cases beyond specification. A total

of 42 of the 54 transponders put into

orbit aboard ECS spacecraft are still

operational

The present spacecraft locations are:

ECS-1 is now expected to remain

operational for the rest of 1991 and part

of 1992 lt has already exceeded its
design lifetime by fifteen months.

ECS-2 successfully completed its design
lifetime in June 1991 , but is expected to
remain operational at least until the end
of 1992.

Soho
The main development phase (Phase-

C/D) with Matra as the Prime Contractor,
is proceeding without major problems.
The technical issues identified by the
Mission System Design Review are being
tackled

Following signature of the contract with
Matra on 11 July, negotiations with most
subcontractors are scheduled to be
completed by the end of 1991.

The technical requirements have been
streamlined and the mass, power and
other system budgets have been carefully
scrutinised to ensure that there are
sufficient margins The mass budget has
improved, but the implementation of
some further measures is still being
pursued.

The launcher kick-off meeting with NASA
(procuring the Atlas llAS launcher from
General Dynamics) and General
Dynamics was held in mid-June Most

interface parameters were agreed and no

major problems remain

The Soho spacecraft

Le v1hicule spatla/ Soho

t\-J- |

tr\-J-Z
ECS-4

trtJJ-c

1 60E
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Ioutes /es expdrrences sonf d un slade
avancd de mise au point technique et
quelq ues experimentateurs ont ddja
proc6d6 d des essarrs sur des moddles
structurels

Cluster
Depuis Ie debut de Ia phase C/D, on a
fait des progrds sur la consolidation de la
conception technique de r1fdrence au
niveau du vdhicule spatial et du segment
sol ainsi que sur la finalisation de la

conception ddtaill6e

Les travaux sur le moddle de structure
ont bien avanc1 avec un programme

d'essars qui doit d1marrer au ddbut
du mois de mars 1992 L'industrie a

d6ploy6 des eflorls importants pour
maintenir le calendrier en d6pit du
demarrage tardif de la phase C/D (mi-

avril au lieu du 1er fdvrier comme prdvu

dans le planning).

On est en tratn d'examrner de prds /e

moddle technologique pour assurer la

livraison en temps voulu de lous /es

sous-sysfdmes. Le programme suit
actuellement Ie planning 1tabli.

La rdalisation des instruments
scientifiques progresse selon le

calendrier, la livraison des moddles
technologiques correspondants devant
avoir lieu d la mi-1992. Les rnslrumenfs

du moddle technologique r6ahs6s dans
la cadre du Consortium de I'expdrience
sur /es ondes onl subi ensemble, avec

succds, /es essals en juillet 1991

La decision de faire voler Cluster sur
Ariane-5 Apex (vol V502) a 6td annoncde
en juillet Cette configuration comprend
le s.atellite Amsat PSD comme passager

et les ndgocialions sonf en cours pour
d6cider de I'interface finale entre les
rlar tv nrniaalc

La rdunion de ddmarrage formel pour
/e Systeme de donndes scientifiques
de Cluster s'esl lenue rdcemment en
pr1sence de reprlsentanfs de tous

/es Centres de donn1es nationaux
s6lectionn6s. A la suite d'une conception
plus ddtaill1e au niveau systdme,

commencera la phase de mise en

oeuvre d la mi1992 pour s'assurer que le

systdme sera disponible pour la date de
Iancement de Cluster prdvue pour
la fin de 1995
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La mission Cluster

rso
Les travaux sur /es quatre instruments
scientifiques progressent correctement.
Les moddles de vol en sont d I'essai final
et d l'6talonnage. Des moddles de vol de
rechange sont en cours d'assemblage
pour trois instruments scientifiques tandrs
que I'equipe ISOCAM 1value la possibilit6

d'utiliser son moddle de qualification

comme rechange de vol.

Le moddle de d1veloppement du module
de charge utile a 6t6 livr6 au contractant
pilncipal et assembll depuis lors au

moddle structu rel/thermique du mod ule

de servitude Ce moddle du sysfdme de
satellite complet contient des 6l6ments
1lectriques tnertes, avec /es

caract6ristiques de masse el de
propri1tds thermiques ll sera soumis en

octobre d des essals de qualification

mdcaniques, acoustiques et en vibration.

Ioufes /es unites du sous-systdme

1lectrique en sont aux essais de qualifi-

cation finale Les unifds du modele de
vol seront livr1es pour int1gratron au
cours des mois qui viennent.

L'1lectronique des gyroscopes a posd un

certain nombre de probldmes de
conceotion de d1tail au cours des essals

de quafification; l/s sont en cours de
solution. Sur le moddle de vol, les

vannes d'hdlium du cryostat du module
charge utile ne prdsentent pas une
6tanch6it6 suffisante et ont 6E
endommag6es aprds avoir 6td
actionn6es un certain nombre de fois.

Les essarS ont 1galement montrd que la
oeinture noire sodcialement mise au
point n'adhdrait pas correctement aux
jambes du tr1pied du t1lescope qui
porte le miroir secondaire lors des
cycl ages th e rm iq u es au x tem p6 ratu res

de I'h1lium liquide. Ces lrors probldmes
techniques ont 6td attentivement 6tudi6s
et certains progrds ont 6t6 d6jd fatts,

mais le souci demeure de trouver des
so/utions qui 1vitent de trop grands
retards de calendrier.

Des reyues de qualification ont 6td

syst1matiquement men1es sur fous /es

sous-sysldmes du sale//ile et /es

instruments scientifiques aprds /es essar.s

de qualification. Ces revues devraient
€tre achevdes dans leur totalit1 avant Ia

revue de conception du mat1nel au
niveau systdme de ddcembre, procharne
revue officielle de I'Agence qui permettra
d'6valuer l'6tat de qualification du satellite
complet et le bien fondd de Ia

conception du moddle de vol

La rdalisation du secteur so/ progresse
de fagon safisfar,sante et la constitutton
de I'6quipe op1rationnelle scientifique
s'acc6ldre. L'6quipe de projet continue
de travailler dans la perspective d'un
Iancement toujours fix6 en mai 1993.
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The specifications for the Tape Recorder
(Odetics, USA), the High-Power Amplifier
(Cubic, USA) and the Fine-Pointing

Sun Sensor (Adcole. USA) have been
reviewed and are planned to be signed
in the Autumn Work on the flight
operations and on implementing the
ground segment has progressed
considerably; meetings including Industry
and Exprimenters are scheduled at
regular intervals to ensure a smooth
buildup in the designs of the space and
ground segments

The Soho payload is well ahead in its

planned development. The sixth Science
Working Group meeting took place in

ESTEC (NL) on 5-7 June; major
emphasis was directed to cleanliness and
pointing performance The effect
on pointing stability (short-, medium-
and long{erm) of the interaction of
structural/thermal elements is a source of
continued attention as it constitutes a
design driver for the spacecraft.

All experiments are in an advanced stage
of engineering and a few experimenters
have already conducted tests on
structural models

Cluster
Progress since the start of the main

development phase (Phase-C/D) has

concentrated on the consolidation of the
technical baseline for the soacecraft and
ground segment and the finalisation of
detailed design

The structural-model programme is

well underway with the test programme

expected to commence in early March
1992 There has been extensive effort in

industry to maintain the original planned

dates desoite the later start of Phase-C/D
(mid-April compared with the original
plan of 1 February).

The engineering-model programme is

under scrutiny to ensure timely delivery
of all subsystems. Currently the prog-
ramme is being maintained as planned.

The development of the scientific
instruments is proceeding on schedule
with engineering models due for delivery
in mid-1992. The engineering-model
instruments within the Wave Exoeriment
Consortium group were successfully
tested together in July 1991

The formal selection of Cluster for
Ariane-S Apex flight V502 was announ-
ced in July. The V5O2 configuration
includes Amsat PSD as a passenger, and
discussions are taking place to finalise

the detailed interfaces between the two
projects.

The forrnal kick-off meeting for the
Cluster Science Data System took place
recently, with representatives present
from all of the selected National Data

Centres. Following a more detailed
system-level design, the implementation
phase will commence in mid-1992 to

ensure that the system will be ready for
the Cluster launch date in late 1995

tso
The four scientific instruments are making
good progress Flight models
are in final testing and calibration
Flight-spare models are being assembled
for three scientific instruments and the
ISOCAM team is evaluating the possibility
of using its qualification model as a
flight-spare.

The payload-module development model
has been delivered to the Prime

Contractor and has since been mated

with the service module structural/thermal
model. This model of the complete
satellite system contains mass/thermal
dummies for the electrical units lt will be
submitted to mechanical, acoustic and
vibration qualification testing in October.

All electrical subsystem units are in final
qualification testing The flight-model units
will be delivered for integration
over the coming months The gyroscope
electronic control units revealed a
number of detail design problems during
qualification testing which are presently
being resolved.

The flighfmodel helium valves of the
payload-module cryostat showed

excessive leakage and also exhibited
damage after many actuations Tests also
showed that the specially developed
black paint does not adhere properly to
the telescope tripod legs holding the
secondary mirror when cycled down to
liouid-helium temoeratures. These three
technical problems have received
considerable attention and some
progress towards solving them has

already been made. A major concern
is to identify solutions that will avoid

excessive schedule delavs.

Qualification reviews for all satellite

subsystems and scientific instruments
are being held systematically after

comoletion of the oualification tests, All

such reviews should be completed before
the System Hardware Design Review in

December, the next formal ESA review,

which will assess the qualification status
of the complete satellite and the
adequacy of the flight-model design

Progress on the ground segment is

satisfactory and the build-up of the
science operations team is accelerating
The project continues to work towards a
planned May 1993 launch date

Huygens
The Huygens detailed-definition phase
(Phase-B1) was concluded late April with

a System Requirements Review. The
Review Board agreed, in general, with

the findings of the specialist review
oanels that the ESA reouirements for
the Probe system and experiment
accommodation had been satisfactorily
interpreted by industry and that a sound
technical baseline had been established.
Phase-B2, which concentrates upon
detailed subsystem specification and the
formation of the potential industrial team
for the development and manufacturing
phase, was subsequently authorised to

SIAN.

Whilst system design core activities
have continued at a determined pace,

the efforts to form the full industrial team
have overshadowed other work The

documentation to enable subsystem
orocurement has been distributed to
potential subcontractors, inviting either
competitive or direct-negotiation bids, as
appropriate, to be submitted to the Prime

Contractor for evaluation Successful
bidders will be progressively included in

the industrial team and, depending on
the exigencies of their work, be awarded
formal contractual subcontractor status
with authority to start detailed definition,
and in some cases advanced Phase-

C/D, tasks. By the time the Probe system
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) is held
in mid-October, to evaluate the technical
baseline upon which the Phase-C/D
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Huygens
La phase de d1finition d6taill6e (phase

87) s'esf achev1e fin avril par une revue
des imp6ratifs systdme. La commission
de revue a rejoint dans l'ensenble les

conclusions des groupes de revue
spdcr,a/rs6s selon lesquelles les imp6ratifs
de I'Agence concernant /e systdme de
sonde et Ie logement des exp1riences
ava.it 6t6 interpr6t6s de fagon

safrsfaisanfe par I'industrie et une base
de r6f6rence saine 6tait ainsi pos6e.

Autorisation a donc 6td donn1e de
lancer la phase 82, ayant pincipalement
pour objet la sp5cification d6taill6e des
sous-sysfdmes et /a consfltution de
l'1quipe industrielle qui mdnera la phase

de d6veloppement et de fabrication.

Alors que /es actlvltds centrales de
conception systdme se sont poursuivies

d un rythme soutenu, il semble que

le travail fourni afin de constituer l'lquipe
industrielle compldte ait rejetd dans
I'ombre d'autres travaux. La

documentation devant autoilser
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I' approvisionnement des sous-sysfdmes a

6t6 commu niqude aux sous-lraltants
ootentiels. leur demandant de soumettre
au contractant principal pour 1valuation
des offres concurrentielles ou de grd d

916, selon /e cas. Les soumtSslonnalres

retenus entreront prog ressivement dans
l'1quipe industrielle et pourront, selon

/es exigences de leurs travaux, se voir

attribuer un statut de sous-traitant
contractuel avec autorisation de
ddmarrer la ddfinition d6taill6e et, dans
certains cas, des tdches anticip6es
de phase C/D. Lorsque la revue de
conception pr6liminaire (PDB) du
sysfdme sonde se tiendra d Ia mi-octobre
afin d'1valuer la base de r4fdrence
technique sur laquelle sera fond6e I'offre
industrielle de phase C/D, /es sous-

traitants des sous-sysfdmes et /es

fou rnisseu rs d' 6q u i pe ments seront
connus dans leur majorite.

Les travaux mends sur /es exp1riences
ont suffisamment progressd pour que

des PDR soient conduites au sujet de
foufes ies expdriences en ao]t et

ISO development model at Aerospatiale in

Cannes (F)

Moddle de developpement d'lSO d

I'A6 rospatiale, Can nes

septembre. Les revues ont donnd des
rdsultats variables, exigeant dans
certains cas des mesures de la part de
I'Agence, de I'industile el des groupes
' Experiences' competents.

Nous sommes dans I'attente d'une
ddcision qui pourrait avoir de lourdes
cons6quences pour la mission Huygens/
Cassrnl. Nul n'ignore que les crddits
attribuds par le gouvernement US aux
programmes de technologie ont 6td

fortement amput1s en 1992, ce qui aura

in1vitablement des incidences sur /a
NASA ef le Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Diff6rents sc6narios sont d I'examen d la
NASA afin d'attdnuer le plus possib/e /es

consdquences de ces r1ductions, mais il
semblerait que les mssions Cassini/
CRAF devront subir certains afusfements.

La situation sera p/us claire en octobre
lorsque /es comifEs US compdtents se

seront r1unis.

XMM
Les rdsu/fats des travaux de
d6veloppement menes sur /es

technologies en concurrence pour la

fabrication de I'optique rayons X trds

ambitieuse de la mission XMM ont fait
|objet en juin dernier d'une revue de
conception de la base de r6f6rence.

La commission de revue a recommand6
le choix de Ia technologie 'nickel

monolithique' au lieu de celle du CFRP
provisoirement envisag5e comme base
de la poursuite des travaux en vue de la
production d'un moddle de ddvelop-
pement de miroir. // s'est av6r6 que la
technologie du nickel monolithique
prdsentait les meilleures propri6tds et
que son proc6d6 de fabrication 6tait
moins complexe, bien qu'entrainant un

accroissement de la masse. L'6tude de
certai nes autres tech nologles sera
poursuivie d titre de so/uflons de repli
posslb/es

La mise au point des lnstrumenfs se
poursuit comme prdvu, les montages sur
table devant €tre livr1s fin 1992 pour les

essals aux rayons X du moddle de
ddveloppement du miroir.
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industrial offer will be founded, the
majority of subsystem subcontractors and

equipment suppliers will have been
identified

Work on the experiments has progressed
to the point where PDRs have been
conducted for all experiments during
August and September. The reviews
produced mixed results, requiring some
actions from ESA, industry and the
experiment groups concerned.

Looming on the horizon is a decision that
could have important consequences for
the Huygens/Cassini mission. lt is well
known that US Government funding for
technology programmes in 1992 has

been drastically reduced, with unavoid-
able impacts for NASA and Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Various
scenarios are being rigorously assessed
by NASA to mitigate the effects of the
cuts as much as possiL,le, but it would
seem that the Cassini/CRAF missions will
be faced with some adjustment. The
situation will become clearer in October
after the relevant US Committees have
met.

XMM
The results of the develooment activities
on the competing technologies to be
used to manufacture the very demanding
X-ray imaging optics for the High-
Throughput X-Ray lVission (XMM) were
subject to a Baseline Design Review in

late June The Review Board recom-
mended selection of the monolithic nickel

technology instead of the previous CFRP

technology as the technological basis on

which to proceed further with the
production of a Mirror Development
Model The monolithic nickel technology
demonstrated the best performance and
has a less complex manufacturing
process, although at the expense of
greater mass Some of the other
technologies will continue to be pursued
for the time being as potential back-ups

Development of the instruments conf
inues as planned, with optical bread-
board units due to be delivered in late

1992 for X-ray testing with the Mirror
Development Model.

ERS
ERS-1
Following the agreement between the
Project and Arianespace on the new
launch date of 17 July, the second
launch campaign was carried out within
the planned 19 days. The satellite re-

testing programme was complicated by
its fuelled state and corresponding safety
restrrctions, but virtually all functions and
redundancies were re-checked

The Ariane V44 launch carrying ERS-1

and four microsatellites, took place as
planned at the first attempt on 17 July
1991, with a lift-off 0.65 s atter the
opening of the launch window at 01 h

46 min 31 s (Universal Time)

Early-orbit operations were complicated
by several unexpected events, including
loss of contact with the NOAA Fairbanks

Ground Station. blocking of one of the

Wind-Scatterometer's antenna move-

ments, blinding of the earth horizon

sensor, and failure of the attitude-control
system to converge to fine-pointing
mode All major problems were, how-

ever, overcome within the first 48 h after
launcn.

Following successful initial orbit-
correction manoeuvres and full checkout
of all spacecraft functions, a two-week
period of payload switch-on and
functional verification was started on

22 July. This confirmed that all instru-

ments were performing satisfactorily in

all modes

Initial products from the RA (ocean

and ice), AMI (SAR, Wave, Wind) and
ATSR/M instruments show very good
quality, even though several instrument
parameters have not yet been optimised.

All the ESA ERS-1 ground stations and
most of the 'external' SAR stations have
been 'phased-in' and are producing
initial data products.

Engineering calibration activities have
been initiated using the SAR and
Scatterometer g round transponders.
These will be followed by the
geophysical calibration and validation
campaigns planned to begin by mid-

September

ERS-2
ERS-2 has progressed well, with the
manufacture of most platform and
payload units and subsystems close to
schedule. Delays have occurred with
some units due to quality defects in
certain batches of hi-rel components,
but this has not had any impact on the
overall programme schedule.

Contract negotiations with the Prime
Contractor are expected to be concluded
shortly.

The Request for Quotation (RFQ) for
development (Phase-C/D) of the GOME
instrument was issued to Industry at
the beginning of July, and offers are
expected by end-September.

The XMM spacecraft

Le vehicule spatial XMM
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ERS
ERS-1
L'6quipe de projet'et Arianespace s'6tant
mis d'accord sur la nouvelle date de
lancement du 17 juillet, la seconde
campagne de lancement a 6td men6e
comme prevue en 19 jours. Le nouveau
programme d'essais du satellite a et6

compliqu1 du fait que ses r6servoirs

1taient pleins et des reslrlcllons de
sdcuritd en r6sultant, mais pratiquement
toufes /es fonctions et redondances ont
dt6 soumises d une deuxrdme
vdrification.

Le lancement V44 emportant ERS-7 et
quatre microsatellites a eu lieu comme
prevu d la premidre tentative, le

17 juillet 1991 ,le d6collage intervenant

065 s aprds l'ouverture de la fen)tre de
lancement d th 46mn 37s (temps
universel).

Les opdrations de ddbut de
fonctionnement en orbite ont 6t6

compliqudes par plusieurs 6v6nements
fortuits, notamment la perte de contact
avec la staflon so/ de la NOAA d

Fairbanks, les difficultes rencontr6es lors

du d6ploiement de I'une des anlennes
du diffusiomdtre-vents, l' occultation du
d1tecteur de l'horbon terrestre et
l'incapacitd du sysfdme de commande
d'orientation d passer en mode de
pointage fin. Tous les probldmes majeurs
ont toutefois 6t6 r6solus dans /es

48 heures qui ont suivi le lancement

Aprds la bonne exdcution des premidres

manoeuvres de correction d'orbite et
la v6rification de I'ensemble des
fonctions du satellite, une p1riode

d'activation de la charge utile et de
vdrification fonctionnelle de 2 semaines a

commencd le 22 juillet. Elle a confirmd
que tous les instruments fonctionnaient
correctement en tous modes.

Les premiers produits des instruments
RA (oc6ans et glaces), AMI (SAR,

vagues, vents) et ATSR/M sonl de frds

bonne qualit1 bien qu'il reste d optimiser
certains paramdtres des lnsfrumenfs.

Ioutes /es slations so/ ES,4 d'ERS-1 et Ia
plupart des stalions SAR 'ext6rieures' ont
6t6 progressivement mises en service et
sortent les premiers produits de donndes.

Les premidres activit6s d'1talonnage
technique ont 6td conduites avec les
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rdp6teurs so/ du SAR et du diffusiomdtre.
Elles seront sulvles par les campagnes
d'1talonnage et de validation
geophysiques dont le d1marrage est fixd

^ 
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ERS-2
Le projet ERS-2 avance bien et la
fabrication de la majeure partie des
unites et sous-sysfdmes de la plate-forme

et de la charge utile respecte de lrds
prds /e calendrier Des relards ont 6t6

enregistr6s sur certaines unitds du fait
des ddfauts de qualitd que prdsentaient

certains lots de composants e haute
fiabilitd mais cela n'a eu aucune
incidence sur le calendrier global du
programme.

Les ndgociations avec le contractant
principal devraient se conclure
prochainement.

La demande de prix (RFQ) relative d la
r6alisation (phase C/D) de I'instrument
GOME a 6td envoy1e dans I'industne
ddbut juillet et /es rdponses sonl
attendues d'ici fin septembre.

EOPP
Aristoteles
Un contrat d'6tude sysfdme a 6fd
passd en preparation de la phase B

d'Aristoteles, qui devrait commencer en

1992. L'equipe industrielle diilgee par
Alenia a pour pnncipaux co-contractants
Matra, I'ONERA et Dornier.

Un contrat a 6te attribue d /ONERA pour
la poursuite du pr5d6veloppement de
I'acc6leromdtre Gradio Cet instrument
rev)t une importance capitale pour la

pr6cision des rdsultafs de la mission

Aristoteles.

L'universitd de Bologne, l'ETH de Zuich,
I'lPG de Paris ainsi que l'universit6 de
Santa Barbara (USA) se sont vu confier
une 6tude ayant pour objet d'6largir
l'1valuation des domarnes potentiels de
recherche g5ophysique au sein du
p r o g r am m e A ristoteles.

La planification et la prdparation de
l'Atelier ESAINASA sur Aristoteles qui
aura lieu d Anacapri (ltalie) les 23 et 24

septembre sont terminees Depurs /es

premiers projets d' Aristoteles, mr.sslon

commune ESA/NASA, cette r6union sera

la premidre occasion de prdsenter d la
communaut6 scientifique 6largie la

mlssion, ses ob7'ectifs scientifiques ainsi
que sa mtse en oeuvre.

M6t6osat deuxidme 96n6ration
L'appel d'offres relatif d l'6tude de phase

A du secteur spatial a 6td lancd en mai
Les proposltlons industrielles doivent 6tre

remises au plus tard la deuxidme
ouinzaine de seatembre L'6tude de
phase A de I'imageur a 6td confi6e d

Matra en juin.

En juillet, quatre propositions ont 6tO

regues au sujet de la charge utile
scientifique ou pr1opdrationnelle des

safe//ifes de deuxidme g6n6ration

Elles ont fait I'objet d'une 1valuation
technique, l'1valuation compldte (y
compris /es aspecls scientifiques) devant
€tre achev6e en septembre.

POEM-1
Les activltds pr1paratoires de I'EOPP

ayant trait e POEM-I se sonf achev6es
en aojt par la passation du contrat de
phase B Les autres activitds s'inscrivent
dans le cadre du nouveau programme
prdparatoire de POEM-1 (vorr ct'-dessous).

Les travaux accomplis par le consortium
maitre d'oeuvre au cours de la deuxidme
extension de Ia phase A onl consrsld d

d1finir les bases de rdfdrence de chaque
instrument pour la phase B, 6laborer
des p/ans de montage sur table et
6tudier les variantes envisageables pour
la composition de r6f6rence de Ia charge
utile M1

Campagnes
Des experts ont 6td sdlectionn6s d

I'issue d'une offre de participation pour
prendre part d I'analyse des r6sultafs de
Ia Campagne europdenne de d6tection
par lidar a1roportd (ELAC).

La ddfinition et la planification d'une
cam pag ne a6 ropo rt6e d 6 nom m 6e

SAREX-92, qui a pour objet d'amdliorer
l'interprdtation des donndes radar et
optiques enregistrdes au-dessus des
for1ts tropicales humides d'Am1rique du
Sud, ont 6ld mrses en route Les vols

devraient avoir lieu en avril 1992. Cette
campagne se ddroule en coop6ration
avec la campagne TREES de Ia

Com mission des Comm u naut1s
europ6ennes (JRC).
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EOPP
Aristoteles
A system study contract has been
initiated in preparation for the Aristoteles
Phase-B, which is foreseen to start in

1992. The industrial team, led by Alenia,

has Matra, Onera and Dornier as key

co-contraclors.

A contract has been initiated with Onera
for the continuation of Gradio Acceler-
ometer ore-develooment. This instrument
will be a key factor in the accuracy of
the final results obtained from the
Aristoteles mission

A study has been initiated with the
University of Bologna, ETH Zurich,
IPG Paris and the University of Santa

Barbara (USA) to extend the evaluation
of potential geophysical research areas
with the Aristoteles mission.

Planning and preparatron have been
completed for the ESA/NASA/Aristoteles
Workshop taking place on 23124

September in Anacapri (l). lt will provide

the first opportunity since Aristoteles was
planned as a joint ESA/NASA under-
taking, to present the mission, its

scientific objectives and its planned

implementation to the wider scientific
community,

Meteosat Second Generation
The Invitation to Tender (lTT) for the
space-segment Phase-A study was
issued in May. The industrial proposals

are due in the second half of September.
The lmager Phase-A study was initiated

with Matra in June.

Four proposals were received in July for
the scientific or pre-operational payload

on MSG They have been evaluated
technically and the full assessment,

including scientific aspects, is due to be

comoleted in September.

POEM-1
The EOPP preparatory activities for
POEM-1 were comoleted with the kick-off
of the Phase-B contract in August. The

further activities are covered by the new
POEM-1 Preparatory Programme (see

below).

Work completed by the prime consortium
during the second Phase-A Extension

has included the establishment of Phase-

B baselines for each instrument. the

establishment of breadboarding plans,

and the investigation of a number of
variants of the baseline Ml pavload

complement.

Campaigns
Via an Announcement of Opportunity
(AO) procedure, investigators have been

selected to participate in the analyses of

the results of the European Lidar Aircraft

Campaign (ELAC).

Definition of and planning for an aircraft
campaign called SAREX-92 have been
initiated, the objectives of which are to
improve the interpretation of radar and
optical data on the South American
tropical rain forests. The flight activities
are planned to take place in April 1992.

This campaign is a cooperative venture
with the CEC's TREES Campaign (JRC)

POEM-I Prepara-
tory Programme

The Project Team to manage this new
Preparatory Programme has been set up
and the mission's Phase-B was initiated

in August. The baselines for the instru-

ments and for variants of the payload

complement have been established
during the EOPP POEM-1 Phase-A

Extension, which has now been

comoleted.

The MIMR Phase-B orooosal has been
received and evaluated and the Phase-B

kick-off is now imminent

The Ground-Segment Phase-B RFQ has

been oreoared for formal issue.

Polar Platform
The Polar Platform Phase-C/D activities
have continued in order to imolement
the technical and development baseline.

A significant milestone was reached with

the Baseline Consolidation Review,

during which the PPF design baseline
was consolidated and the majority of the
top-level industrial documents (specific-

ations and plans) were approved by the
Agency.

Detailed design of the structure and
Mechanical Ground-Support Equipment
(MGSE) has progressed in phase with

the Polar Platform's structural-model
schedule

Long-lead item and component
procurement has been initiated for the
Service Module units in order to match
its protoflight model's schedule.

For the structure, a number of develop-
ment models for panels and the central
tube of the payload carrier have been
manufactured.

In parallel, price and contractual
negotiations have been taking place

which are now in their final stages.

Meteosat
MOP-2, now known as Meteosat-S, is

now stationed at 4oW as the in-orbit
spare. A small image instability is under
investigation. Meteosat-4 is presently

being used as the operational unit

Meteosat3 has reached its new position

of 50oW, where it is being operated for
Eumetsat for the Atlantic Data Coveraqe
mtsston.

The third and last satellite for the Meteo-

sat Operational Programme, MOP-3,

is scheduled for launch in Seotember
1993 The intervening period is being

used for upgrading the ground-support

equipment and correction of the black-
body calibration mechanism which
showed indications of improper operation
on Meteosat-4. Detailed analyses and
metallurgical examinations indicated a
tendency for contacting surfaces in the
mechanism to 'stick' A new set of
surfaces have now been space-qualified
and are being installed in MOP-3's
radiometer.

Earthnet
Acquisition, archiving, processing and
distribution of data from the Landsat,
Spot, MOS and Tiros satellites have

been regularly carried out at the network
stations.

Following NOAA-12's successful launch
in May and NOAA-I0's retirement,

Earthnet's handling of the Tiros mission

will be based on a morning acquisition
from NOAA-12 and an afternoon
acouisition from NOAA-11. The Earthnet
Tiros Coordinated Network, including
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Programme pr6para-
toire de POEM-1
L'1quipe de projet charg6e de g6rer ce
nouveau programme prdparatoire a 6t6
constitude et la phase B de la mrssion
lancde en ao]t. Les bases de rdf1rence
des instruments entrant dans la
composition de la charge utile et de
leurs variantes ont 6td 1tablies au cours
de l'extension de Ia phase A de
POEM-I , qul esf maintenant termin1e.

La proposition de phase B portant sur
Ie radiomdtre imageur hypeirdquences
multifrequences (MIMR) a ete reQue et
6valude. Le lancement de la ohase B est
imminent

La demande de prix relative d la phase
B du secteur sol a 6td pr1par1e en vue

de son envoi officiel.

Plate-forme polaire
Les activit6s de phase C/D de la plate-
forme polaire se sont poursuivies en vue

de la mise en oeuvre de la base de
rdf1rence technique et du ddvelop-
pement. Une 6tape importante a 6td
franchie avec la revue de consolidation
de la base de r1fdrence, au cours de
laquelle la conception de r6f6rence de
la plate-forme a 6t6 consolid6e et la
majorit6 des documents lndustrlels de
haut niveau (spdcifications et plans) ont
6td approuvds par I'Agence.

La conception ddtaill6e de Ia structure et
des moyens sol mdcaniques (MGSE) a

progressd en phase avec celle du
moddle structurel de la olate-forme.

L'approvisionnement des articles d
long ddlai de livraison et des
composants du module de servitude a

6td lanc6 conformdment aux impdratifs
du calendiler du prototype de vol.

En ce qui concerne la structure, il a 6t6
fabriqu1 un certain nombre de moddles
de d6veloppement correspondant aux
panneaux et au tube central de I'6l6ment
porteur de Ia charge utile.

Les ndgociations tarifaires et
contractuelles mendes en oaralldle sont
en voie d'achdvement.

M6t6osat
MOP-2, ddsormais ddnommd Mdt6osat-5,
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est maintenant placd d 4"O en tant
qu'unit6 de rdserve en orbite. On

recherche actuellement /es causes de /a

l1gdre instabilit6 d' image. M6t6osat-4
sert actuellement d' unitd oodrationnelle.

Mdt6osat-3 a atteint son nouveau poste
e 50oO od 17 est exploit1 pour le compte
d'Eumetsat dans le cadre de Ia mission
'Couverture des donndes de I'Atlantioue'.

Le lancement du troisidme et dernier
moddle de vol du Programme M6t6osat
opdrationnel, MOP-3, esf fixd a

septembre 1993. D'icild, on procdde d

la mise d hauteur des lquipemenls de
soutien au sol et d Ia correction du
m6canisme d'1talonnage sur le corps
noir, celui de Mdt6osat-4 ayant montrd
des signes de dysfonctionnement.
L'analyse ddtaill1e et I'examen
mdtallurgique ont fait apparaitre que
/es surfaces de contact du m1canisme
avaient tendance d 'coller'. Aprds avoir
subi /es essals de qualification pour
I'espace, un nouveau /ol de surfaces esf
en cours d'installation sur le radiomdtre
de MOP-3.

Earthnet
Les sfatlons du r6seau procddent
rdgulidrement d I'acquisition, d
l'archivage, au traitement et d la diffusion
des donn6es des safe//ites Landsat,
SPOT, MOS et Tiros.

Le satellite NOAA-12 ayant 6td lancd
avec succds en mai et le NOAA 10 ayant
6td retird du service, la gestion de la

mission Tiros par Earthnet se fera sur la
base de I'acqubitbn des donn6es
NOAA-12 Ie matin ef ce//es de NOAA-I1
I'aprds-dd. Le rdseau coordonn1 Tiros

d'Earthnet, avec la station de Dundee
(Ecosse) a continud d acqu6rir et d
archiver rdgulidrement les donndes HRPT
de la NOAA. Le transfert des donndes
des stalions de Nairobi, de I'Agrhymet
de Niamey et de La Rdunion vers

Frascati pour archivage et redistribution
se fait maintenant r6gulidrement.

Un dialogue s'est engag6 avec la
Commission europdenne (DG VllI/CCE)

au sujet du soutien que pourrait apporter
la CCE d la gestion des sfaflons Tiros de
la NOAA en Afrique - notamment pour
l'acquisition des donn6es d Maspalomas
et pour |archivage de donn6es, la
production de donndes d visualisation

rapide et la mise d jour de catalogues d

Maspalomas, Niamey, Nairobi et la
R6union. Cette coop6ration pou rrait
1galement s'1tendre it la mise d hauteur
de Ia Station de Cotopaxi pour que celle-
ci pursse recevoir, archiver et distribuer
/es donn6es AVHBR de la NOAA.
L' 1tablissement d' une installation de
traitement des donn5es AVHRR et EBS-7
qui serait analogue d cel/es qui sont
propos6es pour le proTet IREES est
1galement d I'examen.

Dans Ie cadre du projet TREES, un poste
de travail AVHRR/SAR a 6te installe et
inaugurd en juillet au Centre r1gional de
t6l6d6tection de Nairobi. Un deuxidme
systdme sera envoyd au Centre INPE de
Cachoeira Paulista (Br6sil).

A la suite de la ddfinition des imp6ratifs
techniques et financiers d'un R1seau

europden de donndes sur l'enilron-
nement d l'1chdle du globe, un contrat
sera bient6t conclu avec un consortium
dirig6 par /a Swedish Space Corporation.
En m6me femps, des activit6s
communes avec la CCE se poursuivent
pour veiller d ce que cette initiative soit
conduite sur la base d'une association
en cooperation.

Des confrats d' approvisionnement
en r1cepteurs, synchroniseurs de
s6quences, etc. ont dt6 passds pour
la mise d hauteur du r4seau en vue de
la rdception des donndes du satellite
japonais J E,CS 7 et de Landsaf-6. Des
n6gociations sonf en cours sur la mise
au point de logiciels et I'int1gration des
diverses i n stal lati o n s.

Le contrat Eurimage relatif d la
distribution des produits Earthnet (autres
que ceux d'ERS-7) a 6td reconduit.

En ce qui concerne la mission SeaWfs
de la NASA, dont le lancement est prdvu
en aolt 1993, Ia participation d'Earthnet
d la gestion de ses donn1es en Europe
est proposde d la NASA au titre d'un
programme conjoint ESA/CCE.

Les premiers rdsu/tats d'ERS-1 ont 6td
prdsenlds par Ie Directeur g1neral de
I'ESA, M. J.-M. Luton, et par le Sous-
secretaire d'Etat italien, M. L. Saporito,
au cours d'une conf1rence de presse
organisde le 4 septembre d I'ESRIN
(Frascati, ltalie).
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Dundee in Scotland, has continued with

regular acquisition and archiving of

NOAA HRPT data. Data transfer from the
Nairobi, Niamey-Agrimet and La Reunion

stations to Frascati for archiving and
redistribution is now routine.

A dialogue has been initiated with the
European Commission (CEC DG Vlll)
concerning possible CEC support for

the handling of the NOAA Tiros stations

in Africa - in particular, data acquisition
at Maspalomas, and data archiving
and quick-look/catalogue generation at

Maspalomas, Niamey, Nairobi and
La Reunion. This coooeratton could also

be extended to include the upgrading of

the Cotopaxi station to receive, archive
and distribute NOAA AVHRR data. The

establishment of an AVHRR and ERS-1

data-processing facility similar to those
proposed within the TREES Project is

also being considered.

As part of the TREES Project, an

AVHRR/SAR work station was lnstalled

and inaugurated in July at the Nairobi

Regional Remote-Sensing Centre. A

second system will be shipped to Brazil's

INPE Facility at Cachoeira Paulista.

The definition of the technical and
financial requirements for a European
Global Environmental Data Network has

led to a contractual action now being
finalised with a consortium led by the

Swedish Space Corporation In parallel, a
joint effort with the CEC is continuing to
ensure that this initiative is carried out on

a cooperative-partnership basis.

Contracts have been placed for receivers,

frame-synchronisers, etc. for upgrading
the network for the Japanese J-ERS-1

and Landsat-6 satellites. Negotlations are

in hand for software development and for
integration of the various facilities.

The Eurimage contract for the distribution
of Earthnet (other than ERS-1) products

has been renewed.

Within the framework of the NASA

SeaWifs mission, foreseen for launch
in August 1993, Earthnet involvement

to handle the data in Europe is being
proposed to NASA as a joint ESA/CEC
programme.

The first ERS-1 results from Earthnet were

presented by ESA's Director General, Mr

J-M. Luton, and the ltalian Under-

Secretary of State, Mr L Saporito, at a
Press Conference at ESRIN in Frascati (l)

on 4 September.

The Earthnet ERS-1 Central Facility
(EECF)
The Central User Service at ESRIN came

into operation in July, and the interface

between the EECF and the Mission

Management and Control Centre
(MMCC) at ESOC has been established.
All of the ESA ground stations were fully

operational by August. The links with the

German, French and British Processing

and Archiving Facilities (PAFs) are also

now operational

The first acquisition report from a
'foreign' station arrived at the EECF

from the Alaska SAR Facility in Fairbanks

on 25 August. August also saw the

establishment of the links with the ltalian

and British Meteorological Offices for the

distribution of ERS-1 LBR (Low-Bit-Rate)

Fast-Delivery (FD) Products via the

Global Telecommunication Svstem

network.

Activities at the Product Control Service
(PCS) became especially intense after

launch, ensuring routine monitoring of

the LBR FD products and in-dePth

checking of anomalies during each orbit

cycle. In particular, the PCS Verification

Mode Processor was used extensively to
validate the AMI's lmage Mode and as a
'calibration sensor'. The generation of

multitemporal SAR images which allow

the detection of variations such as tides

etc., has already demonstrated the

excellent orbital stability of the satellite

and the very encouraging capabilities of

the SAR instrument

The ERS-1 ground-station network
The ESA network
The Fucino and Maspalomas stations

started SAR data acquisition shortly after

ERS-1 's launch

Acquisition of LBR tape-recorder
dumps has been regularly carried out at

the Fucino, Maspalomas, Gatineau and

Prince Albert stations. The Fast-Delivery

Processors have been operated at

Fucino. Maspalomas and Gatineau.

A first optical disk containing LBR

telemetry data was generated at Fucino

using the Low Rate Data Transcription

Facility and forwarded to both the UK

and French PAFs.

National and foreign stations
The following stations were operational
by the end of September: Tromso,

Gatineau, Prince Albert, Alaska SAR

Facility, Hatoyama, Kumamoto, Hydera-

bad, West Freugh, Alice Springs, and

O'Higgins. Tests were also carried out

with Cuiaba (Brazil) and Cotopaxi
(Ecuador)

The ERS-1 PAF activities
The collection of ERS-1 laser tracking
data commenced at the German PAF

in July and has conttnued on a routine

basis thereafter. The first preliminary orbit

was generated from the laser quick-look

data and distributed to the EECF and to
the PAFs in early August through the
ERS-.1 network The ability to generate

SAR Precision lmage products and
Geocoded Ellipsoid Corrected Products
has been successfully demonstrated

Real fast-delivery LBR test data ingested
via the EECF-PAF link has demonstrated
the good performance of the French PAF

system. The processing chains for the

French-PAF-specific LBR products have

been tested using satellite raw data and
AMI-wind FD products at the same time
Radar Altimeter precision products have

also been made available.

At the UK PAF, the LBR product
generation of Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer (ATSR) products has

commenced, with Radar-Altimeter
product generation foreseen for October.

The SAR fast-delivery archiving and

distribution subsystem has also become

operational

Microgravity
The launch date for the lMLl Spacelab
mission is now January 1992, and
preparation of the two ESA payloads for

this mission, namely Biorack and the

Critical Point Facility, is proceeding well.

All flight hardware is at NASA/KSC and
installed in Spacelab.

The flight model of the Glove Box

developed by ESA for the USML-1

Spacelab mission (launch June 1992)

has been successfully tested and was

delivered to NASA/KSC in Seotember.

All five multi-user facilities developed by

ESA for Eureca (representing approx.
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Installation centrale ERS-1
d'Earthnet (EECF)
Le Service utilisateur central de l'ESRIN a

commencd d fonctionner en juillet et
l'inteiace entre I'EECF et Ie Centre de
ContrOle et de Gestion de la Mission
(MMCC) a /'ESOC a 6te mise en place.

L'ensemble des sfallons sol de I'ESA etait
pleinement opdrationnel en ao]t. Les
/r,arsons ayec /es Installations de
traitement et d'archivage (PAF)

allemande, frangaise et britannique sont
6galement devenues op6ration nelles.

Le premier rapport d'acquisitton d'une
station '6trangdre'esf arilv1 d I'EECF le
25 ao)t. ll provenait de I'installation SAR

d'Alaska d Fairbanks. C'est 6galement en
aolt qu'ont 6t6 1tablies les liaisons avec
/es Oflices meteorologiques italien et
britanilque pour la distribution des
produits LBR (faible debt\ e livrabon
rapide (FD) d'E,CS-7 via le reseau du
systdme mondial de t6l6comm unications.

Les actlylf6s du Service de contr6le
des produits (PCS) sonl devenues
particulidrement ntenses aprds le
Iancement; ce service devait en effet
procdder au suivi r5gulier des produits
LBR FD et d la v6rification approfondie
d'anomalies pendant chaque cycle
orbital. En particulier, /e processeur PCS
de validation a largement 6t6 utilisd pour
la mise au point de I'AMI en mode
imageur et pour le soutien des acfivlf6s
d'6talonnage. La production des images
multi-temporelles du SAR, qui permettent
de d1tecter des variations temporelles
caus6es par les mar1es, /es actiylf6s
humaines, etc., a dejd d1montrd que
la stabilite orbitale du satellite etait
excellente et que l'instrument SAR
pr1sentait des posslbrTltds frds
encourageantes.

R6seau de stations sol d'ERS-1
R6seau ESA
Les statlons de Fucino et de Maspalomas
ont commencd d acqudrir /es donn6es
SAR peu de temps aprds /e lancement
d,ERS-1.

Les statlons de Fucino, Maspalomas,
Gatineau et Prince Albert ont rdgulidre-
ment proc6d6 d I'acquidtion des
donndes LBB des enregistreurs
embarqu6s. Les prccesseurs des
donn1es d livraison rapide ont 6td utilises
d Fucino, Maspalomas et Gatineau.

Un premier disque optique contenant
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/es donndes de t6l6mesure LBR a ete
produit d. Fucino au moyen de
I'installation de transcription des donndes
d faible d6bit et transmis aux PAF
britannique et frangaise.

Stations nationales et 6trangdres
Les slaflons suiyanfes sont devenues
op6rationnelles d la fin septembre:
Tromso, Gatineau, Prince AlberL
lnstallation S,4B de I'Alaska, Hatoyama,
Kumamoto, Hyderabad, West Freugh,

Alice Springs et O'Higgins Des essals
ont 6galement 6td conduits d Cuiaba
(Brdsil) et Cotopaxi (Equateur)

Activit6s des PAF d'ERS-1
La collecte des donndes de poursuite
laser d'ERS-1 a commencd d la PAF
allemande en juillet el s'est poursuivie de
fagon rdgulidre depuis |ors. Le premier
calcul d'orbite prlliminaire a et1 fait d
partir des donndes laser d visualisation
rapide et diffuse d I'EECF et aux PAF

debut ao1t par le r6seau ERS-1 La

posslbr/rte d'1laborer des produits
d'image SAB de pr1cision et des
produits corrigds et g1ocodds a ete
ddmontrde.

Les jeux de donndes d livraison rapide
des instruments LBF qui ont 6t6 injectd
en temps rdel dans la PAF via la liaison
EECF-PAF ont montrd que la PAF
frangaise fonctionnait bien. Les
chaines de traitement des produits LBR
sp6cifiques de la PAF frangaise ont 6t6
soumises d des essais ayec des donndes
brutes du satellite ainsi qu'avec des
produits FD de I'AMI en mode yenls. Des
produits de pr6cision de I'Altimdtre radar
sont ddsormars disponibles 1galement.

A Ia PAF britannique, I'6laboratbn de
produits du Badiomdtre d balayage dans
/e sens de la trace (ATSR) a commenc1
et celle des produits de l'Althdtre radar
est prdvue pour octobre. Le sous-sysldme
d'archivage et de distribution des
donndes SAR d ilvrabon rapide est
69alement devenu op1ration nel

Microgravit6
Le lancement de la mission Spacelab
lMLl est desormais pr6vu en janvier

1992 et la prdparation des deux charges
utiles de l'Agence pour cette misslon,
d savoir le Biorack et I'installation Point

critique, progresse normalement. Tout Ie
matdrid de vol se trouve au Kennedy
Space Center et esf install1 dans le
Spacelab.

Le moddle de vol de Ia boite d ganfs
rdalis1 par I'Agence en vue de Ia mission
Spacelab USMLl (lancement en juin
1992) a fait I'objet d'essars satlsfaisants et
a 6t6 livrd au Kennedy Space Center en
seprcmDre.

Ioutes /es installations d utilisateurs
multiples r1alisdes par I'ESA pour Eureca
(epr1sentant environ 600/o de la charge
utile totale) ont 6t6 int6gr6es sur Ia plate-
forme et ont subi ayec succds /es essals
du sysldme in6gr6.

Les charges utiles de I'Agence destrndes
d la mission Spacelab-D2 (lancement
en janvier 1993) sont le module de
physique des fluides de pointe (AFPM),

I'Anthrorack et diffdrentes exp1riences en
sciences des matdriaux montdes dans
des installations d. utilisateurs multiples du
DLR Le moddle de vol de I'AFPM a ete
mis d niveau e I'ESTEC avant d'6tre
int1grd sans difficult1 dans le bAti double
de sciences des matdriaux La pr6para-
tion des exp1riences et I'entrainement
des 1quipages sonf blen avances. Le

moddle de vol de I'Anthrorack a 6t6
exp6di6 par I'A1rospatiale chez
MBB/ERNO oi a lieu I'int5gration de la
charge utile D2 Les essais d'interface
entre I'Anthrorack et le Spacelab ont etd
men6s d bien. Des eflorts particuliers ont
6td faits pour rem1dier d certaines
d6faillances de mat1riel qul se sont
produites pendant /es essais de
fonctionnement, I'objectif visd 6tant leur
remise compldte d la gestion de Ia

mlsslon Spacelab-D2 en octobre 1991.

Les activitds relatives aux quatre
exp1riences individuelles montdes dans
des installations du DLR, qui representent
un volume de travail notable en essais et
vd r if icati o n s, progressent co nfo r m 6 m e nt
aux plans.

Les cflarges ufrTes ESA de la mission
Spacelab IML-2 (lancement en 1994) sont
I' i nstallatio n' Bu lles, Gouttes et Parti cu les'
(BDPU), le Biorack, le dispositif Point
ciltique (CPF) et I'installation de
cristallisation des protfines de pointe

APCF). Les travaux sur I'APCF
progressenf normalement. La BDPU a

subi sans difficult1 sa revue critique de
conception. Les acllyitds d mener sur
le Biorack et le CPE qui feront I'objet
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600/o of the total payload) have been
integrated into the platform and have
successfully completed integrated system
testing

The ESA payloads on the Spacelab-D2
mission (launch January 1993) are the
Advanced Fluid-Physics Module (AFPM),

Anthrorack, and individual material-
sciences experiments mounted in DLR
multi-user facilities. The flight model of
the AFP|\/, having been upgraded at
ESTEC, has been successfully integrated
into the Material-Scrences Double Rack
The preparations for the experiments and
crew training are well underway. The
flight model of Anthrorack was shipped
by Aerospatiale to MBB/ERNO, where the
D2 payload is being integrated Interface
testing between Spacelab and
Anthrorack has been oerformed
successfully Special efforts are being
made to remedy some hardware failures
which occurred during performance
testing, the aim being to achieve a
complete handover to the Spacelab-D2
mission management in October 1991.

The work on the four single experiments
in DLR facilities is progressing according
to plan, which involves a substantial
verification and testing effort.

The ESA payloads for the IML-2
Spacelab mission (launch 1994) are the
Bubble, Drop and Particle Unit (BDPU),

Biorack, the Critical Point Facility (CPF)

and the Advanced Protein Crystallisation
Facility (APCF). Work on the APCF is
progressing well The BDPU has
successfully completed its Critical Design
Review. Activities on Biorack and CPE
both being re{lights from the IML-1

mission, are presently limited to
preparatory studies, awaiting completion
of IML-1.

An additional flight opportunity for the
APCF on Spacehab, a commercial
venture sponsored by NASA, in July
1993 is being negotiated.

The thirteenth ESA parabolic{light
campaign with the CNES/CEV Caravelle
aircraft was conducted in June The next
flight is planned for September. A
scientific workshop was organised to
present the results from the seventh to
the eleventh campaigns.

Maxus-1, the first sounding-rocket
planned to orovide 15 min of
microgravity, was launched in lVay, by

a German/Swedish consortium A failure
investigation is in progress as the rocket
did not achieve its correct apogee

Work on the Swedish Maser-S sounding-
rocket programme (launch Spring 1992)
has been initiated. Five ESA payload
modules will be accommodated

The next launch flexus 28) in the
German Texus sounding-rocket
programme, carrying one ESA payload,
is scheduled for Autumn 1991

The implementing arrangement with
Glavkosmos (USSR) for flying biological
experiments in a 'Biobox' on
Biokosmos-10 on a cooperative basis (no

exchange of funds) has been presented
to the Agency's lRC, AFC and
Microgravity Programme Board. The
development phase (Phase-C/D) has
been initiated, with the flight planned for
the end of 1993.

Agreement has been reached with the
German Space Agency DARA, to fly the
Otolith Test Device developed by ESA on
the German MIR mission in late 1991 ,

This experiment will investigate the
human body's reflexes and the behaviour
of its complex physiological orientation
sysrem

Eureca
The supplementary test programme
recommended by the ESA Board that
reviewed the acceptability of Eureca flight
hardware in May was completed
satisfactorily by the end of July

These tests revealed, however, that the
data flows between the flight unit and the
ESOC ground segment need adjustment
to avoid critical onboard-computer load
conditions

As a result of tests on the resistivity

of the material Vespel to hydrazine
contamination, a decision was made to
exchange all Vespel seals in the He-gas
pressure system of Eureca's Orbital
Transfer Propulsion Assembly

Having been given the Agency's consent
to ship, the flight unit is now being
prepared by MBB/ERNO for transport to
the USA. The Eureca launch is now
planned by NASA tor 2 July 1992 on

Shuttle flight STS 46, with retrieval
foreseen for 22 Aoril 1993 on STS-57.

Space Station
Freedom/Columbus
Manned laboratories
After several rounds of discussion with
the Delegations and in-house analysis of
the implications for the programme of
imposed budget restrictions, a modified
scenario was presented to the Delega-
tions at the end of August as part of
the overall In-Orbiflnfrastructure (lOl)

scenario. This revised scenario is the
proposed basis for the Ministerial
Conference in November.

The scenario for the Attached Laboratory
is unchanged and launch is still

scheduled for September 1998, driven by
the Space-Station Freedom Assembly
Sequence

The launch date and develooment
schedule for the Free-Flyer is linked to
the date when Hermes will be able to
perform its first full servicing mission
The Hermes development schedule
foresees such a mission in mid-2004,
and consequently launch of the Free-

Flyer is foreseen for the second half of
2003. An initial joint system-definition
effort is planned in the 1992-1994 time
frame The subsystem developments that
were supposed to be common with one
of the two other Columbus elements and
managed by the Free-Flyer contractor,
have been moved to Attached Lab-
oratory or Polar-Platform responsibility,
as appropriate, as the full Free-Flyer
development will only start in 1995. A
strong coherence will be maintained
between the Free-Flyer and the Hermes
developments

On the NASA side after a difficult initial
budget-approval situation for fiscal-year
1992 Space-Station funding, in June the
House of Representatives finally voted
the 1992 Space Station funding at
essentially the 1991 level. This vote was
confirmed in July by the Senate. During
this process, ESA strongly supported the
Space Station Programme in the light of
the international commitments associated
with it.

The System Architect Support Contract
for the operations ground segment has
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d'un nouveau vol aprds IML-1, se limitent
pour le moment d des dtudes
prdparatoires

On ndgocie actuellement une occasion
de vol suppl1mentaire pour I'APCF sur
Spacehab, opdratron commerciale
patronn6e par la NASA, en juillet 1993

La treizieme campagne de vols

paraboliques de |Agence a 6te conduite
en juin sur la Caravelle du CNES/CEV. Le

prochain vol est pr6vu en septembre. Un

atelier scientifique a 6t6 organisd afin de
pr1senter /es r6sultats obtenus de la

septldme d la onzidme campagne

Maxus-l, premidre fusde-sonde capable
de fournir 15 mn de quasi-impesanteur,

a 6t6 lancee en mai 1991 par un

consortium germano-suddois. La fusde

n'ayant pu attetnare son apogee correct,

une enqudte esl en cours pour analyser
la cause de la ddfaillance.

Le programme suddors de fus6es-sondes
Maser-S (lancement au printemps 1992)

a 6t6 engag6. Cinq modules de charge
utile de l'ESA y seront embarqu1s

Le prochain lancement (Texus 28) du
programme allemand de fusdes-sondes
(Texus) emportant une charge utile de
/'ESA esf programm1 pour I'automne
1991

L'accord d'ex1cution conclu avec
G/avcosmos (UFSS) pour I'emport sur

une base coopdrative (sans 1change de
fonds) d'experiences brologiques dans
un 'Biobox' d bord de Biocosmos-l)
a efe nresenf4 A l'lRC A I'AFC et au

Conseil directeur du programme de
recherche en microgravit1 de I'Agence.

La phase de developpement (phase C/D)

a 6t6 engagde, le vol 6tant prdvu pour la

fin 1993

Un accord a 6t6 conclu avec la DARA,

I'Agence spatiale allemande, pour
l'emport fin 1991, sur la missron

allemande MlR, du dtrspositif

d'experimentation'Otolith' rdalis1 par
I'Agence Cette exp6rience 1tudiera les

reflexes du corps humain et le
comportemenl de son complexe sysfdme
p hysiolog iq u e d'o ilentatio n.

The Columbus Attached Laboratory

Le laboratoire raccordd Columbus

tzo

Eureca
Le programme d'essar.s suppl1mentaire
recommandd par la commission ESA qui
a nrnr6rl6 cn mai 1qq a h revue du
mat1rid de vol Eureca avant exp1dition a

6td men6 d bonne fin en juillet

Ces essais ont toutefois fait apparaitre
que /es flux de donn6es entre I'unitd de
vol et le secteur so/ de /'ESOC devait 6tre

ajustd afin d'6viter une surcharge ciltique
du calculateu r em barque

A la suite d'essars sur la resistance

du mat1riau 'Vespel' d l'action de
I'hydrazine, il a 6te ddcid1 de remplacer
tous /es joints en Vespel du systdme de
pressurlsallon a I'helium de I'ensemble
propulseur de transfert orbital d'Eureca

L'Agence ayant donnd son accord
au transport, I'unit6 de vol est en
pr1paration chez MBB/ERNO en vue

d'6tre achemin5e au Etats-Unis. Le

lancement d'Eureca est ddsormais prdvu
par la NASA le 2 juillet 1992 sur le vol de
Ia Navette SIS 40 sa r1cupdratron 6tant
prevue le 22 avril 1993 par SIS-52

Station spatiale
Freedom/Columbus

Laboratoires habites
Aprds plusieurs s6ries de dlscussions
avec les ddl1gations et d I'issue d'une

analyse interne des incidences sur /e
programme des restrictions budg1taires
imposdes, un scdnario modifi1 a 6te
pr1sentd fin ao)t aux ddl6gations dans
le cadre du sc1nario g6n6ral de
l'lnfrastructure orbitale (lOl) Ce sc1nario
revisd constitue la base de la proposition
qui sera soumise aux ministres en

novembre

Fn r:p ntti .nn.Prnc lc labofatoife

raccord1, le sc6nario est inchang€ et son

lancement demeure fixe a septembre
1998, date imposee par la s1quence
d'assemblage de Ia station spatiale
Freedom.

Le calendrier de d1veloppement et
la date de lancement du laboratoire
autonome sont /l6s d la date d laquelle
Hermds sera en mesure d'ex1cuter sa
premidre mlsslon de desserte compldte.

Le calendrier de ddveloppement
d'Hermds pr1voit que cette mtSsion sera

exdcut1e d la mi-2004, ce qui conduit d

un lancement du laboratoire autonome
au deuxidme serneslre de 2003. Un
premier effort de d6finition commune au
niveau systdme est pr6vu au cours de
Ia peilode 1992-1994. Les travaux de
d1veloppemenf des sous-sysfdmes
pr6sum6s communs avec I'un des deux
autres elements Columbus et gdrds par
le contractant du laboratotre autonome
ont 6t6 transfer1s d la responsabilitl des
contractants du laboratoire raccordd ou
de la plateJorme polaire, selon le cas, la
rdalisation proprement dite du laboratoire
autonome ne devant d1buter qu'en 1995.
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been completed and all central facilities

have been designed and specifications
established Work on the Laboratory
Control Centres has progressed.

On the utilisation side, the precursor
flights have been retained as they
provide unique access, prior to
exploitation of the Infrastructure, to
scientific users, and increase European

experience in manned space flight in

preparing for Columbus exploitation

However, budget constrarnts mean that
only three precursor flights are now
proposed - two Eureca and one
Snacelah - rn the 1995 - 97 time frame

Among the 'Long-Term Programme'
activities, the EXEMSI experimental
campaign has been defined and should
be conducted in mid-1992 A crew of
three will be confined for two 28 day
periods in a volume corresponding to
the living space of Hermes plus lhe
Free-Flyer.

Ariane
The main aims of the Ariane-S Prog-

ramme for 1991 have been achieved
from the technical and timetable
viewpoints In particular:

- the programme for tests on the
Vulcain engine has been adhered to:

- the major subassemblies making up
the first P230 booster have been

delivered;

- lho nrndrrntinn :nri teSt taCilitieS have

been commissioned in Guiana,

Vulcain engine
In a little over a year, five Vulcain
engines have been accepted at SEP
and tested on the engine teststands at
Vernon (France) and Lampoldhausen
(Germany) In a programme of forty-
eight tests, the following key objectives
have been achieved:

definition of the ignition and
shutdown sequences;

- short burn at 100/o above nominal
thrust;

- steady-state operatron for 885 s

(flight duration is 600 s);

- cumulative operation of 3200 s,

including 2300 s on a single
engrne

Progress is thus well in line with the
Vulcain-engine development plan

P230 stage
The following very important milestones
have been achieved in the last few
months:

- The first burst test of a booster
casing representative of a flight
structure was performed by MAN
/Germanv) Resr rlts confirm the
validity of the inter-segment joint

configuration and the dimensioning
of the structure

- The barrel sections (with internal
thermal cladding) for the first B1

booster were delivered to Guiana
by BPD
The first full-scale nozzle was
accented bv SFP This nozzle will

be used on the Bl booster, hot-

testing of which is now scheduled
for March 1992

Facilities in French Guiana
The grain plant facilities in French
Guiana have been validated These
facilities, developed with SNPE-
Engineering as prime contractor, have
now been released to the company
Regulus, which has the responsibility
for running the plant

A full-scale segment weighing 100 t,

representative of the flight segments.
was used to validate the fabrication
and control process 12 t inert and
active mixes have been produced by
the two mixers. G Process validation mockup of Ariane-S's P230

stage

Moddle de validatian du processus de
fabrication de l'6tage P230 d'Ariane

tzt
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Toute la coh6rence possib/e sera assurde

entre les travaux de d6veloppement du
laboratoire autonome et ceux d'Hermds.

Du c6td de la NASA, aprds une pdriode

de n1gociation d1licate, la Chambre des
Reprdsentants a finalement votd au mois
de juin le budget de la Station spatiale
pour 1992 d un niveau d peu prds

identique d celui de 1991 Ce vote a 6td

confirm6 en juillet par le Sdnat. Tout

au long de ce processus, I'Agence a

apport6 un soutien 6nergrque au
programme de Station spatiale en se

fondant sur /es engagements
internationaux qui y sont li6s

Le contrat de soutien architecte systdme

pour le secteur sol opdrationnel a 6te

mend d bonne fin, foutes /es installations

centrales ont 6t6 congues ef /es

sp6cifications 1tablies. Les travaux relatifs

au Centre de contr1le des laboratoires
nnl nrnarocc6

COtd utilisateurs, le principe de vols

pr1curseurs a 6t6 retenu car il s'agit
d'un moyen unique d?ccds d I'espace
pour les utilisateurs scientifiques,

antdrieurement d I'exploitation de
I'infrastructure, et c'esf un moyen

d'accroitre I'expdrience europ1enne en

matidre de vols spatiaux avec 1quipage
en preparation de |expbitation de
Columbus. Toutefois, les contraintes
budg1taires font que lrois vols
prdcurseurs seulement sonf ddsormais
proposds - deux vols Eureca et un vol

Spacelab - au cours de la pdriode

1995-1997.

Parmi les activitds du 'programme a long
terme', la campagne expdrimentale
'EXEMSI' a 6td d1finie et devrait €tre

mende d la mi-1992 Un 5quipage de
trois personnes restera enferm1 pendant
deux p1riodes de 28 jours dans un

volume correspondant d I'espace vital

offert par Hermds plus le laboratoire
autonome.

Ariane
Les principaux objectifs du programme

Ariane-S, prdvus en 1991, sonl respecl6s
du point de vue technique et calendaire;
citons notamment:

- respect du plan d'essais du moteur
Vulcain

- Iivraison des gros sous-ensemb/es
consfltutrfs du premier booster P230
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- recette des installations de production
et d'essais en Guyane.

Moteur Vulcain
En un peu plus d'un an cinq moteurs
Vulcain ont 6t6 receltds d la SEP et
essayds sur /es bancs moteur de Vernon

(F) et de Lampoldshausen (A). 48 essat.s

sont rdalis6s et les objectifs importants
suivanfs sonl attenfsi

- definition des s5quences d'allumage
et d'arr)t

- fonctionnement du moteur, en courte
duree, 100/o au deld de Ia poussde

nomtnale

- fonctionnement du moteur, en

continu, pendant 885 s (/e temps de
vol est de 600 s)

- dur6e de fonctionnement cumul6e de
3200 s dont 2300 s sur un seu/
moteur.

Le plan de d1veloppement du moteur
Vulcain esl donc respect1.

Etage P230
Au cours de ces derniers mots, des
dfapes trds significatives onl 6t6 atteintes

dont:

- la realisation chez MAN (A) du
premier essai d'lclatement d'une
structure nue repr6sentative d' u ne
structure de vol. Les rdsultats obfenus
permettent de confirmer la validit6 de
la configuration des /lailsons

intersegments et le dimensionnement
de la structure

- la livraison en Guyane par BPD des
viroles du premier boosfer 81 6quip6es
de leur protection thermique interne

- la recette par la SEP de la premidre

tuydre d 1chelle 1 Cette tuydre

equipera le booster 81 dont /'essai d
leu esf maintenant programm1 en

mars 1992.

Installations en Guyane
Les installations de I'usine de poudre en

Guyane ont 6td validdes. Ces

installations, ddvelopp6es sous /a maitrise
de SNPE-lng1nierie, sont d1sormais
mises d disposition de Ia soci6td Regulus

charg1e de |expbitation de I'usine.

Un segment, 1chelle 1 de 100 t,

reprdsentatif des segmenls de vol a
permis de valider /e processus de
fabrication et de contr)le. Des couldes
inertes et actives de 12 t ont 6td r6alts6es

sur /es deux malaxeurs. G
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Publications
The documents that are listed here have

been issued since the last publications

announcement in the ESA Bulletin

Requests for copies should be made
in accordance with the Table and using

the Order Form inside the back cover of

this issue

ESA Journal

The following papers have been
published in ESA Journal Vol 15 No 3/4:

THE CHALLENGE OF SA[/PLE ACOU SITION N A
COI\i ETABY ENVIRONIVENT
EIDENMJ&COSTEP

A NEW I\IECNANISNi FOR PAYLOAD JETT SONING

ANALYSIS I\IODELLING AND SPACE SPECIFIC
ANALYSES USING'ESABASE
DE KRUYF J

SENSITIVITY CNANGES IN THE CNRS
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRON/ETER ABOARD OSO 8

LEI\IAIBE P

ASSESS[/ENT OF THE CATHEDRAL-II SIL CON
COIVPILER FOR DIG TAL.SIGNAL-PROCESSING
APPLICAT ONS
BOLSEA/S / FIAL

A N/ETHOD OF SI[/ULATING DISCONTINUOUS
SIGNALS
LA PRESTI L & MONDIN M

ESA Special Publications

ESA SP-1143 // 290 PAGES
REPORT OF THE EARTI-OBSERVATION USER
CONSULTATION I\IEET NG, ESTEC, NOORDW JK
(Nt), 29 31 IVAY 1991 (OCTOBER 1991)

READINGS C BABRON C & BATTRICK B (EDs)

ESA SP-1 131 REVISION 1 // PRICE 25 DFL
CATALOGUE OF ESA PATENTS (JULY 1991)
KALLENBACH P A (ED BATTRICK B)

ESA SP-320 // PRICE 150 DF
PROCEED NGS OF THE EUROPEAN SPACE
POWER CONFERENCE, FLORENCE, TALY, 2-6

SEPTETVBER 199- (VOLS - 8 2)

HUNT J (EDITOR)

ESA SP-316 // PRICE 75 DFL
PROCEED NGS OF THE SYI\i POSIUN/ SPACE
PRODUCT ASSURANCE FOR EUBOPE N THE
19905, ESTEC, NOORDWIJK, '15-'19 APR L ]991
(AUGUST 1ee1)
HUNT J (EDITOR)

ESA SP-332 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROCEED NGS OF TIE SECOND EUROPEAN
CONFI'RF\CE ON SATELLITE
CONII\IUN CATIONS (ECSC 2), tIEGE. BELGIUIV,
22-24 3CrOSER 1991
KALDEICH B (EDITOR)

ESA SP-321 // PRICE ,150 DF_
PROCEED NGS OF AN INTERNAT ONAL
CONFERENCE ON SPACECBAFT STRUCTURES
AND IVECHAN CAL TEST NG (VOLS '1 & 2)

BURKE W R (ED:TOR)

ESA SP-342 // PRICE 90 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF IVTH EUROPEAN AEROSPACE
CONFERENCE ON TAUNCI BASES AND
CONTROL NFRASTRUCTURES FOR

SPACECRAFT PABIS, 13-16 IVAY 1991
KALDEICH B (EDITOR)

ESA SP-345 // PRICE 35 DFL
PROCEEDiNGS OF INTERNAT ONAL WOBKSHOP
ON SALYUI-7/KOSIVOS-1 686 REENTRY
FLURY W & BATTBICK B (EDITORS)

esa sP-320
(W unre 1)

ProceEdrngs oi the

EUHOPEAN SPACE
POWER CONFERENCE

Florefce. 16! 2 5 Seplember 1991

Vo/ume 1; fuwer ,9yslems
kwer Eleclronics
Banenes and Fuel Cslls

(M/

Procesdings of th€
SECOND EUROPEAN
CONFENENCE ON
SATELLITE
OOMMUNICATION8

ECSG2

Paiais ds Qongrds
Li6go. Belglum
22'24 October 1991
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publications

ESA Brochures

ESA 8B-76 // NO CHARGE
PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPIVENT
AND UTILISATION OF I\IICROGRAVITY IN SPACE
THE ',RADiUS' REPORT (JUNE r991)
GUYENNE T D (EDITOR)

ESA BR-71 // NO CHARGE
THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR SPACE LAW'S
BIENNIAL REPORT 1989-199'1 TAUGUST 1991)
BURKE W R (ED|TOR)

ESA BR-79 // NO CHARGE
PARTNEFSHIP IN SPACE AN INTBODUCTION
TO CANADA'S SPECIAL RETATIONSHIP WITH ESA
(SEPTEIVBEF 1991)
LECLERC G (ED. LONGDON A.

ESA Training Manuals

ESA TNil-14 // PRICE 35 DFL
AOS HANDBOOK - A USER'S GUIDE TO THE
CCSDS STANDABDS FOR ADVANCED ORBITING
SYSTETVS (JULY 1991)
SIANION D (ED BURKE W R)

ESA Scientific and Technical Reports

ESA STR-231 // PRICE 50 DF_
THE PHYSICS AND INSTRUI\IENTATION OF
PASSIVE ATTMOSPHEFIC SOUNDTNG (JULY 1991)
INGMANN P (ED. BURKE W R)

ESA Procedures, Standards and
Specifications

ESA PSS-01-612 ISSUE 1 // PRICE DFL 35
CAPABILITY APPBOVAL PROGRAIVI\IE FOR
IVICROWAVE HYBRID INTEGRATION CIRCUITS
(lVHlCs) (NOVElt/BER 1990)
ESTEC PRODUCT ASSU,qANCE AND SAFETY DEPT

ESA PSS-01-726 ISSUE 2 // PRICE 25 DFL
THE CRIN/PING OF HIGH RELIABILITY
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS (DEC 1990)
ESTEC MATER IALS,4ND PBOCFSSES D/Y/S/ON

ESA PSS-01-728 ISSUE 2 // PRICE 35 DFL
THE REPAIR AND I\IODIFICATION OF PRINTED-
CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEI\IBLIES FOR SPACE USE
(rvARCH 1ee1)
ESTEC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES D/Y/S/ON

ESA PSS-01-21 ISSUE 2 // PRICE 25 DFL
SOFTWARE PRODUCT ASSURANCE
REQUIREIVENTS FOR SPACE SYSTEMS
(APRtL 1991)
ESTEC PRODUCT ASSUBANCE AND SAFETY DEPT
AND ESA FRACTURE CONTBOL BOARD

ESA PSS-01-730 ISSUE 1 // PHICE 35 DFL
THE WIRE WRAPPING OF HIGH-RELIABILITY
ELECTRTCAL CONNECTTONS (|VAFCH 1991)
ESTEC PRODUCI ASSURANCE AND SAFETY DEPT

ESA PSS-o4-O ISSUE 1 // PRICE 25 DFL
SPACE DATA COIVMUNICATIONS (IV]ARCH 1991)
ESA SIANDAFDS APPROVAL BOARD (STAB) FOR
SPACE DATA COM M U N ICATIONS

ESA PSS-04-104 VOLUME 1 ISSUE 2 //
PRICE 25 DFL
RANGING STANDARD VOLUN/E 1: DIRECT
GROUND TO SPACECRAFT RANGING
TMABCH 1991)
ESA SIANDARDS APPROVAL BOARD (STAB) FOR
SPACE DATA COMM U N ICATIONS

ESA PSS-03-210 ISSUE 1 // PRICE 75 DFL
ADHESIVE BONDING HANDBOOK FOR
ADVANCED STFUCTURAL IVATEBIALS (FEBFUARY
1990)
ESIEC SIFUCIUFES AND MECHANISMS DIV.

ESA PSS-01-20 ISSUE 2 // PRICE 35 DFL
QUALITY ASSURANCE REOUIREI\IENTS FOF ESA
SPACE SYSTEIVS (FEBRUARY 1991)
ESTEC PRODUCI ASSUF,ANCE AND SAFETY DEPT.
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Space Mission Analysis and Design
edited by James R. Wertz, Wiley J. Larson
SPACE TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY 2

Space Mission Analysis and Design includes numerous topics not treated in other books, such as orbit and con-
stellation design techniques, a detailed prescription tor the mission analysis and design process, legal and policy
implications in mission design, evaluation of the'hidden agenda'which frequenlly dominates design decisions,
and a collection of numerical recipes for creating preliminary estimates ot misslon parameters lt contains all of
the information, data and explicit methods needed to define systems that meet a variety of mission requirements.
The book is an invaluable tool for the concept exploralion process and is required reading for anyone involved in
this process lor unmanned space missions.
'1991,832 pp
HB S89 00/Oft 195 00/f6200
PB S34 50/Dfl 95 00/e33 00
U.S Govemment employers may apply lot a discount

Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control
edited by James R. Wertz

Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control is the first comprehensive presentation of data, theory, and prac-
tice in attitude analysis The book is written by 33 senior technical statf members in the Spacecraft Attitude
Department of Computer Sciences Corporation and incorporates their experience in supporting more than 30
space missions Because of the extensive cross-references, complete index, and 13 technical appendices, this
book can be either a self-teachina texl or a reference handbook

1978,862 pp
HB $99 00/Oft 213 00/c71 00

1980,862 pp
PB $49 00/Dfl 14200/t47.50

An Introduction to
by J. J. Pocha

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY 1

tsBN 90-277-0959-9

tsBN 90-277-1204-2

Mission Design for Geostationary Satellites

lsBN 0-7923-0970-7
tsBN 0-7923-0971 5

KLUWER
ACADEMIC
PUBLISHERS

This book provides an introduction to the mission design of communication satellites There are many excellent
books on orbit mechanics and astrodynamics, but until now there has been no single work that explains the ins
and outs of mission design, and explains tvhy things are done the way they are done as well as how they are done

1982 238 pp

H B $69.00/Dfl. 1 29 .O01Q42.95

P O Box 322, 3300 AH Dordrecht, The Netherlands
PO Box 358, Accord Station, Hingham, MA 02018-0358, U S A

lsBN 90-277-2479-2



ETECTRONIC ASSEMBLY TRAINING
At The Europeon Spoce Agency Approved UK CENTRE, PORTSMOUTH

ESA certificated courses rcgularly offered include:

id

E(r4 KeworK ond Keporr to EJA specrflcotron rJ>u l-/ z6
EO5 Surfoce mount tdchnology to ESA specificotion PS$01-238

Other services ovoiloble include odvice, consultoncy ond the
design ond implementotion of unique troining pock6ges for
individuol client componies, either centrebosed or on-site.

Further detoils ond cu
Centre Monooer. Reo
of Technolosy] Coshd
ENGIAND

Phone O7O5 38313l extension
eurcpean space agency
agence spatiale europ6enne

EO4 Rework ond Repoir to ESA specificotion PS$O1-728
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publications

Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of Scope/Contents
rssues per year

Availability Source

Periodicals
ESA Bulletin

ESA Journal

Earth Observation Quarterly
(English or French)

ECSL News

Reaching for the Skies

Columbus Logbook

Microgravity News from ESA

(English with French summaries)
News & Views

4

4
I

4

4

3

ESA's magazine

ESA's learned journal

Remote-sensing newspaper

Free ol charge

Bulletin of the European Centre for Space

Law (under the auspices of ESA)

ESA's Space Transportation Systems

Space Station/Columbus newspaper

Europe's microgravrty research programme

ESA lnformation

Retrieval Service's newspaper

ESA Publications Divrsion, ESTEC,

22OO AG Noordwilk, The Netherlands

ESRIN, Via Galileo Galilei,

CP64, 00044 Frascati, ltaly

Monographs
Conlerence Proceedings

Scientific/Technical l\rlonographs

ESA Brochures

ESA Folders

Scientific & Technical Reports

Scientific & Technical Memoranda

Procedures, Standards & Specificatrons

Code
(SP-xxx)

(SP-xxxx)

(BR-xxx)

(F-xxx)

(STR-xxx)

(STM-xxx)

(PSS-xxx)

Volumes on specific Conlerence subjects Prices below

Specilic/detailed informatron on

graduate-level subjects

Summary of less than 50 pages

^n 
2 c^a^i{i^ e,,hia^t

'Folders' grvrng short description ol a Free of charge
sublect for the space'interested layman

Graduate level - reflecting ESA's Prices below
position on a given subject

Graduate level - latest but not finalised

thinking on a given subject

Definitive requirements in support of ,,

conlracls

ESA Publications Division, ESTEC,

2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Other Publications
Trainrng Manuals

Tech n ical Translatio ns

IM-xxx)

(TT-xxx)

Series for education of users or potential

users of ESA programmes. services or

facilities

Translations of national space-related

documents - (Microfiche or
photocopy only)

Prices from ESRIN ESRIN, Via Galileo Galilei,

CP64, 00044 Frascati, ltaly,

or ESA/IRS Office, 8-10 Mario Nikis

75738 Paris 15, France

Public-r€lations material General literatu+e, posters

photographs, films etc

ESA Public Relations Service

8-10 rue Mario-Nikis

75738 Paris.15, France

Chaqes for printed documents
Number ol pages in document:

Price (Dutch Guilders)

EO

tf,u
25

EI

51-100
35

E2

101-200
50

E3

201-400
70

E4

401-600
90
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Order Form for ESA Publications

IMPORTANT
1. Orders must be accompanied by a Cheque or International Banker's Draft, in Dutch Guilders,

made payable to 'ESA Publications Division'. No publications will be sent before receipt of
payment. The minimum value order accepted from 1 January 1991 is Dfl 75. (Does not apply to
periodicals or folders, which are free of charge).

2. Mailing free-of-charge (sea mail outside Europe). lf airmail is required outside Europe, please
add 100/o to total.

MAILING ADDRESS (Print carefully)

RETURN TO: FINANCE DIVISION (EFA/P)
ESTEC, POSTBUS 299
22OO AG NOORDWIJK
THE NETHERLANDS

Airmail (outside Europe)2 I yes lf yes, add 100/o of total:

MINIMUM ORDER DfI. 75. Total amount enclosed: Dfl.

Function

Organisation

Mailing Address

Town & Postal Code

Country

Date . Signature

METHOD OF PAYMENT (Please tick box)

Cheque
Internationar Banker,s Draft 

enclosed' made payable to ESA Publications Division'
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Mechanical requirements - Copy dates

Printing material

Usable material:

Copy date:
(in Noordwijk)

Type area:

lssue dates

ESA Bulletin: February, May, August and November

Rates in Dutch Guilders

1/1 page B/W 2,000.- 1.600.- 1.200.-

112 page BIW 1.200.- 1.000.- 800.-

1/4 page B/VV 800.- 700.- 600.-

Extra charge for 4 colour processing: 1,500.- Dutch Guilders.
Loose inserts (by application only) 1lA4 - 3.000.-.

1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion side
down).

Negative, artwork ready for reproduction. All
production charges are invoiced separately.

Ready for printing: 30 days before publication.
Requiring translation or adaptation: 45 days before
oublication.
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservation should be notified immediately
(tlx 39098 - tel. (31) (0) 1719-83794

1/1 page 1851265 mm high
112 page vertical 911265 mm high
112 page horizontal 185/131 mm high
114 page vertical 91/131 mm high
114 page horizontal 185/ 65 mm high

8x4x1X

Circulation
Algeria
Andorra
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belgium
Benin
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burma
Burundi
Canada
Chile
China (People's
Republic)
Colombia
Congo
Cuba
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Ecuador
Egvpt
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Falkland lslands
Faroe lslands
Federal Republic of

Germany
Finland
France
French Guiana
Gambia
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Ghana
Gibralta
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
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India
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rraq
lreland
lsrael
Italy
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Korea
Kuwait
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Lesotho
Liberia
Liechtenstein
Libya
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Mali
Malta
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Mexico
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Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Netherlands
New Guinea
New Zealand
Nicaragua
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Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Papua

New Guinea
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Oatar
Romania
Rwanda
Sao Tome
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Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore
South Africa
Soviet Union
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Surinam
Sweden
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Syria
Taiwan
Tanzania
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USA
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